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Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome
and Transfusion Related Acute Lung Injury
Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS) has become familiar to many in the past two years,
as images of sedated COVID-19 patients on mechanical ventilators have been cabled out all over the
world. However, ARDS was a major issue of the ICU long before the pandemic. It is estimated that 40%
of all ARDS patients will die, and survivors sustain long-term physical and psychological disabilities, still
persistent five years after the episode. There are to date no efficient treatments of ARDS, although early
recognition and thereby strategies to reduce harm, increase survival and decrease long-term morbidities (1).
ARDS can be diagnosed by acute onset of dyspnea (trouble breathing), chest X-ray showing bilateral
pulmonary edema and categorized into mild (200 mm Hg < PaO2/FIO2 ≤ 300 mm Hg), moderate
(100 mm Hg < PaO2/FIO2 ≤ 200 mm Hg), or severe (PaO2/FIO2 ≤ 100 mm Hg) depending on the
degree of hypoxia (2). Transfusion Related Acute Lung Injury (TRALI) present with similar clinical
features, however, is separately diagnosed by acute onset within 6 hours of blood transfusion, absence of
typical ARDS risk factors such as sepsis, pneumonia, and acute pancreatitis and no sign of respiratory
decline at least 12h before transfusion (defined as TRALI type I). In the presence of ARDS risk factors,
but no sign of respiratory deterioration 12h before transfusion, the classification is TRALI type II, and
otherwise it is ARDS (3). The mechanisms behind TRALI are complex and incompletely understood and
will be discussed in more detail in chapter 3 of this thesis. In short, TRALI develops in two “hits”, where
systemic inflammation underlies the pre-disposing patient first hit, and transfusion with anti-HLA class
I/II, anti-HNA or biological response modifiers comprise the second hit (4). As is the case for ARDS, no
specific treatment for TRALI is available. The biological outcome of ARDS and TRALI is an overactive
immune response, plasma fluids filling the alveoli disrupting oxygen exchange, and damaged endothelial
cells - the protectors of vascular integrity.

Endothelial cells
Endothelial cells (ECs) form the innermost layer of the blood vessels throughout the cardiovascular
system, forming an active barrier between circulating blood and tissue (Figure 1). ECs act as gate keepers
and determine which molecules and immune cells travel from one side, i.e., the circulation, to the other
side, the tissue. Moreover, the endothelium can rapidly respond to changes in blood flow and pressure.
Endothelial cells are connected to each other with adhesion molecules that are located at the endothelial
cell-cell junction region.
Maintaining a tight endothelial barrier is an active interplay between the endothelial cell-cell
junctional protein- and cytoskeletal re-arrangement. This signaling includes the local activation and
de-activation of so-called Rho-GTPases and Guanine Exchange Factors (GEFs). Dysregulation of these
processes and as a consequence disruption of the endothelial barrier may have catastrophic consequences
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for tumorigenesis, disease-associated bone remodeling, infectiology (5) and, as I will discuss in this thesis,
ARDS.

Tight junctions (figure 2), also known as zonula occludens, are highly prevalent and well organized
in tissues where permeability is limited, such as the blood brain barrier and arteries. Post-capillary venules,
which allow most passage of circulating immune cells and plasma proteins, have them sporadically
interspersed between the adherens junctions (11). The most commonly known tight junction proteins are
the claudins, of which claudin-5 is endothelial specific, occludins, junctional adhesion molecules (JAMs)
and endothelial cell selective adhesion molecule (ESAM). Occludins, claudins and JAM-A/B/C mainly
seem to link to the actin cytoskeleton via Zonula Occludens (ZO) proteins, of which the most studied
is ZO-1. ZO-1 is able to bind cortacin and α-catenin, but also directly to filamentous actin (11). ZO-1
is commonly considered a cytoplasmic component of tight junctions, however, it also links to adherens
junctions, as do AF-6, which also binds directly to F-actin and Ras.
Another major determinant of vascular permeability, which is not specified to tight or adherens
junctions, is Platelet Endothelial Cell Adhesion Molecule 1 (PECAM-1; CD31) (figure 2). Through
its homophilic interactions at cell-cell junctions it has been shown to maintain vascular barrier integrity
(14,15), however, it has also been shown to act as a signaling molecule during vascular events such as
angiogenesis and leukocyte transmigration (16). PECAM-1 may have the ability to stabilize VE-cadherin
via recruitment of SHP-2 to its ITIM-domain and subsequent β-catenin de-phosphorylation (17).
PECAM-1 further has mechanosensory properties and forms a complex with VE-cadherin and VEGFR2
to confer responsiveness to flow in heterologous cells (18). It has also been suggested that certain isoforms
of PECAM-1, possibly generated in certain tissues by isotype switching, would have the ability to increase
inflammatory pathway MAPK/ERK and small GTPase activation (19).

Figure 1.
Illustration of a blood vessel where red
delineates the outer wall of the vessel
and yellow delineates the inner lining:
the endothelial cells.

Endothelial cell-cell junctions
The endothelial barrier is held together by proteins forming homo- and heterophilic interactions
between neighboring cells. These proteins create the so-called adherens junctions and the tight junctions.
The main component of adherens junctions (figure 2) is Vascular Endothelial cadherin (VEcadherin; CD144; CDH5). VE-cadherin is anchored to the actin cytoskeleton via α-catenin/β-catenin
and plakoglobin interactions of the cytoplasmic tail and is a major determinant of vascular permeability
(6,7). Several proteins act to phosphorylate or de-phosphorylate VE-cadherin to alter its function during
events of increased or decreased permeability, such as VE-protein tyrosine phosphatase (VE-PTP), Src
Homology region 2 domain-containing Phosphatase (SHP-2), Protein Kinase C (PKC) and Src kinase
(7–10). VE-cadherin further associates with the vascular endothelial growth factor receptor 2 (VEGFR2),
which has mechanosensing properties, and directly to VE-PTP via the extracellular domains, stabilizing
cell adhesion (11). Phosphorylation of VE-cadherin also increases association of p120 to the cytoplasmic
tail, which seems to have cell-adhesion promoting effects in some cell types, but an inhibitory effect in
others (11).
Interestingly, VE-cadherin seems to be of specific importance for permeability in pulmonary
endothelium, as demonstrated by two separate studies. In the first, specific VE-cadherin inhibiting
antibodies were injected systemically into mice, resulting in increased permeability specifically in heart
and lungs (12). In another study, mutant mice expressing a VE-cadherin-α-catenin fusion protein, preserved
vascular integrity and blocked leukocyte transmigration was observed particularly in lungs (13).
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An active role for PECAM-1 (and JAM-A) has also been suggested during immune responses where
leukocytes (immune cells) breach the endothelial barrier to travel from the circulation into tissue, known
as extravasation or trans-endothelial migration (TEM). PECAM-1 is proposed to be part of what is called
a Lateral Border Recycling Compartment (LBRC). The LBRC is a membrane network at the cell surface,
continuously recycling junctional proteins PECAM-1, JAM-A, CD99 and CD155 during leukocyte TEM
(20–22). Interestingly, PECAM-1 seems to be important during TEM of leukocytes upon stimulation
with IL-1β, but not with TNF or certain other chemokines (23,24). This feature could be applicable to
other adhesion molecules as well.
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Figure 2.
An illustration of the endothelial

Actin regulators

junctions, where the blue lines
indicate the border between two
endothelial cells. Adherens junction
protein VE-cadherin is depicted in
“head-to-head” cis-and trans binding
configuration, stabilized by VE-PTP
and phosphatase actions of SHP-2
(green). Bound to the cytoplasmic
tail of VE-cadherin are p120-catenin
(p120, in blue), β-catenin (β-cat) and
plakoglobin (Plako), of which the latter
two bind α-catenin (in lime). Additional
binding partners of α-catenin are
indicated below the accolade.
PECAM-1 is depicted as a homodimer
between the VE-cadherin dimers.
The tight junction proteins (Occludin,
Claudin, JAM, ESAM) are depicted
bound to membrane associated ZO-1
(in purple).

Figure 3.
Globular actin (G-actin) bound to ATP
is assembled into filamentous actin
(F-actin) with help of nucleating factor
Arp2/3. These double-helix fragments
can further be polymerized into long
strings and branched actin.
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The actin network of the cell is commonly called the “skeleton” of the cells (cytoskeleton). It exists
in free form known as globular actin (g-actin) but more commonly is incorporated into microfilaments
that make up the cytoskeleton, known as filamentous actin (F-actin) (figure 3). Actin is involved in most
processes of the cell, including cell motility, vesicle and organelle movement, cell signaling and establishment
and maintenance of cell junctions. These actions require polymerization, de-polymerization re-organization,
fragmentation, and destruction of F-actin, which in vivo is mediated by actin adaptors such as gelsolin,
cofilin, tropomodulin and Actin Related Protein (ARP), intermediate filaments and microtubules (25,26).
Polymerization is the process when F-actin assembles into a multimeric double stranded helix, including
extension or branching of this helix, a process which in vivo is mediated by a complex of ARP-2/3 (figure 3).
ATP is always bound to this helix, although not essential for its assembly, as ADP also instigates
polymerization. Gelsolin and cofilin are examples of Actin Binding Proteins (ABPs) which can disassemble
actin polymers, whereas some proteins like tropomodulin acts to stabilize F-actin by binding to its negative
end and prevent further modification. Some ABPs recruit these proteins to exert functions on actin, such as
villin, cortactin and Wiskott–Aldrich Syndrome Protein (WASP). Other notable ABPs include ZO-1 and
p120 (both which can bind cortactin), α-catenin, α-actinin, vinculin, annexin and myosins. Additionally,
some tyrosine kinases are ABPs, such as c-Abl and Arg, which have overlapping functions and are highly
involved in cell shape and locomotion (6,11,25–27).
Actin is further influenced by small Guanine Tri-Phosphatases (GTPases), typically of the Rho-family,
which are activated by Guanine Exchange Factors (GEFs) (28). Examples of the small GTPases which
influence actin and have been extensively studied are RhoA, B and C, Rac1, Cdc42 and Rap1. These in
turn are influenced by Rho GEFs, such as TIAM, FGD5 and Trio. Generally speaking, Rho A generates
tension. As an example, activation of Rho A results in activation of the Rho-Associated Kinases (ROCKs),
which in turn activates Non-Muscle myosin II (NM-II). NM-II crosslinks and slides actin filaments past
each other, contracting them into actomyosin filament bundles (29). This process is an example of how
radial stress fibers (figure 4) are induced, which create tension in the cell and on the junctions (30). Rac1,
Cdc42 and Rap1, on the other hand, activate ARP-2/3 and inhibits the Rho/ROCK pathway, dissolving
radial stress fibers and inducing circumferential actin bundles (figure 4), which enhances the endothelial
barrier (30,31). In chapter 2 of this thesis, the known roles of small GTPases in TEM of leukocytes will
be discussed in detail.
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Figure 4.
Cytoskeletal arrangement of F-actin
cables stained with Phalloidin, a small
immunofluorescent cyclic peptide
which binds F-actin. White arrowhead
on the left indicates radial stress fibers;
white arrowhead on the right indicates
circumferential actin bundles.

The endothelial immune response
Upon injury or infection of foreign pathogens, endothelial cells have a repertoire of responses, which
are both stimulus and time dependent. One of the most rapid responses is the response to histamine, which
is primarily released by mast cells and basophils. Histamine binding to the histamine receptor creates an
immediate disruption of the endothelial barrier, and exocytosis of stored granules, known as Weibel-Palade
bodies (WPB). WPBs contain hemostatic, inflammatory and angiogenic mediators (32), and are unique
to endothelial cells. Von Willebrand Factor (VWF), which is one of the stored components inside the
WPBs, is also unique to endothelial cells. Upon release of the WPB, ultra-long strings of VWF form on
the apical side of the endothelial cell, capturing circulating platelets.
Platelets are traditionally known to form clots, protecting sites of injury from further plasma and
protein leakage, however they have recently been shown to additionally prevent vascular leakage during
leukocyte extravasation (33). WPB exocytosis further releases immune cell activating molecules such as
interleukin (IL)-6 and IL-8. Platelet-selectin (P-selectin; CD62P), which captures circulating leukocytes by
binding to sialyl-Lewisx -like glycans, is also stored in the WPBs and becomes presented on the endothelial
surface. The release of WPBs might be considered a very rapid emergency response which is not specifically
targeted at inflammation, but also other traumas such as hemorrhagic shock or injury, as WPB release is
additionally triggered by e.g., thrombin, vasopressin, and adrenaline.
Other stimuli cause responses more targeted at fighting infections, such as TNF, which is secreted
in large amounts by activated macrophages, or LPS, the outer membrane component of gram-negative
bacteria. ECs may encounter LPS upon bacterial penetration into tissue, or worse, when bacteria enter
the blood circulation, such as in sepsis. When TNF or LPS bind their receptors (TNFR and TLR4
respectively), transcription factors such as NF-κB and β-catenin are translocated to the nucleus, inducing
de novo synthesis of proteins important for leukocyte TEM and re-arranging the cytoskeleton to ease the
passing of migrating cells. Upregulated cell migratory proteins include endothelial selectin (E-selectin;
Chapter 1

CD62E), which as the name implies share homology with P-selectin, Vascular Cell Adhesion Molecule-1
(VCAM-1; CD106) and most importantly, as we will discuss extensively in this thesis, Intracellular
Adhesion Molecule-1 (ICAM-1; CD54).
Leukocyte TEM is a multi-step process (figure 5), commonly divided into rolling and tethering, firm
adhesion, crawling and finally diapedesis, the step where the leukocyte breaches the endothelial barrier.
One could generalize that P- and E-selectin mediate the rolling and tethering processes, whereas VCAM-1
and particularly ICAM-1, mediates the crawling and firm adhesion, leading to diapedesis. Diapedesis of
leukocytes may go through the endothelial cell body, known as trans-cellular migration, or more commonly,
between two cells, known as para-cellular transmigration. Binding and clustering of VCAM-1 and ICAM-1
by the leukocyte counterreceptors, induces intracellular signaling forming a transmigratory cup of actin
bundles, VE-cadherin and PECAM-1 around the leukocyte, a portal allowing the leukocyte to squeeze
through the endothelial barrier without plasma protein leakage (34–37).
During inflammation upon invasion of foreign pathogens, external stimuli act on endothelial cells
to re-arrange the cytoskeleton and allow capture and passage of immune cells from the blood circulation,
through the endothelial barrier and into infected tissue. Without this response, the organism would not
survive. However, chronic inflammation, or overstimulation of these pathways, may induce syndromes
as diverse as Alzheimer’s disease, ARDS, and malignant transformation of cells, resulting in cancer. In
this thesis, we set out to expand the knowledge on the drivers of inflammation and possible strategies for
intervention, with particular focus on pulmonary endothelium in the context of ARDS and TRALI.

Figure 5.
The multi-step process of TEM involves
capture of circulating leukocytes,
which induces rolling and tethering.
Weak proteoglycan interactions of the
immune cell to the adhesion molecules
are formed and broken continuously,
inducing a conformational change
in leukocyte integrins, promoting
firm adhesion. The leukocyte may
breach the endothelial barrier directly,
or crawl to a favorable spot for
diapedesis. Clustering of adhesion
molecules ICAM-1 and VCAM-1
induces intracellular signaling to
bundle actin and allow passage of
the leukocyte from the apical to the
basolateral side of the endothelial
cell.
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This thesis

References

In Chapter 2 of this thesis, the currently known roles of Rho-GTPases during trans-endothelial
migration (TEM) are discussed. In chapter 3, the process of leukocyte capture and TEM is described
in more detail. We further discuss evidence for a key role of the endothelium in the development of
Transfusion-Related Acute Lung Injury (TRALI), a life-threatening complication of blood transfusion
for which no therapies are currently available. Chapter 4 describes a previously unreported phenomenon
of synergy between LPS and histamine on endothelial cells, where treatment of the endothelium with both
stimuli together facilitated several-fold more neutrophil transmigration than either of the individual stimuli.
We found this to be due to de-stabilization of adherens junctions, which could be partly counteracted by
treatment with agents activating Rho GTPases Rac-1 and Rap-1. In chapter 5, we describe a role for A
Disintegrin And Metalloprotease 10 (ADAM10) during neutrophil TEM, where we found ADAM10 to
aid neutrophil release from the endothelial surface by cleaving ICAM-1 in the final steps of diapedesis. Short
hairpins to knock down ADAM10 resulted in decreased ICAM-1 expression on neutrophils following
diapedesis, and a slightly delayed TEM.
In the following chapters, the focus was shifted more toward ARDS and TRALI, in which damage
to the pulmonary endothelium occurs resulting in edema. To better understand why lungs are primarily
targeted in these disorders upon systemic inflammation, Chapter 6 covers the inflammatory response of
different organ microvascular ECs upon LPS stimulation. LPS is an inducer of ARDS and an important
first hit factor in induction of TRALI. Measuring ICAM-1, neutrophil TEM and endothelial barrier
resistance as parameters of inflammation and EC damage, we found pulmonary ECs to display unique
sensitivity to LPS compared to other organ microvascular ECs. Pulmonary ECs showed increased levels
of adhesion molecules, facilitated more PMN-TEM and significantly perturbed the endothelial barrier,
compared to other types of ECs. In chapter 7, a novel potential mechanism for the development of TRALI
is put forward. Experimentally, a “two-hit” model with LPS as first hit and anti-HLA class I antibodies
as second hit, is commonly used to mimic TRALI. We found that LPS treatment enhanced HLA class
I expression on the endothelial surface. Similarly, anti-HLA class I antibody binding enhanced TLR4
expression. The combination of both “hits”, LPS and anti-HLA antibodies resulted in a significantly higher
ICAM-1 expression on pulmonary ECs than LPS or anti-HLA alone. Finally, in chapter 8, I elaborate on
my thoughts about these chapters, my conclusions about the results and their place in society and possible
directions for future research.
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Abstract
A variety of (patho)physiological events require the efficient trafficking
of leukocytes from the circulation to the underlying tissue. This
intriguing and dynamic process is named transendothelial migration
and is critically controlled by the vascular endothelium. In particular
the actin cytoskeleton of the endothelium plays a dominant role in
allowing the leukocytes to roll, adhere and diapedese. In this review,
we concentrate on how the endothelial actin cytoskeleton dynamically
controls leukocyte transendothelial migration at all specific steps
through the regulation of the family of small GTPases.
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Introduction
Inflammation is part of the complex biological response of body tissues to harmful stimuli, such
as pathogens or damaged cells (Pober and Sessa, 2007). It serves as a protective response that involves
leukocytes, blood vessels and molecular mediators with the purpose to eliminate the initial cause of cell
injury, clear out necrotic cells and tissues damaged from the original insult and the inflammatory process,
and to initiate tissue repair. Too little inflammation leads to progressive tissue destruction by the harmful
stimulus (e.g. bacteria) and compromise the survival of the organism. In contrast, chronic inflammation
may lead to a host of diseases, such as hay fever, periodontitis, atherosclerosis, rheumatoid arthritis, and
even cancer (e.g. gallbladder carcinoma). Inflammation is therefore normally closely regulated by the
body. Normal physiology is associated with transient encounters of leukocytes with the blood vessel wall.
Following local damage or infection, these encounters intensify, which leads to leukocyte adhesion and
subsequent migration across the endothelium, the inner lining of all blood vessels. This process is called
transendothelial migration (TEM). TEM is not only the hallmark of inflammation, inflammatory disorders
and cancer cell metastasis, but is also required for the homing of blood stem cells to the bone marrow and
lymphocyte infiltration into tumor tissue (Reymond et al., 2013; van Buul et al., 2002; Vestweber, 2015).
TEM is a close collaboration between leukocytes on one hand and the endothelium on the other hand. For
example, limiting vascular leakage during TEM but also when the leukocyte has crossed the endothelium is
essential for keeping vascular homeostasis in check (Martinelli et al., 2013; McDonald, 1994; McDonald
et al., 1999; Schimmel et al., 2016).
The current paradigm of TEM is a refined version of the multistep model that was first proposed
by Butcher and Springer (Butcher, 1991; Springer, 1994) and comprises the following successive steps:
leukocyte rolling, arrest, crawling, firm adhesion and diapedesis. The latter step occurs either through
the endothelial junctions (paracellular route) (Kroon et al., 2014; Schulte et al., 2011) or through the
endothelial cell body (transcellular route) (Carman et al., 2007; Carman and Springer, 2004; Feng et al.,
1998).
In this chapter, we will concentrate on the role of the actin cytoskeleton of the endothelium and how
this structure is of crucial importance for efficiently allowing leukocytes to cross. In particular the crucial
mediators of the actin cytoskeleton, the small GTPases are highlighted in the process of TEM. Based on
the multistep TEM model, we have classified our review in three main parts: 1. The rolling and tethering
step of the leukocytes over the endothelium; 2. The crawling and firm adhesion step; and 3. The final
diapedesis step, where the leukocytes cross the barrier (Figure 1).
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Figure

1.

The leukocyte transmigration cascade. Three distinct parts to cross the endothelial monolayer. Part 1 involves the rolling of
the leukocyte over the inflamed endothelium. This locally activates the leukocytes and transits to Part 2: the adhesion and
crawling part, where Cell Adhesion Molecules (CAMs) on the endothelium control local stiffness, giving the leukocyte a
specific surface to crawl on. When encountering a local “hot-spot”, the leukocyte starts its final descend: diapedesis. This
part 3 is divided in three consecutive steps: the early-diapedesis step, where the leukocyte start penetrating and probing
the endothelial monolayer; the mid-diapedesis step, where RhoA is activated and the endothelium actively starts to prevent
leakage by inducing a confined pore; and late-diapedesis step, where the endothelium needs to rapidly close the gap that is
left behind by the migrating leukocyte. Rac1-GDP: inactive Rac1; Rac1-GTP: active Rac1

Part 1: Rolling and tethering
In response to inflammatory stimulus, endothelial cells upregulate adhesion molecules to capture
activated leukocytes such as neutrophils, monocytes and T-lymphocytes, and direct them to the site of
inflammation. The first steps in this process is the rolling and tethering, accomplished through weak
binding of sialyl lewisx – like structures on the leukocyte or endothelial surface, to their selectin ligand
on the opposite surface. Such an example is the mucin-like P-selectin Glycoprotein Ligand 1 (PSGL-1;
CD162), which is constitutively expressed on leukocytes of innate immunity, and has induced expression
on T-lymphocytes (Abadier and Ley, 2017; Frenette et al., 2000). It is also expressed on the surface of
endothelial cells (da Costa Martins et al., 2007) and has the potential to bind all members of the selectin
family, including endothelial selectin (E-selectin; CD62E) and leukocyte selectin (L-selectin; CD62L),
but binds with highest affinity to platelet selectin (P-selectin; CD62P) (Tinoco et al., 2017).
Despite the name, P-selectin is not exclusively expressed on platelets, but like all selectins it was named
after where it was first discovered. P-selectin is stored in Weibel-Palade bodies (WPb) of endothelial cells, and
is rapidly mobilized to the cell surface in response to acute stimuli such as histamine or thrombin (Rondaij
et al., 2006). These stimuli have been shown to activate Trio in their signaling pathway (Timmerman et al.,
2015). Trio is a Rho GEF with two distinct GTPase-activating domains, GEF1 and GEF2 domain; the
GEF1 domain activates Rac1/Rho G and the GEF2 domain RhoA (Blangy et al., 2000; van Rijssel et al.,
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2012a). During histamine stimulation, RhoA, and downstream the ROCK family have been shown to
become highly activated, and determine endothelial barrier permeability (Mikelis et al., 2015; van Nieuw
Amerongen et al., 1998). No direct evidence for involvement of RhoA in P-selectin mobilization to cell
surface has been elucidated, but it has been implicated in clathrin-mediated internalization (Setiadi and
McEver, 2003; Setiadi, 2007). Rac1 on the other hand has been correlated with WPb release, a mechanism
which has been shown to be ROS dependent (Vischer et al., 1995; Yang et al., 2004). Rac1 activation
correlated with increase in ROS production due to NADPH oxidase activation, and overexpression of
dominant-negative Rac1 or treatment with anti-oxidants ablated WPb translocation to the endothelial
surface (Yang et al., 2004).
Expression of E-selectin on the endothelial surface is induced by bacterial endotoxins and
inflammatory mediators such as tumor necrosis factor-α (TNFα) and interleukin 1 (IL-1) (Schnoor, 2015).
Induction leads to gene transcription and de novo synthesis of E-selectin, with maximum expression within
4-6 hours. The mechanism of E-selectin upregulation involves activation of necrosis factor kB (NF-kB)
and c-jun terminal kinase (JNK)/p38 mitogen-activated protein kinase (p38MAPK) pathways (Read et
al., 1996; Schindler and Baichwal, 1994). Expression of dominant-negative RhoA, RhoB and Rac1 has
been shown to inhibit E-selectin expression on the endothelial surface (Chen et al., 2003; Nubel et al.,
2004), all of which have been reported as activators of NF-kB (Montaner et al., 1998; Perona et al., 1997;
Rodriguez et al., 2007). RhoA has furthermore been reported as a regulator of JNK via activation of ROCK
(Marinissen et al., 2004), and earlier work suggested RhoA, B and C all have this ability to activate JNK, at
least in epithelial cell lines (Teramoto et al., 1996). In line with the RhoA/Rac1 activating abilities of Trio,
silencing of Trio resulted in decreased expression of E-selectin in TNFα-stimulated endothelial cells (Van
Rijssel et al., 2013). Furthermore, constitutively activating Rac1 and small GTPase Cdc42, has been shown
to augment E-selectin promoter activity in endothelial cells stimulated with TNFα (Min and Pober, 1997).
Clustering of P- and E-selectin around adhering leukocytes triggers important downstream effects
such as changes in cell morphology, F-actin distribution and cytosolic free calcium (Kaplanski et al., 1994;
Lorenzon et al., 1998). Inhibiting RhoA using C3 transferase inhibits clustering of E-selectin, while the
effects on P-selectin remained unclear (Wojciak-Stothard et al., 1999). Interestingly, RhoA and ROCK
have been demonstrated to be crucial during histamine and TNFα-stimulated endothelial cell activation
(Heemskerk et al., 2016b; Mikelis et al., 2015), yet seem to have opposing roles in these two conditions.
Whereas RhoA inhibition preserves vascular integrity in histamine-induced endothelial activation, the
opposite seems to be true when leukocytes cross TNFα-stimulated endothelial cells. In the latter case,
RhoA/ROCK signaling prevents vascular leakage by inducing a local F-actin-rich ring that serves as a
contractile ring. Whether this has any relation to P- and E-selectin expression and clustering, remains
unanswered. Nevertheless, when leukocytes are properly activated through the rolling step, under normal
inflammatory conditions, they transfer to the second step of the multistep TEM process: firm adhesion
to and crawling over the endothelium.
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Chemokine-induced activation of leukocyte integrins LFA-1 (αLβ2) and VLA-4 (αVβ1) allow these
adhesion receptors to interact with their endothelial counter ligands Intracellular Cell Adhesion Molecule-1
(ICAM-1) and Vascular Cell Adhesion Molecule-1 (VCAM-1) respectively, resulting in firm adhesion
of leukocytes to the endothelium. ICAM-1 and VCAM-1 are both members of the immunoglobulin
family of adhesion receptors and become strongly upregulated by the endothelium under inflammatory
conditions. On the luminal surface of inflamed endothelial cells, ICAM-1 and VCAM-1 reside together
in pre-formed membrane nanodomains (Barreiro et al., 2005; Barreiro et al., 2008). Upon binding by
leukocyte integrins, these nanodomains coalesce into higher order clusters, further supporting leukocyte
firm adhesion (Barreiro et al., 2005; van Buul et al., 2010b). Clustering of both ICAM-1 and VCAM-1
seems to be the main mechanism for inducing signaling into the endothelial cells and was shown to result
in activation of the small GTPases RhoA, Rac1 and RhoG (Adamson et al., 1999; Cook-Mills et al., 2004;
Etienne et al., 1998; Heemskerk et al., 2016b; Lessey-Morillon et al., 2014; Persidsky et al., 2006; Ramirez
et al., 2008; Schnoor et al., 2011; Thompson et al., 2002; van Buul et al., 2007a; van Rijssel et al., 2012b;
van Wetering et al., 2003; Vockel and Vestweber, 2013). Additionally, clustering induces interaction with a
number of membrane-organizing proteins, e.g. caveolin-1, annexin A2, and actin-binding-proteins (ABPs),
e.g. filamin, α-actinin, cortactin, which link ICAM-1 and VCAM-1 to the F-actin cytoskeleton or to
specific membrane domains (Carpen et al., 1992; Celli et al., 2006; Heemskerk et al., 2016a; Heemskerk
et al., 2016b; Kanters et al., 2008; Millan et al., 2006; Tilghman and Hoover, 2002; van Buul et al., 2010a;
van Rijssel et al., 2012b).
Multiple studies have shown that clustering of ICAM-1 results in the translocation of ICAM-1 into
lipid raft-related/cholesterol-enriched membrane domains, such as caveolin-1-positive caveolae (Reviewed
by (Heemskerk et al., 2014)). Treatment with a cholesterol-depleting agent (methyl-β-cyclodextrin) reduced

the adhesive function of ICAM-1 (van Buul et al., 2010a) and co-clustering of VCAM-1 with ICAM-1
(van Buul et al., 2010b). These data demonstrate the importance of these domains in ICAM-1 function.
Interestingly, silencing of the membrane-binding protein annexin A2 expression prevents clustering-induced
translocation of ICAM-1 into caveolae. As a result, this leads to an increase in ICAM-1-dependent adhesion
of neutrophils (Heemskerk et al., 2016a). Membrane distribution of ICAM-1 is crucial for the ICAM-1
adhesive function by balancing its adhesive capacity and may therefore also function to limit excessive
leukocyte attachment. Interestingly, caveolin-1 was demonstrated to have a negative regulatory effect on the
GTPase Rac1 (Cerezo et al., 2009; Nethe et al., 2010; Nethe et al., 2012), suggesting that the distribution
of ICAM-1 into specific membrane compartments may also regulate and fine-tune small RhoGTPase
activation in endothelial cells.
Since the intracellular domain of ICAM-1 is only 28 amino acids long, interacting ABPs are in
particular important for connecting and anchoring ICAM-1 to the actin cytoskeleton. However, at least
eight different ABPs (i.e. filamin A/B/C, α-actinin1/4, cortactin, ezrin, moesin) have thus far been reported
to bind either directly or indirectly to this intracellular domain, suggesting that these interactions must
be spatiotemporally regulated (Barreiro et al., 2002; Carpen et al., 1992; Celli et al., 2006; Heiska et al.,
1998; Kanters et al., 2008; Oh et al., 2007; Romero et al., 2002; Schaefer et al., 2014; Schnoor et al.,
2011; Tilghman and Hoover, 2002; van Buul et al., 2010a; van Rijssel et al., 2012b). Schaefer and coworkers corroborated this by showing that filamin B, α-actinin-4 and cortactin indeed form independent
distinct molecular complexes with ICAM-1 (Schaefer et al., 2014). How these interactions are exactly
regulated is still largely unclear. The F-actin destabilizing drug cytochalasin B was shown to stimulate
cortactin binding, but reduced filamin and α-actinin-4 interaction with ICAM-1. Alternatively, inhibition
of F-actin ring formation by pharmacological targeting of the Rac1- and RhoG-activating GEF Trio,
reduced α-actinin-4 and cortactin recruitment to sites of ICAM-1 clustering, whereas filamin association
was unaffected (van Rijssel et al., 2012b). Actin cytoskeletal dynamics itself thus seems to be an important
regulator of ABP binding to ICAM-1. Conversely, each of these ABPs has also been shown to regulate
actin dynamics in a different way. Through dimerization and their flexible hinges filamins can crosslink
F-actin into gel-like networks (Stossel et al., 2001). α-Actinins are involved in crosslinking F-actin into
bundles (Courson and Rock, 2010), whereas cortactin acts together with the Arp2/3 complex to initiate
local F-actin polymerization (Kirkbride et al., 2011). Surprisingly, these three ABPs were all shown to
be required for efficient leukocyte adhesion (Kanters et al., 2008; Schaefer et al., 2014; Schnoor et al.,
2011). By mediating the connection of ICAM-1 to these different actin networks, one of the functions
of these ABPs may therefore be to permit leukocyte firm adhesion on specific subcellular locations on the
endothelial apical surface.
Besides linking adhesion receptors to the F-actin cytoskeleton, these ABPs were also shown to have
important functions as adaptor proteins which facilitate Rho GTPase signaling. Initial reports studying
signaling induced upon ICAM-1 and VCAM-1 clustering or antibody-mediated crosslinking demonstrated
that ICAM-1 was a potent activator of RhoA (Adamson et al., 1999; Etienne et al., 1998; Heemskerk et al.,
2016b; Lessey-Morillon et al., 2014; Persidsky et al., 2006; Ramirez et al., 2008; Thompson et al., 2002),
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By bridging the transition between the initial contact and the actual diapedesis of leukocytes, the firm
adhesion and crawling phase is critical for the decision if and where a leukocyte will breach the endothelial
barrier. The endothelium plays an important role herein by providing an adhesive and rigid surface and by
guiding leukocytes to sites permissive for TEM. This is mediated by adhesion receptors, upregulated on
the endothelium under inflammatory conditions, and by the F-actin cytoskeleton, which controls cellular
stiffness (Tseng et al., 2005). In the last two decades, it has become increasingly clear that there is intensive
crosstalk between endothelial cell adhesion receptors and the cortical F-actin cytoskeleton. 1. It was shown
to involve actin binding proteins (ABPs), which connect these receptors to the actin cytoskeleton, and
2. by signaling that is induced by these adhesion receptors, which control the dynamics of the F-actin
cytoskeleton. Rho GTPases have emerged as important players in these processes by controlling F-actin
cytoskeletal dynamics and therefore endothelial surface stiffness.
Firm adhesion
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whereas VCAM-1 signaling led to activation of Rac1 (Cook-Mills et al., 2004; van Wetering et al., 2003;
Vockel and Vestweber, 2013). Prolonged ICAM-1 clustering resulted in F-actin stress fiber formation and
gaps in endothelial monolayers, which were believed to facilitate leukocyte TEM. Alternatively, VCAM-1mediated Rac1 activation was shown to be required for production of reactive oxygen species (ROS), which
through inhibition of tyrosine phosphatases and activation of matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) could
contribute to the TEM process. Later studies used beads coated with ICAM-1 antibody to cluster ICAM-1
more locally and found that clustering also led to the activation of RhoG and Rac1, which was mediated
by the GEFs SGEF and Trio (Schnoor et al., 2011; van Buul et al., 2007b; van Rijssel et al., 2012b). Both
Trio and Rac1 were reported as binding partners of ABP filamin (Bellanger et al., 2000). Trio-mediated
RhoG and Rac1 activation appeared to be dependent on filamin (van Rijssel et al., 2012b), demonstrating
that filamin indeed functions as a scaffolding molecule for ICAM-1 signaling. In addition to filamin, also
cortactin was shown to be required for RhoG activation (Schnoor et al., 2011). It is therefore tempting to
speculate that filamin may scaffold the Trio-RhoG/Rac1 signaling axis, whereas cortactin may be involved
in SGEF-mediated RhoG actvation.
Although these Rho GTPase signaling pathways were activated upon adhesion-induced clustering
of ICAM-1 and VCAM-1, their contribution to leukocyte firm adhesion is questionable. Knockdown
of Rac1 or RhoG expression or use of dominant negative constructs did not affect leukocyte adhesion
(van Buul et al., 2007a; Wojciak-Stothard et al., 1999). After inhibiting Rho using C3 transferase or a
dominant negative construct, Wojciak-Stothard and co-workers did observe reduced monocyte adhesion
and spreading on endothelial cells (Wojciak-Stothard et al., 1999). Nevertheless, using these same tools
others found no effects on neutrophil, monocyte or T-cell adhesion to the endothelium (Adamson et al.,
1999; Carman and Springer, 2004; Saito et al., 2002; Strey et al., 2002). This is actually not too surprising
considering that for most leukocytes the firm adhesion phase is not much more than a quick transition
from rolling to crawling on the endothelium. The timing of Rho GTPase signaling induced upon adhesion
receptor clustering may therefore coincide more with and regulate the consequent steps in the leukocyte
extravasation cascade: crawling and diapedesis (Muller, 2015).

2009). Interestingly, T-cells were also shown to use invasive protrusions to encounter chemokines presented
by the endothelium (Shulman et al., 2012). Therefore, these structures could function in directing migration
by sensing stiffness (durotaxis) as well as a chemokine-induced migration (chemotaxis).
Alternatively, leukocytes can also affect endothelial cell stiffness by inducing signaling through
mechanosensitive adhesion receptors on the endothelium. Lessey-Morillon and co-workers showed that
ICAM-1 can function as a mechanotransducer, which upon increased pulling forces promoted endothelial
cell stiffness (Lessey-Morillon et al., 2014). This mechanoresponse involved activation of RhoA via its GEF
LARG and was dependent on actomyosin-based contractility. Depletion of LARG resulted in reduced
leukocyte crawling speed, demonstrating that this signaling pathway indeed contributes to stiffnessdependent leukocyte crawling. Once the leukocyte finds a “hotspot” to transmigrate, it starts to overcome
its last fortress: crossing the endothelial barrier or in other words the diapedesis step.

Crawling

Apical membrane structures

After establishing firm adhesion, crawling to a site permissive for transmigration, is the next step in
the sequel. Leukocytes are known to preferably migrate in the direction of increasing stiffness, a process
called durotaxis (Schaefer and Hordijk, 2015; Schimmel et al., 2016). Endothelial cells were shown to
have an increasing central-to-peripheral stiffness gradient, which was largely dependent on the ICAM1-interacting ABPs α-actinin-4 and cortactin (Schaefer et al., 2014) and most likely guides leukocytes to
a suitable diapedesis site. Martinelli and colleagues proposed that leukocytes tend to choose the path of
least resistance and finally transmigrate at sites of low endothelial stiffness (Martinelli et al., 2014). Using
podosome-like protrusions, leukocytes were shown to probe the endothelium for sites of local low stiffness,
which would aid leukocytes in pathfinding (Carman et al., 2007; Martinelli et al., 2014; Shulman et al.,

The transition from leukocyte adhesion to the actual diapedesis is regulated by a process that involves
endothelial lateral protrusions. This process goes with many different names that all describe the same
phenomenon: the surrounding of the migrating leukocytes by an endothelial membrane protrusion. The
first study that reported these structures described them as docking structures (Barreiro et al., 2004; Barreiro
et al., 2002), shortly followed by the so-called transmigratory cup studies (Carman et al., 2003; Carman
and Springer, 2004). Other terms known for these structures are apical cups (van Buul et al., 2007a), dome
structures (Petri et al., 2008; Petri et al., 2011; Phillipson et al., 2008), actin dynamic structures (Mooren et
al., 2014) or ICAM-1-rich contact areas (Schnoor et al., 2011; Vestweber et al., 2013). Their hypothesized
function is still debated: these structures may function as adhesion platforms but may also be necessary
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Part 3: Diapedesis
The final and maybe most complicated step of the multistep process of leukocyte TEM is the actual
diapedesis where leukocytes breach through the endothelial cell barrier in order to continue their way
towards underlying tissues. Intensifying interactions between the two involved cell types during this stage
is necessary to ensure tight regulation of critical processes like opening of the endothelial barrier layer and
limiting vascular leakage (Figure 1). Endothelial actin remodeling is a key event during leukocyte diapedesis
as the endothelial cells need to re-organize either their cytoplasmic structure, or their intercellular junctional
connections in order to allow the transmigrating leukocyte to pass via the transcellular or paracellular
route (Schnoor, 2015). The role of actin and its regulating GTPases during the transition from adhesive to
initiating diapedesis, the opening of endothelial cell-cell junctions, the preservation of vascular permeability
during leukocyte diapedesis and finally the resealing of the endothelial barrier afterwards will be discussed
below.
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for supporting transmigration by extending the endothelial membrane. Moreover, they may function
in conjunction with the F-actin-rich contractile ring to limit vascular leakage (Heemskerk et al., 2016b;
Schimmel et al., 2016). Additionally, the formation of these apical protrusions might in the end facilitate
the transition of leukocytes from adhesion to the last stage of extravasation: diapedesis.
Taking a closer look at these actin structures, there are actually two different actin structures present;
vertical microvilli-like protrusions towards the apical surface, and an F-actin dense ring surrounding
transmigrating cells that is localized more at the basal site of endothelial cells (Figure 2, part 3) (Heemskerk
et al., 2016b; Schimmel et al., 2016). The microvilli-like protrusions are formed by polymerized actin
filaments that requires activation by RhoG and Rac1 (Schnoor et al., 2011; van Buul et al., 2007a; van
Rijssel et al., 2012b) and contain endothelial adhesion receptors like ICAM-1 and VCAM-1 and present
pro-inflammatory chemokines like IL-8 (Middleton et al., 1997; Whittall et al., 2013). Thereby, they
provide a platform for leukocytes to adhere to and are considered to be part of the adhesion step.
The other actin structure present on the more basal side of the observed apical protrusions is described
to be involved in limiting vascular leakage when leukocytes breach through the endothelial layer, and
therefore play a role in the actual diapedesis (Heemskerk et al., 2016b). Additionally, it recently became
evident that leukocytes themselves can breach their way through these actin structures by pushing their
nucleus forward and use their nucleus as a pushing force to “drill” their way through without harming the
actual actin or microtubule structures (Barzilai et al., 2017). These two mechanisms, F-actin rings and
displacement of actin structures by leukocytes, seem to work in conjunction. How these structures are
controlled by small GTPases and how GTPases mediate endothelial cell-cell junctions during TEM will
be discussed below.

to what was observed when endothelial cells were treated with thrombin or histamine (Nieuw Amerongen
et al., 2000). However, thrombin-induced RhoA and leukocyte-mediated RhoA activation may not result
in the same functional outcome, i.e. the loss of cell-cell junctions. Whereas thrombin induces tension in
endothelial cells, as is evidenced by the presence of strong and prominent F-actin stress fibers, leukocyte
adhesion does not induce such prominent structures. This indicates that the data obtained with artificial
ICAM-1 clustering using antibodies and antibody-coated beads may have been over-interpreted. Using
such approaches, the signals induced into the endothelium may be overwhelming whereas a single leukocyte
would crosslink much less ICAM-1 molecules and thereby not stimulate RhoA to the extent that was
believed to occur previously. We wish to stress that local RhoA activation downstream from ICAM1 clustering may still occur. However, we were not able to detect this with our FRET-based biosensor.
Additional proof that Rho signaling is not required for opening of cell-cell junctions comes from studies
that show that inhibiting tension in endothelial cells by pre-treatment with Rho/Rho kinase inhibitors
or depleting the cells for RhoA did not prevent leukocytes to cross (Barzilai et al., 2017; Heemskerk et
al., 2016b). Instead, blocking RhoA signaling in endothelial cells did result in an increase in vascular
permeability when leukocytes crossed the endothelium, both in vitro and in vivo (Heemskerk et al., 2016b).
Based on these recent findings with the spatiotemporal activation of RhoA during leukocyte
transendothelial migration, we concluded that endothelial RhoA-induced local F-actin-rich rings around a
migrating leukocyte, contribute to local endothelial pore confinement and helps to maintain the endothelial
barrier integrity during leukocyte diapedesis (Schimmel et al., 2016). Initiation of this RhoA activity
demands precise timing and localization which involves ICAM-1 and the RhoGEFs Ect2 and LARG
(Figure 2). Not only clustering of ICAM-1 leads to recruitment of Ect2 and LARG to the intracellular
tail of ICAM-1 (Heemskerk et al., 2016b), also the mechanical forces exerted on endothelial ICAM-1
by pulling and pushing of passing leukocytes results in LARG recruitment and finally activation of RhoA
(Lessey-Morillon et al., 2014). Downstream of RhoA, Rho kinase (ROCK) and Myosin Light Chain Kinase
(MLCK) activation result in myosin-II phosphorylation and subsequent contraction of two opposing actin
filaments (Vicente-Manzanares et al., 2009). Because of these molecular mechanisms, leukocyte-induced
F-actin rings serve as an electric strap that serve to minimize the size of the formed actin pore and as a
consequence limit vascular permeability (Figure 2).
Involvement of other GTPases in limiting vascular permeability during leukocyte diapedesis remains
to be elucidated. In vivo inhibition of RhoA, RhoB and RhoC with C3 Transferase shows similar effects as
RhoA depletion in cultured endothelial cells (Heemskerk et al., 2016b), suggesting that RhoB and RhoC
might not be necessary for formation of the F-actin rich pore that surrounds passing leukocytes.

RhoA-mediated limiting of vascular permeability during leukocyte TEM

Endothelial RhoA has been implicated in the leukocyte adhesion step. This assumption is mainly
based on ICAM-1 crosslinking studies where antibodies or anti-ICAM-1 coated beads were used. At the
time, these techniques were required to measure RhoA activity with classical biochemical pull down assays.
Unfortunately, the downside of this approach is that you lack any information on spatial and temporal
activation. This spatiotemporal information is in particular important for such a delicate and local process
as leukocyte transendothelial migration (Goswami and Vestweber, 2016; Muller, 2015; Vestweber, 2015).
Making use of an optimized and validated FRET-based DORA biosensor to investigate activation of
endothelial RhoA during leukocyte transendothelial migration in both time and subcellular location, we
show specific RhoA activity around the site of transmigration right after the leukocytes breaches through
the endothelial cell layer (mid-diapedesis step) until it is almost completely underneath the endothelial cells
(late-diapedesis step; Figure 2) (Heemskerk et al., 2016b). Interestingly, we did not detect any activation of
RhoA during the adhesion and crawling part or early-diapedesis step. This was surprising, since based on
previous studies, it was suggested that during the early-diapedesis step, ICAM-1-induced RhoA activation
would lead to opening of endothelial cell-cell junctions, basically following the same signaling pathways as
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Rac1 driven closure of endothelial gaps after leukocyte TEM

Even though the RhoA-driven F-actin ring tightly surrounds transmigrating leukocytes, there is
evidence that pore closure does not happen solely via contraction of this ring; the so-called ‘purse string’
mechanism. Dynamic actin bursts in lamellipodia-like structures are observed to close mechanical induced
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micro-wounds in an asymmetrical manner in endothelial cells (Martinelli et al., 2013). Also spontaneous
loss of cell-cell contacts is rapidly followed by ventral lamellipodial activity (personal observation, JDvB).
These ventral lamellipodia show F-actin rich structures underneath the endothelium, at a different focal
plane than the RhoA-induced F-actin ring was observed. Dominant-negative Rac1 overexpression and
Rac1 inhibition with NSC23766 decreased or arrested ventral lamellipodia formation and increased gap
closure time, in contrary to RhoA depletion or inhibition of RhoA effector ROCK with the inhibitor
Y27632, which showed no effect on ventral lamellipodial activity. Together with enrichment of Rac1
effectors cortactin, IQGAP and p47phox in the ventral lamellipodia, Martinelli and co-workers stated
that the formation of Rac1-driven ventral lamellipodia rapidly restores the endothelial barrier upon injury
(Martinelli et al., 2013). Independent from the leukocyte transmigration route, para- as well as transcellular
gaps are closed by ventral lamellipodia. However, a major difference between para- and transcellular
gap closure is the need for junction restoration in the case of paracellular transmigration. VE-cadherin
dynamics, the major component of endothelial cell-cell junctions, and thereby restoration of endothelial
cell junctions, are regulated by the Rac1-regulated actin nucleator ARP2/3 (Abu Taha et al., 2014; Mooren
et al., 2014). Both ventral lamellipodia that close endothelial gaps and maintain endothelial junction

stability by VE-cadherin regulation depend on the actin controlling ARP2/3 complex. In the context of
vascular permeability during leukocyte diapedesis, it is well conceivable that RhoA-driven F-actin pores
limit leakage during leukocyte diapedesis, whereas Rac1 drives ventral lamellipodia that close the gap right
after leukocyte diapedesis, and restore endothelial junction stability in case of paracellular TEM.
Recently, elegant data from the Millan lab showed that RhoB is required to bring Rac1 to the plasma
membrane in order to close the gap (Marcos-Ramiro et al., 2016). Our data add to that by implicating
the RhoGEF Trio being required for the maturation and stabilization of VE-cadherin-based cell-cell
junctions (Timmerman et al., 2015). It is tempting to speculate that the same machinery is in place to
close the leukocyte-induced gaps. However, solid proof to confirm this hypothesis is not yet available and
thus would require future research.
FRET-based biosensor data revealed that RhoA activity may take place at the previously described
apical membrane structures, the exact same location where activation of other GTPases RhoG and Rac1
may take place. How come all these GTPases are regulated differently and yet localize at the same location?
Different spatial activation patterns for Rac1, Rac2 and Cdc42 were shown with FRET-based biosensors
in processes such as phagocytosis (Hoppe and Swanson, 2004) and micropinocytosis (deBakker et al.,
2004; Ellerbroek et al., 2004). These processes use similar molecular players like endothelial cells for the
formation of the apical membrane structures. Unpublished data from our lab using a FRET-based DORA
Rac1 biosensor indicates local Rac1 activation during the final part of diapedesis when the leukocyte is
almost completely through the endothelial layer (late-diapedesis step) (Schimmel et al., in preparation).
And although many efforts have been made during the last couple of years, we still know relatively little
on the true contribution of the small GTPases in the process of leukocyte transmigration. Most studies
have focused on RhoA and Rac1. However, the role for Cdc42 and other family members such as Rnd
and RhoBTB is completely unknown (Wennerberg and Der, 2004).

Figure 2.
Signaling cascade downstream
from leukocyte migration. ICAM-1
Figure
clustering through leukocyte integrin

2.

beta2 recruit the RhoGEFs LARG and
Ect2, resulting in local activation of
RhoA. RhoA downstream promotes
ROCK2 and Myosin-Light-Chain
(MLC) phosphorylation to induce

Summary

actomyosin-based contraction of a
F-actin-rich ring around the penetrating
leukocyte serving as an elastic strap to
limit vascular leakage upon leukocyte
transmigration.
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When taking all these findings together, an emerging picture arises that implicates the involvement of
different GTPases at different time points and different locations in the endothelial cell during leukocyte
transendothelial migration. Intriguingly, one GTPase can have more than one functional outcome. These
realizations put an extra level of complexity on the regulation of transendothelial migration. Therefore,
future research focus may shift towards the more upstream regulators of the small GTPases: the so-called
Rho-Gunaine-nucleotide Exchange Factors (GEFs). These proteins determine the “go” or “no-go” for
GTPase activity (Rossman et al., 2005) and most likely determine the local functional outcome of the
GTPases during leukocyte transendothelial migration, because of their specific localization. In the end, we
have only started to understand the basics of how small GTPases regulate the complex process of leukocyte
transmigration. Future evidence will slowly but surely unveil the complete picture.
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Abstract
Transfusion Related Acute Lung Injury (TRALI) is one of the leading
causes of mortality and morbidity following blood transfusion. The
mechanisms behind the disease are not yet fully understood but seem
to involve many different activating pathways and donor factors, in
synergy with patient susceptibility. Studies have focused mostly on
neutrophil activation, as aggregates of neutrophils and edema in lungs
are found in post-mortem histological sections. This review aims to
highlight the role of the endothelium in TRALI, as activated endothelium
is the main promoter of leukocyte transmigration, and creates the
barrier between blood and tissue. Since recent evidence suggest that
a strong endothelial barrier prevents leukocyte transmigration and
vascular leakage, we suggest that strengthening this barrier may be
key to TRALI prevention.
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1. Introduction
Transfusion-Related Acute Lung Injury (TRALI) is one of the leading causes of mortality and
morbidity following a blood transfusion. It is defined as onset of acute lung injury (ALI) within 6 hours
of receiving a blood transfusion, without the presence of other risk factors for ALI (6). In the presence of
a risk factor for ALI (e.g. sepsis) it is called possible TRALI. Although much knowledge has been gained
in recent years, the mechanisms behind TRALI are not yet fully understood. Pulmonary edema and
aggregates of neutrophils in pulmonary vasculature are histopathological hallmarks of lung tissue from
deceased TRALI patients, and experimental lung sections (1). It is commonly believed that TRALI is the
resultant of pulmonary damage caused by reactive oxygen species from neutrophils that have been activated
by Human Leukocyte Antigen (HLA) or Human Neutrophil Antigen (HNA) antibodies (2). However,
several animal models have contested this notion, and have shown that also monocytes, lymphocytes and
endothelium can play an important role in the development of TRALI (3). This is supported by a report
that describes a single lung-transplantation patient. This patient developed TRALI after infusion with
cognate antibodies that only matched HLA-expression in the transplanted lung which implicates that
antibodies can cause damage via direct interaction with pulmonary endothelium expressing matching HLAantigens (4). Approximately 50-80 percent of TRALI cases have been related to the presence of HLA or
HNA antibodies in donor blood (3, 4). However, several studies have shown that presence of HLA or HNA
antibodies in donor blood is relatively common and do not cause TRALI in the majority of cases, even
when cognate antibodies are present (5-8). This indicates that additional recipient factors must be present
for a patient to develop TRALI. Critically ill patients have been shown to be at highest risk for developing
TRALI, e.g. patients with sepsis, cardiac surgery and end-stage liver disease (9, 10). All of these diseases
have links to vascular/endothelial dysfunction. A “two-hit” and threshold model has been proposed for
TRALI (1, 11). In this two-hit model, a patient factor has already primed the neutrophils and endothelium
as “first hit”. The transfusion of products which fully activates the endothelium and neutrophils serves as
the “second hit”, leading to neutrophil lung infiltration and pulmonary edema (figure 1a). The threshold
model proposes that factors in donor blood and recipient need to reach a threshold together, meaning
a more critically ill patient already develops TRALI in the presence of a lower concentration of donor
blood factors compared to a relatively “healthy” patient (figure 1b). Critically ill patients are likely to have
an activated endothelium due to underlying infections, hemostasis and/or shear stress. Supporting the
notion of endothelial activation as an important first hit, idiopathic TRALI was observed in an obese,
hypertensive patient following a transfusion, as well as a patient with severe trauma (12). TRALI is also
more common in patients with a history of alcohol abuse, a group which are well known to have altered
endothelial function (13). Very few studies have focused on the role of the endothelium in TRALI, even
though activated neutrophils are not able to cross the endothelial barrier without full activation of the
endothelial cells (14). This review aims to highlight the mechanisms involved in TRALI, and particularly
focus on how the endothelium enables TRALI pathogenesis.
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2. Mechanisms of transendothelial migration

Inflamed endothelium with edema

“First Hit”
Systemic inflammation
Cytokines

The role of the endothelium is not fully clarified in TRALI. However, many processes already
known for endothelial activation such as transendothelial migration of leukocytes, chemotaxis, haptotaxis,
tenertaxis, durotaxis and diapedesis play a key role in the onset of TRALI. We now briefly summarize the
knowledge on these processes. It is essential to understand these processes, as this may pave the way to an
intervention on the endothelial activation to prevent or treat the onset of TRALI.

“Second Hit”
Infection

Transfusion with:
- antibodies
- other factors
...
HLA II
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2.1 Transendothelial migration of leukocytes
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Figure 1a.
A scheme of the “two-hit” hypothesis.
Any condition leading to a state of
inflammation (upregulation adhesion
molecules on endothelium, priming of
leukocytes) can serve as a first hit. The
second hit is the transfusion of blood
products containing factors which
furthers inflammation and causes
TRALI.

Figure 1b.

High

Severe TRALI

A scheme of the threshold hypothesis.
A patient with a high predisposition to

Transendothelial migration (TEM) or “diapedesis” of leukocytes, is an essential part of the immune
defence against infections. Activation of the endothelium in response to pro-inflammatory stimuli causes
leukocytes such as neutrophils to interact with the endothelium and enter into a multi-step process of
rolling, arrest, crawling, firm adhesion and transmigration. TEM is regulated by chemotaxis, haptotaxis,
durotaxis and tenertaxis. Chemotaxis refers to the presence of chemokines, guiding the leukocyte into
the tissue. Haptotaxis refers to adhesion molecules on the endothelial surface, which are necessary for
leukocyte adherence and transmigration. Durotaxis and tenertaxis refers to endothelial barrier stiffness
and resistance respectively, of which a balance is needed for optimal transmigration (15). Diapedesis can
be further divided into three sequential steps: early, mid and late diapedesis (figure 2).

Mild TRALI

develop TRALI, such as the critically ill,
needs a lower donor factor potency to
develop TRALI. Reversely, the higher
the potency of the donor factor, the
lower the patient predisposition needs
to be.

“First Hit”
Patient Predisposition

High Patient Predisposition

“Second Hit”
Transfusion Factors

Low Patient Predisposition

Donor factor
potency

Low

Figure 2.
A scheme representing early, mid and late diapedesis. During early diapedesis, the leukocyte has firmly adhered to the
endothelium and is starting the cross across the endothelial barrier. In mid-diapedesis, the leukocyte squeezes itself through
the barrier, with tight regulation by the endothelial cells. At late diapedesis, most of the leukocyte has entered the tissue and
the gap where it crossed narrows and closes swiftly behind it.
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2.1.1 Chemotaxis, haptotaxis and early diapedesis

Endothelial activation leads to release of chemokines such as MCP-1, IL-6, IL-8 and GRO-α, which
attracts and activates leukocytes, from Weibel-Palade bodies of the endothelial cell (22). Endothelial
activation also results in upregulation of adhesion molecules such as P- and E-selectin (CD62P and E),
intracellular adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1; CD54) and vascular cell adhesion molecule-1 (VCAM-1;
CD106). P-selectin is stored in the Weibel-Palade bodies and is rapidly mobilized to the cell surface
upon acute inflammatory stimulus, such as histamine or thrombin. E-selectin requires de novo synthesis
by vascular endothelial cells, and is induced upon IL-1, lipopolysaccharide (LPS) and TNF stimulus.
Both receptors bind to glycans resembling sialyl Lewisx, such as the mucin-like P-selectin glycoprotein
ligand (PSGL), which is constitutively expressed by innate immunity leukocytes such as monocytes
and neutrophils, and has induced expression on activated T-lymphocytes (23). Interactions between
selectins and ligands induces rolling and tethering of the leukocytes at the site of inflammation. For
crawling, adhesion and transmigration, the crucial role of endothelial ICAM-1 expression and spatial
distribution has been well established (24-27). Adhesion and crawling via interactions between ICAM1 and β2-integrins, such as macrophage-1 antigen (Mac-1; CD11b/CD18) and leukocyte function
associated antigen (LFA-1; CD11a/CD18) on the leukocyte, leads to arrest (figure 3). These interactions
simultaneously lead to endothelial cytoskeletal rearrangements via interactions of ICAM-1 with filamin,
an actin regulator (28), and cortactin, which bundles F-actin to the site of transendothelial migration,
thereby initiating the early diapedesis step (29, 30). Cortactin-deficient mice have inherently leaky vessels
(31), highlighting the tight regulation of TEM by the endothelium. As a leukocyte starts diapedesis, a
“ring” of VCAM-1, ICAM-1, tetraspanins and F-actin forms at the endothelial cell membrane (32-35). In
addition, membrane-like fingers have been observed at the apical surface of the endothelial cell maturing
into membrane sheets and partly surrounding the leukocyte, which have been termed “docking structures”
or “transmigratory cups” (32, 35, 36). As the leukocyte transmigrates, the co-localization of LFA-1 and
ICAM-1 persists, with LFA-1 redistributing to the lagging edge of the leukocyte (34).
2.1.2 Durotaxis, tenertaxis and mid-diapedesis

A leukocyte may transmigrate via one of two ways – the transcellular (through the endothelial cell)
or paracellular (between endothelial cells) route. It has been proposed that cell stiffness (durotaxis) and
resistance (tenertaxis) play important roles in which transmigration route is preferred by the leukocytes.
When endothelial cells are cultured on a stiffer surface, the endothelial cell body shows a strong and
tight actin network. Based on the path of least resistance, leukocytes may choose the junctional route, i.e.
paracellular route using Vascular Endothelial Cadherin (VE-cadherin; Cadherin-5; CD144)-based cell-cell
junctions (37, 38). On softer substrates, the reverse may be true. In support of these statements, locking the
cell-cell junctions using a VE-cadherin-α-catenin fusion protein did not affect leukocyte transmigration
into lymph nodes or peritoneum, but ablated transmigration into lung, skin and cremaster (39). Reversely,
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Figure 3.
A scheme presenting the interaction between leukocyte and endothelium during rolling and adhesion. Selectins on the
endothelial cells weakly binds ligands on the leukocyte, inducing the rolling whilst pulling the leukocyte closer. Adhesion
molecules ICAM-1 and VCAM-1 binds β-integrins on the leukocyte until it has firmly adhered, and a chemokine gradient
guides the leukocyte to the site of inflammation.

ICAM-1/P-selectin-null mice (which are of particular importance for neutrophil transmigration via
the transcellular pathway (40) exhibited normal transmigration of neutrophils into lung, whereas
transmigration into the peritoneum was abrogated (41). Transmigration is also proposed to increase in
conditions of increased matrix stiffness (37, 42), as is seen in various pathophysiological disorders such
as atherosclerosis, sepsis, and aging. To what extent leukocytes transmigrate via the transcellular route
in vivo is still under debate (43, 44). Paracellularly, the leukocytes transmigrate between endothelial
cells via the adherens junctions, requiring VE-cadherin and cytoskeletal re-arrangement. The crucial
role of VE-cadherin for endothelial barrier function and TEM has been demonstrated in vitro and in
vivo (45-47). Locking the junctions with the VE-cadherin-α-catenin mouse chimera blocked vascular
permeability and TEM, although both processes work independent from each other (45). VE-cadherin
is stabilized by association with cytoplasmic protein p120 catenin, and links to the actin cytoskeleton
via interaction with β-catenin and plakoglobin (48-51). Endothelial activation through the clustering of
the CAMs results in changes in phosphorylation of the cytoplasmic tail of VE-cadherin, which leads to
weakening of the junctions (52-56). In addition, it has been proposed that both the transcellular and the
paracellular transmigration pathway require targeted trafficking of a so called Lateral Border Recycling
Compartment (LBRC). This LBRC contains molecules that positively regulate TEM, such as PECAM-1,
junctional adhesion molecule A (JAM-A) and CD99. Blocking the LBRC has been reported to ablate
diapedesis (43, 57).
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2.1.3 Late diapedesis

There is still much to be learned about the late diapedesis step of leukocytes. It was recently shown
by our group that the endothelium keeps the barrier surrounding the neutrophil tight via F-actin-rich
contractile endothelial pores, locally regulated by RhoA signalling from mid-to-late diapedesis (58).
Depletion or inhibition of RhoA resulted in severe neutrophil-induced vascular leakage in vitro and in
vivo during neutrophil diapedesis. RhoGEFs LARG and ECT2, which are recruited to the intracellular tail
of ICAM-1, were found to be involved in this signalling cascade. Interestingly, another group found that
blocking RhoA and Rho-associated protein kinase (ROCK), an activator of RhoA, resulted in inhibited
vascular leakage in response to endothelial activation upon the induction with histamine (59), clearly
indicating that both processes occur independent from each other with respect to the Rho signalling
pathway. How expression and activation of these molecules may be altered in TRALI, is still unknown.
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with a foreign HNA or HLA, for example during pregnancy, transfusion or transplantation, individuals
can develop HLA or HNA antibodies. These antibodies are transferred to a patient receiving a transfusion
from this donor, which then may elicit an immune response resulting in destruction of cells expressing
matching HNA- or HLA-molecules and cause TRALI (63) (figure 4).

Transplantation
Pregnancy

Transfusion

3. Implications for endothelial involvement in TRALI
In stored blood products, endothelial-activating cytokines such as TNF-α, IL-1β, IL-6 and IL-8
have been shown to accumulate. Pre-storage leukoreduction, meaning the filtering of leukocytes from
donor blood products prior to storage, diminishes these cytokines (5). Since the implementation of this
technique as a routine at blood banks, TRALI cases have been significantly reduced (16-19). The fact
that all these cytokines directly act on the endothelium by upregulating adhesion molecules indicates a
prominent role for the endothelium in developing TRALI. Other cytokines such as RANTES, VEGF and
TGF-β1 accumulate in stored platelets, and are not reduced with leukoreduction (19-21). These cytokines
are known to be involved in angiogenetic responses of the endothelium and have been linked to ALI (20,
21), but to what extent they are involved in TRALI has to the authors knowledge not been investigated.
By themselves, many antibodies do not have a profound effect on endothelial permeability and neutrophil
transmigration. However, it has been shown that on a pre-activated endothelium, antibodies and cytokines
are able to synergistically increase permeability and endothelial activation(60, 61). We will now give an
overview of evidence suggesting pre-activation of the endothelium in antibody-mediated TRALI.

Exposure to foreign
HLA and HNA

Development of
HLA and HNA-antibodies

Figure 4.
Transfusion of blood
containing antibodies

When a future blood donor is subjected
to foreign HLA and/or HNA, such
as during pregnancy, transplantation
or transfusion, they may develop
antibodies. These may match the HLA
and/or HNA of the future receiver of the
blood product leading to development of
antibody mediated TRALI. .

3.1 Antibody-mediated TRALI

HLA are a class of genes that encode for a highly polymorphic group of molecules from the HLAcomplex, also known as the Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC). The HLA-complex is subdivided
in class I which are located on all nucleated cells and platelets, in class II which are predominantly located
on dendritic cells, macrophages and on B-cells, and in HLA-class III which code components of the
complement system (62). HNA are genetically determined structures on the surface of neutrophils (63),
monocytes, lymphocytes, platelets and natural-killer cells (64). When the immune system gets into contact
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3.1.1 HLA class I antibodies

The most commonly used mouse model to investigate antibody-mediated TRALI is the “two-hit”
model in which BALB/c mice are infused with lipopolysaccharide (LPS) as “first hit”, followed by H2Kd,
a mouse MHC-class I antibody, as “second hit” (65-67). The first investigations on this model supported
neutrophil-mediated lung injury as neutrophil depletion by vinblastine prevented lung injury (68).
However, another group hypothesized that these results were confounded by complement depletion that
accompanied neutrophil eradication by vinblastine. In their investigations it was shown that lung damage
was mediated by complement and monocytes and not by neutrophils (66). In the same study this group
also demonstrated that direct endothelial activation by HLA-class I antibodies induces TRALI. They used
H2Kd bone marrow chimeric mice to evaluate the role of non-bone marrow derived cells in pathogenesis
of TRALI. Mice that expressed H2Kd on all cell types and mice that expressed H2Kd predominantly on
non-BM–derived cells developed TRALI. TRALI failed to develop in mice that selectively lacked H2Kd
on non-BM–derived cells and mice that totally lacked H2Kd. Thus, the group proved that H2Kd appears
to initiate TRALI by binding to non-bone marrow derived cells, such as vascular endothelial cells (66).
Other studies suggest that neutrophils do have a role in HLA-class I-mediated TRALI. It was
demonstrated that neutrophil tethering and rolling on pulmonary endothelium, supported by P-selectin
and E-selectin, influences the development of lung damage. Balb/C mice infused with H2Kd combined
with several E-selectin pathway inhibitors demonstrated significantly better pulmonary function and less
platelet-neutrophil interactions than control mice (65, 67). Blocking of P-selectin had no effect on lung
injury.
Not only H2Kd has been shown to modulate endothelial activation in TRALI. In a recent study
the Balb/C model was used to investigate the effect of C-reactive protein (CRP) on TRALI, as CRP can
induce adhesion molecule expression in human endothelial cells (69). In this study the researchers showed
that simultaneous infusion of H2Kd and CRP produced lung injury whereas a solitary injection of either
H2Kd or CRP did not produce any adverse events. The researchers hypothesize that CRP enhances the
endothelial modulatory effect of H2Kd and provide support for the “two-hit” hypothesis that patients
with a severe clinical event are more prone to develop TRALI after transfusion (61). Several other animal
models have been used to investigate HLA-class I induced TRALI as for example a rat model (70) and an
in vivo swine model which most closely mimics human TRALI (71). However, in these models the role
of endothelial activation has not yet been investigated.
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neutrophils. The antigens can also be found on lung epithelial and endothelial cells (75). HLA-class II
antibody-mediated TRALI has mainly been investigated in in vitro and ex vivo models. In vitro, matched
anti-HLA-class II antibodies are able to activate monocytes (76) and monocytes from a donor implicated
in a TRALI reaction causes human microvascular endothelial cells (HMVEC) and human umbilical vein
endothelial cells (HUVEC) damage when subjected to HLA-class II antibodies (77).
An established ex vivo rat lung perfusion model was also used to investigate the role of monocytes and
neutrophils. Rats were stimulated with LPS two hours before lung preparations. Lungs were isolated from
the circulation and perfused with human neutrophils, HLA-class II antibodies and human monocytes. This
study elegantly proved that activation of neutrophil and consecutive lung damage is monocyte dependent
(78). It is therefore hypothesized that in HLA-Class II TRALI the activation of monocytes has to be
seen as a “third hit” where monocytes are stimulated and then consecutively activate primed neutrophils.
At this moment no studies have been published that investigated the role of endothelial activation in
HLA-class II antibody-mediated TRALI. However, in the ex vivo study described above, no lung injury
could be induced by isolated perfusion of antibodies. Therefore, at this moment no study supports primarily
involvement of endothelium in HLA-class II antibody-mediated TRALI. However, studies have shown
the endothelium to be a semi-professional antigen presenting cell (APC). Live imaging of endothelial cells
and lymphocytes, under static and shear conditions, showed that activated endothelium presenting MHC
class II molecules on the surface was able to establish an inflammatory response of effector and memory
(but not naïve) T-lymphocytes. This response lead to secretion of monocyte- and neutrophil-activating
cytokines, and transendothelial migration (79, 80).
3.1.3 HNA-Antibodies

Until recently, most studies that included antibody testing in TRALI only tested HLA-class I
antibodies. With the emergence of newer and more sensitive antibody detection techniques, HLA-class
II antibodies have been identified in numerous TRALI-cases (13, 72-74). HLA-class II molecules are
found predominantly on dendritic-, macrophage- and B-cell surface (62) and are very rarely expressed by

The first animal model that explored the role of anti-HNA-antibodies was an ex vivo rabbit model.
Rabbit lungs were isolated from the circulation and perfused with a mixture of rabbit plasma, human
neutrophils and anti-HNA-3a. In this model pulmonary damage could be induced only when lungs were
perfused with all three components at once. Omitting one of the products did not result in lung damage,
indicating a role for the neutrophil, plasma derived complement and HNA-3a antibodies. As in HLA
class II TRALI, this supports the notion that the endothelium is not primarily involved in HNA-induced
TRALI. However, in vitro HNA-3a cause LPS-dependent damage to HMVEC cells (81), which can be
prevented by blocking endothelial ICAM-1 and by blocking the neutrophil Fcγ-receptor (FcγR) (82). The
in vitro model and an in vivo animal model support endothelial involvement in HNA-mediated TRALI.
In the in vivo model HNA-3a antibody fragments were found to induce TRALI in mice even though
symptoms were not as severe as in whole antibodies. This suggests a neutrophil Fcγ-receptor dependent
and independent pathway in TRALI pathogenesis (81) as antibody fragments cannot bind on the FcγR,
whereas whole antibody can.
A recently published study provides insight into the complex interactions between neutrophils and
endothelium in TRALI. Even under physiologic conditions, the process of migration of neutrophils from
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arterioles to venules requires that neutrophils (8-10 µm in size) actively change their shape to enable transit
of capillary segments (2-12 µm). When neutrophils are activated by HNA-3a antibodies, neutrophil
aggregation is induced as well as neutrophil stiffening and activation of adhesion molecules on the
neutrophil surface. The authors hypothesize that this process traps neutrophils in pulmonary vasculature
where they cause TRALI (83), probably by damaging the vascular endothelial lining.

4. Future directions
The current overview shows that endothelial activation probably is key in the onset of TRALI.
Direct antibody-endothelial interaction can result in the onset of TRALI as well as indirect activation by
other inflammatory cells, cytokines and chemokines. As endothelial activation and subsequent neutrophil
extravasation and capillary leakage is key in the onset of pulmonary edema, hence the hallmark of TRALI,
blocking this process may prevent or treat the onset of TRALI. Future studies should identify which
processes can be blocked in endothelial activation during the onset of TRALI and prevent the onset of
this life threatening syndrome. Candidate intervention drugs should be fast working so they can be easily
provided to the patient prior transfusion. Furthermore, a short half-life of approximately 6 hours is needed
to prevent potential downside effects of blocking endothelial activation on host defence.

5. Conclusion
Although there is no direct evidence yet for a prominent role of the endothelium in the development
of TRALI, many parameters point into this direction. It is therefore of utmost importance to investigate the
role of the vasculature during the onset of TRALI. Knowledge obtained from other studies on the role of
the endothelium in inflammation should be used to investigate the mechanism of endothelial activation in
TRALI. As the endothelium seems to be involved as key player in all forms of antibody-mediated TRALI
blocking the activation of the endothelium activation in the onset of TRALI may be the holy grail to
prevent this life threatening syndrome.
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Abstract
During inflammation, endothelial cells are bombarded with cytokines
and other stimuli from surrounding cells. Leukocyte extravasation and
vascular leakage are both prominent, but believed to be uncoupled
as they occur in separate spatiotemporal patterns. In this study, we
investigated a “double-hit” approach on primary human endothelial
cells primed with LPS followed by histamine. Using neutrophil TEM under
physiological flow assays, we found that an LPS-primed endothelium
synergistically enhanced neutrophil TEM when additionally treated
with histamine, whereas the effects on neutrophil TEM of the individual
stimuli were moderate to undetectable. Interestingly, the double-hitinduced TEM increase was not due to decreased endothelial barrier,
increased adhesion molecule expression or WPB release. Instead,
we found that it was directly correlated with junctional remodeling.
Compounds that increased junctional “linearity”, i.e. stability,
counteracted the double-hit effect on neutrophil TEM. We conclude
that a compound, in this case histamine, which has a short primary
effect on vascular permeability, can have severe secondary effects
on neutrophil TEM in combination with an inflammatory stimulus. This
effect is due to synergic modifications of the endothelial cytoskeleton
and junctional remodeling. Therefore, we hypothesize that junctional
linearity is a better and more predictive readout than endothelial
resistance for compounds aiming to attenuate inflammation.
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Introduction
The traditional concept of inflammation is defined by heat, pain, redness and swelling (1). These
hallmarks refer mainly to increase in blood flow and the consequences of edema. Edema is the result of
gaps between endothelial cells leading to protein and plasma leakage into connective tissue, in response to
vasodilatory stimuli. The other part of inflammation is infiltration of immune cells from the blood stream
into tissue, known as leukocyte extravasation or trans-endothelial migration (TEM). Endothelial cells,
lining the blood vessels of the cardiovascular system, are the master mediators of both these inflammatory
responses in distinctly different ways.
Histamine is a vasodilatory stimulus which promotes vascular leakage. Histamine binds to H1 and
H2 receptors on endothelial cells, leading to increased nitric oxide synthesis and phosphorylation of
tyrosine685 on vascular endothelial (VE)-cadherin (2-5). VE-cadherin is the major component of adherens
junctions (AJ), which connects adjacent endothelial cells to each other and maintains endothelial barrier
integrity. Upon phosphorylation of Y685 VE-cadherin is endocytosed, resulting in increased permeability
(5). In addition, histamine receptor binding results in release of Ca2+ from the endoplasmic reticulum
and activation of the Rho signaling pathway, causing the endothelial actin filaments to contract (3, 6). The
mechanical force of the actin filaments together with VE-cadherin endocytosis opens the junctions and
allows plasma leakage into the tissue.
Leukocyte TEM requires upregulation of adhesion molecules to recruit circulating immune cells from
the blood stream. Histamine is believed to aid in recruitment of leukocytes by exocytosis of Weibel-Palade
Bodies (WPBs) from the endothelial storage sites into the vessel lumen. Membrane fusion of WPBs
releases leukocyte-activating cytokines into the blood stream and presents adhesion molecule Platelet
(P)-selectin on the endothelial surface (7). However, histamine does not invoke de novo synthesis of
the adhesion molecules needed for leukocyte TEM. One of the most important of these is ICAM-1
(CD54) (8-11), which can be upregulated by the membrane component of gram-negative bacteria, LPS.
Synthesis of endothelial (E)-selectin, another important adhesion molecule, is also induced (6, 12, 13).
Upon acute inflammation (i.e. innate immunity), the majority of first responding leukocytes are neutrophils.
Interestingly, neutrophil diapedesis has been shown to significantly depend on de-phosphorylation of
tyrosine 731 on VE-cadherin, whereas mutation on Y685 had no effect on TEM (5).
There is much evidence to suggest that vascular leakage and leukocyte TEM are uncoupled events.
Several studies have shown that vascular leakage and neutrophil TEM occur in different places in the
vasculature (14, 15). Furthermore, vascular permeability has been shown to peak earlier than neutrophil
extravasation, with fluorescently-labeled albumin reaching a peak influx at three-fold the speed of peak
PMN influx, which occur at 12h and 18h respectively. In the same study, PMN depletion had no effect
on vascular permeability (16). In 2002, Zeng and colleagues showed in vivo that neutrophil extravasation
in response to TNF did not have any effect on vascular permeability (17). Similar conclusions were drawn
by our previous work, where we showed that the small GTPase Rho A tightly regulates endothelial gaps
during neutrophil TEM, to prevent vascular leakage. Vascular leakage during TEM was only detected
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upon blocking of Rho A, in vivo and in vitro (18). Nevertheless, there are several pathogenic conditions
characterized by excessive vascular permeability and leukocyte accumulation such as inflammatory bowel
syndrome, ischemia and Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome (19, 20). These syndromes are caused by
combinations of stimuli, yet studies using more than one stimulus to investigate inflammation are scarce.
In this study, we investigated if a double-hit treatment of inflammatory stimulus LPS and vascular
permeability-inducing histamine on endothelial cells could enhance neutrophil TEM. We hypothesized
that there would be a small increase in neutrophil TEM due to WPB release and decrease of vascular
barrier. Surprisingly, we found that the LPS and histamine double-hit treatment increased the number
of neutrophils transmigrating significantly more than the sum of the individual treatments together. The
double-hit effect was not related to WPB release or decreased vascular barrier, but specifically related to
rearrangement of endothelial cell-cell junctions. Using stimuli that counteracted junctional rearrangement
and promoted endothelial barrier, attenuated the double-hit-induced neutrophil TEM.

BOECs were cultured in EGM-2 medium supplemented with 18% FCS. Human organ microvascular
cells (HMVEC) of pancreatic or renal origin were cultured in EGM-2MV medium supplemented with
5% FCS. Cells and medium were purchased from PeloBiotech. HUVECs were used at passage 3-6 and
HMVEC and BOECs at passage 10-11. Cells were cultured at 37 °C and 5% CO2. ECs were treated with
10-100ng/mL LPS diluted in PBS for 4.5 h and/or 100nM histamine (both Sigma-aldrich) for 30 min
as indicated. Controls were treated with PBS alone and added to medium at the same time points as LPS
or histamine. Concentrations of S1P (Sigma-Aldrich) and 007-AM (Tocris) were 900nM and 1000nM
respectively, cells were treated for 1-1.5 h.

Materials and methods
Antibodies

Primary antibodies for IF were mouse monoclonal against ICAM-1 clone BBIG- I1(11C81) (R&D),
goat polyclonal against E-selectin (R&D), goat polyclonal against VE-cadherin (Santa Cruz; Bioconnect)
and rabbit polyclonal against vWF (DAKO). Secondary antibodies were chicken α-mouse-AF488, donkey
α-goat-AF568 and chicken α-rabbit-AF647 (all from Invitrogen). Mouse monoclonal against VE-cadherin
(BD) was directly labelled with Alexa647. Phalloidin TexasRed-568 (Invitrogen) was used to visualize
actin cytoskeleton. For Western blot, rabbit polyclonal ICAM-1 (Santa Cruz; Bioconnect) and goat
polyclonal against E-selectin (R&D) was used. FACS antibodies were CD14 [63D3] (Biolegend), JAM-A
[M.Ab.F11] (BD Biosciences), JAM-C [SHM33] (Biolegend), PECAM-1 [WM59] (BD Biosciences),
CD99 [3B2/TA8] (Biolegend), ICAM-2 [CBR-IC2/2] (Biolegend), VE-Cadherin [55-7H1] (BD
Biosciences), VCAM-1 [51-10C9] (BD Biosciences), P-Selectin [VI P-44] (Biolegend), ICAM-1
[HCD54] (Biolegend), E-Selectin [68-5H11] (BD Biosciences).
Cell culture

HUVEC purchased from Lonza (P1012 and P1052) were cultured on fibronectin (FN)-coated
dishes in EGM-2 medium, supplemented with EGM-2 aliquots (Promocell). Clonal VWF knockout blood
outgrowth endothelial cells (BOECs) were generated using CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing of cord blood
BOECs with the LentiCRISPR system and genomic RNAs targeting the first exon of VWF as described
previously (21). As control we used cord blood BOECs that were transduced with the LentiCRISPR vector
lacking a genomic RNA and that were single cell cloned and expanded in parallel with the VWF knockouts.
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Neutrophil transmigration under flow assay

1-0.5 x 105 HUVECs per channel were cultured in a fibronectin (FN)-coated Ibidi μ-slide VI0.4
(Ibidi) and stimulated for 4h with LPS or histamine for 30 min, or both. Freshly isolated PMNs were
resuspended at 1 x106 cells/mL in HEPES medium pH 7.4. PMN were activated by incubating for 30 min
at 37°C. Cultured HUVECs in Ibidi flow chambers were connected to a perfusion system and exposed
to 0.5 mL/min HEPES medium pH 7.4, shear flow (0.8 dyn/cm2) for 5 min before injection of heatactivated PMN into the perfusion system. Leukocyte-endothelial interactions were recorded for 20 min
at 0.2 frames/s by a Zeiss Observer Z1 or Zeiss Axiovert microscope. All live imaging was performed at
37°C in the presence of 5% CO2 at shear flow 0.8 dyn/cm2. Transmigrated PMNs were distinguished
from those adhering to the apical surface of the endothelium by their transition from bright to phase-dark
morphology. Number of transmigrated PMNs was manually quantified using ImageJ and real-time tracking
was done with MTrackJ.
Neutrophil isolation

Polymorphonuclear neutrophils (PMNs) were isolated from whole-blood derived from healthy
donors. Whole blood was diluted (1:1) with 5% (v/v) TNC in PBS. Diluted whole blood was pipetted
carefully on to 12.5 ml Percoll (room temperature) 1.076 g/ ml. Tubes were centrifuged (Rotanta 96R)
at 800G, slow start, low brake for 20 min. Bottom fraction containing PMNs was further processed by
erythrocyte lysis in ice-cold isotonic lysis buffer (155 mM NH4CL, 10 mM KHCO3, 0.1 mM EDTA,
pH7.4 in Milli-Q(Millipore). PMNs were centrifuged at 500G for five minutes at 4 °C and incubated
again with lysis buffer for 5 min on ice. After another centrifugation at 500G for 5 min at 4 °C, PMNs were
washed once with PBS and centrifuged again at 500G for 5 min at 4 °C before resuspension in HEPES
medium (20 mM HEPES, 132 mM NaCl, 6 mM KCl, 1 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgSO4, 1.2 mM K2HPO4,
5 mM glucose (all from Sigma-Aldrich) and 0.4 % (w/v) human serum albumin (Sanquin Reagents),
pH7.4). PMNs count and purity was determined by cell counter (Casy) and cells kept at room temperature
for no longer than 4 h before use.
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Volunteers

Electrical Cell Impedance Sensing assay

All volunteers signed an informed consent, under the rules and legislation in place within the
Netherlands and maintained by the Sanquin Medical Ethical Committee. The rules and legislations are
based on the Declaration of Helsinki (informed consent for participation of human subjects in medical
and scientific research) and guidelines for Good Clinical Practice.

Endothelial monolayer integrity was determined by measuring the electrical resistance using ECIS.
Flow chamber electrode arrays (8F10E; Applied Biophysics, Troy, NY) were pretreated with 10 mM
L-cysteine (Sigma-Aldrich) for 15 min at room temperature and subsequently washed twice with 0.9%
NaCl. Wells were coated with fibronectin (Sanquin) in 0.9% NaCl for a minimum of 1 h at 37°C. Seeding
density was 5 x 104 cells/well. Continuous resistance measurements were performed at 37°C at 5% CO2
with the ECIS Zθ (Theta) system controller (Applied Biophysics). After formation of a stable monolayer,
cells were treated as indicated.

Immunofluorescent staining

HUVECs were grown on fibronectin-coated IBIDI slides or glass coverslips. After treatment, ECs
were fixed in 3.7% (vol/vol) formaldehyde in PBS supplemented with 1mM CaCl2, 0.5mM MgCl2
(PBS++) for 20 min. Next, cells were blocked with 2% BSA before incubation with primary and secondary
antibodies. Between each incubation, cells were washed three times with PBS++. Finally, cells were kept in
PBS++ until imaging with a confocal laser-scanning microscope (SP8;Leica). Junctional linearity (linear
perimeter of cell/actual perimeter of cell) was manually quantified by Image J. Prism 8 (GraphPad Software,
La Jolla, CA) was used for statistical analysis.

Statistical analysis

For statistical analysis between experimental groups, the student’s t test was used. A two-sided p ≤
0.05 was considered significant.

Western blotting

Cells were lysed and boiled in SDS-sample buffer containing 4% β-mercaptoethanol. Samples were
analyzed by SDS–PAGE, transferred to a 0.2-µm nitrocellulose membrane (Whatman, Dassel, Germany),
and blocked with blocking buffer containing 5% (wt/vol) nonfat dry milk in TBST. The nitrocellulose
membrane was incubated with specific primary antibodies overnight at 4⁰C, followed by incubation with
secondary HRP-conjugated antibodies for 1 h at room temperature. between all of the incubation steps,
the blots were washed at least three times with TBST for 10 min. Staining was visualized with enhanced
chemiluminescence detection system (Pierce, Rockford, IL).
Flow Cytometry

Cells were detached with Accutase (GE-Healthcare L11-007) and harvested in PBS++ and 2%
BSA Fraction 5 (Serva). For blocking, cells were placed on ice for 10 minutes. Cells were then pelleted
and resuspended in FACS buffer (PBS++ and 0.25% BSA) at 2 x 106 cells per milliliter. 50 µl of cell
suspension (1 x 105 cells) was added per well of a 96 wells plate. 50 µl of antibody solution in FACS buffer,
at a concentration 2x the final concentration, was added to the wells containing cell suspension. The cells
were incubated on ice, in the dark, for 30 minutes. Cells were pelleted and resuspended in FACS buffer,
then measured on a LSRFortessa (BD) cell analyzer using FACS Diva software. Cells were gated based
on forward-side scatter and PECAM-1 or VE-cadherin positivity, with a cell count of 1 x 105 cells. FACS
data was analyzed with FlowJo.
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A

Results
Histamine synergistically enhances neutrophil transmigration
in combination with LPS stimulation

We initially hypothesized that histamine would aid to some extent in neutrophil TEM, mainly by
release of WPB and decreasing endothelial barrier integrity. Using a neutrophil transmigration under flow
assay we confirmed that unstimulated HUVEC and HMVEC, as well as histamine treatment alone, did
not induce neutrophil TEM (figure 1A). As expected, treating either of these endothelial cell types with
LPS alone did result in neutrophil TEM. However to our surprise, pretreating HUVEC or HMVEC with
LPS together with histamine resulted in an up to three-fold increase in neutrophil TEM compared to LPS
treatment alone, even though histamine treatment alone did not induce any leukocyte TEM (figure 1A).
When analyzing neutrophil behavior in real-time, there was no significant difference in neutrophil rolling
over the endothelial cells between samples treated with LPS and histamine combined, compared to LPS
alone. Intriguingly, there was a significant difference in adhesion between LPS and double-hit treated
cells (figure 1B), suggesting that there could be increased adhesion molecule expression upon 30 minutes
of histamine treatment. Additionally, there was a significant difference in percentage of neutrophils that
transmigrated upon adhesion (figure 1C).
When measuring TEM under static conditions, we did not observe the additional increase in TEM
(data not shown), indicating that flow is an important determinant of the double-hit effect.

B

C

Figure 1. Histamine synergistically enhances neutrophil TEM in combination with LPS.
A) Number of transmigrated neutrophils during flow assay. All data is presented as average neutrophil TEM per field of
view, with S.E.M. error bars. Three fields of view were obtained during time-lapse imaging, followed by tile scans with 25
additional fields of view per condition and replicate at endpoint. nd = not detected, *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ****p<0.0001.
n=6 for HUVEC, n=3 for microvascular ECs
B) Number of rolling and adhered cells during flow assay. All data are presented as average per field of view, devised
from three separate fields of view per condition and replicate. All error bars represent S.E.M., ns = not significant,
*p<0.05, n=5.
C) Percentage of adhered cells that also underwent TEM, with S.E.M. error bars. Data is presented as the average of the
thirty time-lapse videos analyzed with MTrackJ, *p<0.05.
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Histamine/LPS-induced neutrophil transmigration is not dependent

Histamine does not increase adhesion molecule presentation

on regulated release of WPB cargo

in combination with LPS

Next, we wanted to determine to what extent exocytosis of WPBs contributed to the increase in
adhesion and neutrophil TEM. As mentioned above, histamine stimulates release of WPBs, which contain
several cytokines which activate neutrophils and P-selectin, the first adhesion molecule to be rapidly
expressed. To test the involvement of WPBs in leukocyte TEM, we made use of CRISPR/Cas9-engineered
Von Willebrand factor (VWF) knockout Blood Outgrowth Endothelial Cells (BOECs) (21). Expression
of VWF drives formation of WPBs and consequently genetic ablation of VWF results in endothelial cells
devoid of WPBs. We performed these studies in BOECs because this has the added advantage that clonal
VWF knockout and control BOEC lines can be generated from the same monogenic background. IF
staining of VWF on PFA-fixed BOECs after neutrophil transmigration under flow, confirmed that control
BOECs contained apical VWF-WPBs whereas VWF-knockouts did not (figure 2A).
LPS does not induce exocytosis of WPBs to any large extent, therefore it was not surprising to find
that VWF-knockouts facilitated neutrophil TEM to the same degree as controls when stimulated with
LPS alone. Unexpectedly, there was also no difference in neutrophil TEM between control BOECs and
VWF-knockouts when stimulated with LPS and histamine in combination (figure 2B). Taken together,
these findings suggest that histamine does not aid in neutrophil TEM by the release of VWF or WPBs
in our setup.

Other double-hit studies have reported the ability of stimuli with synergic effects to increase expression
of cytokines as well as adhesion molecules (22-24). To study if histamine would have any effect on de novo
adhesion molecule expression in combination with LPS, we treated HUVECs and HMVEC with both
30 minutes and 4h of histamine in addition to the LPS conditions, as de novo synthesis of some adhesion
molecules such as ICAM-1 (CD54), VCAM-1 (CD106) and E-selectin (CD62E) takes several hours.
Using Western blot analysis and FACS, we studied the expression of several adhesion- and junction proteins
known to be involved in TEM and junctional integrity. No induction of adhesion molecule expression was
found in untreated ECs or ECs treated with histamine (figure 3A-B). However, there was also no significant
difference in expression of ICAM-1 or E-selectin between LPS and LPS/histamine-treated HUVECs
(figure 3A). Surface expression of P-selectin (CD62P), E-selectin, ICAM-1 and VCAM-1 were equal in
LPS and LPS/Histamine double-hit conditions as analyzed with flow cytometry, which was done for both
HUVEC and HMVEC (figure 3B, supplemental figure 1B). Expression of junction proteins PECAM-1
(CD31) and VE-cadherin (CD144) was also studied in whole cell lysates on Western Blot (data not shown)
and with flow cytometry (figure 3B, supplemental figure 1B), with no significant differences found between
conditions. Junction proteins CD99, JAM-A (CD321) and JAM-C were additionally analyzed with flow
cytometry, as well as constitutively expressed ICAM-2 (CD102) and TLR4-ligand CD14, but displayed
no significant difference between conditions (supplemental figure 1A-B).
Further, we studied the expression and localization of ICAM-1 and E-selectin using
immunofluorescent analysis of EC monolayers. As expected, unstimulated and histamine-treated samples
showed no upregulation of either adhesion molecule, whereas there seemed to be no difference in expression
between LPS or double-hit treated samples (figure 3C). Both LPS and LPS/Histamine double-hit samples
displayed a similar mosaic expression pattern of adhesion molecules, regularly seen on IF. The reason for
this heterogenic expression is not known, but has been previously described in literature between and
within vascular beds, in vivo and in vitro (25, 26).

A

B

Ctrl

VWF KO

Figure 2. Weibel-Palade bodies are not involved in the neutrophil transmigration events induced by the LPS and histamine
double hit.
A) Immunofluorescent image of BOECs treated as indicated, subjected to flow assay and stained for VWF (cyan and
cigar-shaped) and VE-cadherin (white; linear junction stain). Bar represents 10µm
B) Number of transmigrated neutrophils during flow assay. Data is presented as average neutrophil TEM per field of view,
with S.E.M. error bars. Three fields of view were obtained during time-lapse imaging, followed by tile scans with 25
additional fields of view per condition and replicate at endpoint, ns = not significant, n=3.
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Histamine decreases junctional linearity and increases
F-actin stress fibers in combination with LPS

A

B

C

Figure 3. Histamine does not increase adhesion molecule presentation in combination with LPS.
A) Western blot analysis of ICAM-1 and E-selectin expression in HUVECs treated as indicated, ns = not significant. E-selectin
and ICAM-1 blots are cropped at 130 and 95 kDa, β-actin blot is cropped at 55 and 36 kDa, as determined by a prestained protein standard. Columns display S.E.M. n=3.
B) FACS analysis of P-selectin, E-selectin, ICAM-1, VCAM-1, CD99 and VE-cadherin in pancreatic HMVEC treated as
indicated, with S.E.M. ns = not significant, n=3.
C) Immunofluorescent images of HUVECs treated as indicated and stained for ICAM-1 (green), E-selectin (magenta) and
VE-cadherin (white). Bar, 50 µm.
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When studying the IF images with phalloidin and antibodies against VE-cadherin, we noticed that
the monolayers looked different depending on which treatment they had received. Unstimulated samples
presented a more linear pattern of VE-cadherin, with cytoskeletal F-actin fibers distributing to the outer
edges of the cell. This phenotype of F-actin has previously been described as circumferential actin bundles and
are believed to promote linear AJs (27-29). Samples treated with histamine alone presented a characteristic
honeycomb, reticular pattern of VE-cadherin (figure 4A). This typical junction-reorganization induced
by histamine is well-described (30) and underscore that remodeling of VE-cadherin-based junctions as
such do not promote neutrophil TEM, as no TEM was observed with histamine treatment alone (figure
1A). Treating HUVECs with LPS alone resulted in a mild phenotype of junctional remodeling, with a
tendency towards a “jagged” arrangement of VE-cadherin rather than a reticular, also sometimes described
as punctated junctions (27). However, very few F-actin radial stress fibers were observed in the LPS-treated
samples, suggesting a rather resting state of the actin cytoskeleton (figure 4B). Interestingly, when histamine
was added for 30 minutes in combination with LPS pretreatment, a uniquely different phenotype compared
to the other three samples was observed. VE-cadherin revealed an increase in jagged appearance of the
junctions and phalloidin staining revealed that “double-hit” endothelial cells were elongated and exhibited
a large number of F-actin radial stress fibers (figure 4A-B). This phenotype has previously been described
to be due to activation of the Rho-ROCK pathway, acting locally on non-muscle myosin II (NM-II) at
cell-cell contacts (27). Whereas it is known that histamine activates RhoA and ROCK I (31), based on
the immunofluorescence images neither histamine nor LPS alone were able to induce the activated NM-II
phenotype at junction regions.
We hypothesized that the LPS/histamine double-hit phenotype would correlate with a decrease in
endothelial barrier and thereby the increase in neutrophil TEM. To determine if histamine would have
synergic effects on vascular permeability together with LPS, we measured permeability with an electric cell
impedance sensing system (ECIS). ECIS continually measured resistance of cell-cell junctions of cells plated
on gold electrodes. Treatments were only added once HUVECs had reached a stable resistance monolayer.
All treatments were normalized to their own stable resistance before treatment. The ECIS assay showed
a significant drop in resistance within 5 minutes of addition of histamine, as expected, followed by rapid
recovery over the next 30 minutes. To our surprise, LPS treatment had no effect on endothelial resistance
and had no synergic change in resistance in combination with histamine (figure 4C; supplemental figure 2).
Histamine treatment did reduce vascular resistance again within 4h of treatment as determined by ECIS,
however the double-hit had no synergic effects at this time point either (data not shown).
As both LPS alone and the double-hit treatment increased the appearance of jagged junctions, we
then hypothesized that a decrease in junctional linearity could correlate with increase in neutrophil TEM.
Junctional linearity has previously been shown to correlate with stability and integrity of junctions (32). This
method of quantification follows junctional protein distribution - in this case VE-cadherin - along the outer
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edges between adjacent cells. Junctional linearity does not specifically distinguish between reticular and
jagged junctions but takes into account the mechanical forces exerted on those junctions. In other words,
decreasing junctional linearity does not only represent junctional remodeling, but includes increased pulling
between adjacent cells as well. Figure 4D-a represents an illustration of the different junction phenotypes.
When quantifying the linearity of the junctions, as described in Methods and previous (Figure 4D-b; 32,
33), we found that a double-hit of LPS and histamine significantly decreased linearity of the junctions in
a synergic manner (figure 4D-c).
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Figure 4. Histamine decreases junctional linearity and increases F-actin stress fibers in combination with LPS.
A-B) Immunofluorescent images of HUVECs treated as indicated and stained for VE-cadherin (A) and actin (B). Top bar
represents 50 µm, bottom bar 25 µm in VE-cadherin- and actin-stained samples respectively. Bottom image represents
zoomw of top image indicated with white square in VE-cadherin- and actin-stained samples respectively. White
arrowheads indicate endothelial cell-cell junctions in VE-cadherin-stained samples and F-actin RSF in actin-stained
samples.
C) Boxplots of endothelial resistance indicating min to max values and average of all data points. TEER = TransEndothelial Electrical Resistance. Every data point was normalized to its own resistance before addition of stimuli and
then compared to control. Dotted line marks normalization point (=1), ns = not significant, ****p<0.0001, n=3.
D) a) Illustration of different junction phenotypes, from perfectly straight (linear junction) to a more scattered phenotype
(jagged junction). b) Measurement of junctional linearity based on VE-cadherin stain (left), with perfect linear junctions
represented as straight lines divided by actual junction length between two fixed points. White lines represent
estimated perimeter by region of interest (ROI). c) Graph represents calculated junctional linearity per condition, with
S.E.M.; ****p<0.0001, ***p<0.001, n=3.
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Extravasating neutrophils prefer jagged junctions to cross the endothelium

To determine if neutrophils prefer jagged junctions over linear junctions to cross the endothelial
barrier, we pre-stained both HUVEC and HMVEC with a directly labeled fluorescent VE-cadherin
antibody prior to the neutrophil transmigration under flow assay to follow junction phenotype in real-time
during TEM. This antibody has previously been shown to not interfere with the function of VE-cadherin
(34). Using real-time imaging, we followed the path of each neutrophil and found that neutrophils that
adhered to a cell near or on top of a linear junction, typically crawled on top of the cell or junction until
it found a jagged area to transmigrate through (figure 5A, supplemental movie 1A). In the few cases
where neutrophils did cross a linear junction, there mostly seemed to be cytoskeletal remodeling from an
adjacent cell to create a small but visible gap in the junction (data not shown). Even so, roughly 95% of the
neutrophils observed crossed the endothelium through a jagged junction, with a small but non-significant
preference for tri-cellular junctions over bi-cellular (figure 5B). Taken together, these data suggest that
the decrease in junctional linearity and increase of F-actin radial stress fibers observed in LPS/histamine
double-stimulated samples correlate with jagged junctions that are easier to cross for neutrophils. These
data may additionally explain the increase in adhered neutrophils that also transmigrated in double-hit
samples compared to LPS alone, as is shown in figure 1B.
A

Increasing junctional linearity using Rap1-activator 007-AM
or sphingosine-1-phosphate attenuates neutrophil transmigration

To test the hypothesis that junctional phenotype would be an important determinant of neutrophil
TEM, we treated the HUVECs with the chemically engineered EPAC/Rap1-activator 8-pCPT-2'-OMe-cAMP (007-AM) and the physiological lipid sphingosine-1-phosphate (S1P) prior to the neutrophil
transmigration under flow assay. The EPAC/Rap1-pathway induces circumferential actin bundles and linear
junctions, through Cdc42-mediated activation of NM-II and inhibition of the Rho-ROCK-mediated NMII activation (27). S1P is known to increase vascular resistance and aid in junction stabilization via activation
of Rac1. Both 007-AM and S1P induced linear junctions as determined by immunofluorescence (figure
6A), though induction of junction linearity was a lot less pronounced in S1P-treated samples compared to
007-AM (figure 6A-B). Moreover, both compounds increased basal endothelial resistance as determined by
ECIS (supplemental figure 3). We found that both 007-AM and S1P attenuated neutrophil TEM upon the
double-hit treatment, in a manner which correlated to the increase observed both on junctional linearity
(figure 6A-C). In addition to that, the decrease in neutrophil TEM was also correlated to the increase in
endothelial barrier function (Supplemental figure 3). These findings suggest that junctional linearity is
related to endothelial barrier and is predictive for attenuation of TEM.
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Discussion
In this study, we showed that a double-hit of two stimuli that are known to be involved in leukocyte
TEM have a significantly larger impact on the number of neutrophils that cross an endothelial monolayer
barrier than the sum of the individual treatments alone (synergy).
Surprisingly, this did not correlate with release of WPB content, changes in adhesion molecule expression
levels or decreased resistance of the endothelial barrier. Instead, we found clear differences in the integrity and
distribution of the endothelial cell-cell junction protein VE-cadherin. This was supported by experiments
were we for the first time in real-time could show that neutrophils do prefer to cross junctions with a jagged
presentation of VE-cadherin rather than linear junctions, and where we promoted junctional integrity by either
treating the endothelium with the EPAC/Rap1 activator 007-AM or the Rac1-activating lipid shingophine1-phosphate (S1P). Both treatments resulted in reduced leukocyte TEM upon the double-hit treatment in a
barrier resistance-dependent manner, showing the importance of junctional integrity. Furthermore, decreased
linearity of junctions correlated with increased radial F-actin stress fibers, suggesting the LPS/histamine
double-hit have profound synergic effects on the actin cytoskeleton.
Several studies point to VE-cadherin signaling as a potential target to prevent neutrophil TEM. Using
a VE-cadherin blocking antibody, Gotsch and colleagues found enhanced endothelial barrier and reduced
neutrophil TEM in mouse peritoneum (35). Furthermore, blocking VE-cadherin signaling and endocytosis by
a mouse knock-in of a VE-cadherin-α-catenin fusion protein, demonstrated significantly blocked neutrophil
transmigration into several - but not all - tissues (36). Our study finds that targeting any pathway which
increases junctional integrity could be of interest to decrease neutrophil transmigration. VE-cadherin would
likely be involved in this pathway, and we propose that junctional linearity of VE-cadherin would be a
predictive readout for the efficacy on attenuated TEM.
It is difficult to reconcile that endothelial barrier resistance is normal whereas junctional linearity is
decreased in our double-hit model. Jagged junctions and increased F-actin stress fibers suggest that the cells
would be pulling at the cell-cell junctions. However, increased tension on junctions and gaps in junctions are
two separate things. It may simply be that without the intracellular signal from a neutrophil binding to ICAM1, the bond between two adjacent VE-cadherin proteins at cell-cell junctions is not broken. We did not look in
to VE-cadherin phosphorylation in this study, but it is possible that the combination of de-phosphorylation
of Y731 upon neutrophil transmigration, in combination with Y685 phosphorylation by histamine enhances
TEM. As Y685 phosphorylation is directly related to vascular leakage (5), perhaps the more plausible
explanation is the increased pulling force on endothelial junctions. LPS and histamine both activate RhoA
(31, 37), possibly via different pathways, and the combination of the two may have synergic effects on NM-II
activation at cell-cell junctions. Furthermore, the release of Ca2+ from intracellular storages by histamine
also activates myosin light chain, increasing acto-myosin activity (38). It is likely that junctional linearity is a
result of the actin cytoskeletal status, meaning that linear junctions are presented with circumferential actin
bundles, and when junction linearity decreases, thereby transforming into jagged junctions, these junctions
are presented with F-actin radial stress fibers. Jagged junctions and severe stress-fiber formation is also seen in
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HUVEC stimulated with high doses of TNF, which we often use in our transmigration studies as it always
results in a lot of neutrophil TEM (data not shown). The increased tension of the actin cytoskeleton may also
be responsible for the increase in adhesion seen in the double-hit studies, as previous studies by our group have
shown that knocking out stiffness-induced Rho-GAP DLC1 decreases neutrophil spreading and adhesion
(39). This would explain the increase in adhesion without adhesion molecules being additionally upregulated.
Using a Transwell system, permeability was measured with 70 kD FITC-Dextran, which indicated
a small increase in Dextran-leakage in the LPS/Histamine double-treated samples compared to LPS or
histamine alone (data not shown). This could suggest permeability of junctions is altered during neutrophil
TEM in the double-hit stimulated samples. However, we cannot say if leakage occurred at sites of- or as a
result from- neutrophil TEM. The technical difficulties of such a study lies in that it requires a live-imaging
3D model under flow to distinguish between dextran leakage due to histamine at random sites or dextran
leakage at sites of neutrophil transmigration.
In this study, we showed that the increase in neutrophil TEM with the LPS and histamine double-hit
approach was independent of VWF or WPB release. VWF release has been shown to be important for
neutrophil TEM in vivo (40). One obvious discrepancy between our study and in vivo studies is the absence
of platelets. Exocytosis of WPBs releases VWF which forms ultra-long VWF strings. These strings capture
circulating platelets. Platelets have been shown to play a big role in neutrophil TEM (41, 42). Double-hit
studies with LPS and MHC class I antibodies in transfusion related acute lung injury (TRALI) showed that
the absence of platelets was protective against development of TRALI (42). Herein lies a possible issue of
using S1P to attenuate neutrophil TEM, as S1P has been shown to aid in ultra-long VWF string formation
(43), an observation we also found in our study (data not shown).
Neutrophils have been reported to transmigrate transcellular as well as paracellular, to varying extent
depending on the tissue. ICAM-1 is particularly important for transcellular transmigration, as knock-in of
ICAM-1 in vitro mainly increases neutrophil transmigration via the transcellular route of transmigration (44).
However, adhesion molecule blocking strategies such as ICAM-1 blocking with Enlimomab, have proven to
be unfavorable in humans, resulting in severe side-effects (45-47). In the study by Schulte et al, the protective
effect of VE-cad-α-cat fusion was not prominent in tissues where neutrophils are believed to mainly use the
transcellular route (36). In this study, we did not note any neutrophils transmigrating via the transcellular
route. If transcellular neutrophil TEM would also be inhibited by S1P or 007 treatment remains unclear.
This study concludes that histamine has synergic effects on endothelial cells and neutrophil TEM in
combination with LPS, which are separate from vascular leakage or WPB release. These findings suggest that a
“second hit” to the endothelium with a compound that primarily affects vascular permeability can have severe
secondary effects on neutrophil TEM, in combination with inflammatory stimuli. Neutrophil TEM can be
inhibited by compounds that increase junctional integrity. We propose that junctional linearity is a better
predictive readout than endothelial resistance for compounds aiming to attenuate inflammation, particularly
in tissues where leukocytes use the para-cellular route of transmigration
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Supplemental material

Supplemental Figure 1.
A) Expression of surface proteins.

Supplemental Figure 2.

A

Example of a continuous ECIS

FACS analysis of JAM-A, JAM-C,

measurement from HUVECs treated

CD99, CD14 and ICAM-2 in

as indicated. Horizontal dotted line

pancreatic HMVEC. Proteins do not

indicates normalization point for

change in expression upon treatment

histamine. Vertical dotted line indicates

as indicated. N=3

addition of histamine. TEER = TransEndothelial Electrical Resistance.

B) Expression of surface proteins.
FACS analysis of P-selectin, E-selectin,
ICAM-1, VCAM-1, VE-cadherin,
PECAM-1, JAM-A, JAM-C, CD99,
CD14 and ICAM-2 in HUVEC.
Proteins do not change in expression

Supplemental Figure 3.

upon treatment as indicated, n=3.

Example of endothelial barrier
increase of HUVECs treated as
indicated. Resistance data are
normalized to 1. TEER = TransEndothelial Electrical Resistance.

B

For supplemental video, visit
www.jimmunol.org/content/early/2020/06/11/jimmunol.1900816/tab-figures-data
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Abstract
To efficiently cross the endothelial barrier during inflammation,
neutrophils first firmly adhere to the endothelial surface using the
endothelial adhesion molecule ICAM-1. Upon actual transmigration,
the release from ICAM-1 is required. While Integrin LFA1/Mac1
de-activation is one described mechanism that leads to this, direct
cleavage of ICAM-1 from the endothelium represents a second option.
We found that a disintegrin and metalloprotease 10 (ADAM10)
cleaves the extracellular domain of ICAM-1 from the endothelial
surface. Silencing or inhibiting endothelial ADAM10 impaired the
efficiency of neutrophils to cross the endothelium, suggesting that
neutrophils use endothelial ADAM10 to dissociate from ICAM-1.
Indeed, when measuring transmigration kinetics, neutrophils took
almost twice as much time to finish the diapedesis step when ADAM10
was silenced. Importantly, we found increased levels of ICAM-1 on the
transmigrating neutrophils when crossing an endothelial monolayer
where such increased levels were not detected when neutrophils
crossed bare filters. Using ICAM-1-GFP-expressing endothelial cells,
we show that ICAM-1 presence on the neutrophils can also occur by
membrane transfer from the endothelium to the neutrophil. Based on
these findings, we conclude that endothelial ADAM10 contributes in
part to neutrophil transendothelial migration by cleaving ICAM-1,
thereby supporting the release of neutrophils from the endothelium
during the final diapedesis step.
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Introduction
During inflammation, circulating leukocytes need to cross the vascular endothelial barrier, a process
known as transendothelial migration (TEM) [1–3]. The three-step paradigm of TEM describes how
leukocytes roll, adhere, and migrate through the endothelial barrier, which has been extensively studied
[4,5]. However, how leukocytes are released from the endothelium to migrate into the underlying tissue
has largely been neglected.
When coming into contact with inflamed endothelium, neutrophils utilize the β2-integrins LFA1 (CD11a/CD18) and Mac-1 (CD11b/CD18) to firmly bind the endothelial intracellular adhesion
molecule ICAM-1 [6]. Whereas Mac-1 supports locomotion on the ICAM-1 surface, LFA-1 specifically
seems to mediate firm adhesion [7]. Having penetrated the endothelium, ICAM-1 has been shown to
adjoin the transmigrating neutrophil from the apical to the basolateral side [8]. It has also been reported that
LFA-1 redistributes to the neutrophil uropod during TEM, indicating that there is still an ICAM-1-LFA-1
interaction in the final steps of diapedesis [9]. For leukocytes to continue their journey into the underlying
tissue, they need to be released from the endothelium, and break the ICAM-1-LFA-1 interaction. One
possible mechanism for this is integrin deactivation by the neutrophil [10]. The other option is physical
shedding of adhesion molecules from the endothelial membrane surface.
A disintegrin and metalloproteinases (ADAMs) are proteases that are involved in the shedding of a
large number of cell surface proteins [11]. We and others have previously shown that ADAM10 and 17
can cleave the junctional adhesion molecule vascular endothelial (VE)-cadherin [12,13], which maintains
endothelial barrier function and plays a crucial role during paracellular TEM of neutrophils [14]. In
vivo findings in mice with a genetic deficiency of ADAM10 in leukocytes showed impaired TEM of
leukocytes [15], in line with an in vitro study using small interfering RNA against ADAM10 in T-cells,
as well as in endothelial cells by mediating the cleavage of VE-cadherin [13]. ICAM-1 and VCAM-1 are
prone to be cleaved from the surface, e.g., by ADAM17 [16–18]. However, the functional consequence
of ADAM-mediated cleavage of ICAM-1 from the endothelium for leukocyte TEM remains ambiguous.
Here, we found that silencing or inhibiting endothelial ADAM10 increased the surface expression
of ICAM-1 and promoted the number of adherent neutrophils. However, despite increased number of
adherent neutrophils, silencing of endothelial ADAM10 impaired the efficiency of neutrophils to cross
the endothelium. Our data further supported a role for endothelial ADAM10 to dissociate neutrophils
from the endothelium upon transmigration. Using Image Stream analysis and the use of an endothelial
expressing ICAM-1-GFP construct, we found that endothelial ICAM-1 can also be transferred to the
neutrophil through membrane transfer. Based on these findings, we conclude that endothelial ADAM10
contributes to neutrophil TEM by cleaving ICAM-1.
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Materials and Methods

Cell culture

Antibodies, plasmid, and reagents

HUVECs (Lonza, Basel, Switzerland) were cultured in endothelial growth medium supplemented
with single quots (EGM2, Lonza) and seeded on fibronectin-coated culture dishes. Human embryonic
kidney 293T cells (HEK293T) were cultured in IMDM++ and seeded on fibronectin and gelatin cocoated culture dishes. All cell lines were cultured at 37 °C and 5% CO2. For passaging, cells were washed in
Phosphate-buffer Saline (PBS) and dissociated from the plate with Trypsin/EDTA (Sigma). To neutralize
Trypsin/EDTA, trypsin neutralizing solution (TNS; Lonza, Basel, Switzerland) was added in a 1:1 Ratio
to Trypsin/EDTA dilution.
Where indicated, inhibitor for ADAM10 (GI254023X, indicated as GI), was diluted in EGM2
or serum free EGM2 and incubated for 30 min or 24 h at a concentration of 5 μM. Transduction with
lentivirus containing short hairpin constructs of interest was for at least 48 h. An inflammatory phenotype
was induced by stimulating cells for the given time points with TNFα (10 ng/mL, PeproTech, Rocky Hill,
New Jersey, United States) together with inhibitors (where applicable).

The following antibodies (Ab) against human origin were used: extracellular targeting rabbit
polyclonal Ab (pAb) against ICAM-1 (clone H-108), intracellular goat anti-VE-cadherin (clone C-19), and
monoclonal Ab mouse anti-ICAM-1*405 (clone 11C81) were purchased from Santa-Cruz Biotechnology
Inc., Dalllas, TX, USA; pAb rabbit against extracellular VE-cadherin (clone JC63.1) was obtained from
Cayman, Ann Arbor, MI, USA; mAb mouse against actin (clone AC-40) was purchased at Sigma, St.
Louis, USA; mAb mouse against VE-cadherin 647 (clone 55-7H1) was obtained from BD Biosciences,
tockholm, Sweden; pAb rabbit against ADAM10 was purchased at EMD Millipore, Burlington, MA,
United States. For actin staining, Phalloidin Texs Red obtained from Invitrogen, Carlsbad, California,
United States, was used. Hoechst 33342 (clone H-1399) was purchased from Molecular probes, Eugene,
Oregon, United States. Secondary HRP-conjugated goat anti-mouse, swine anti-rabbit, and rabbit anti-goat
were purchased from Dako, Ely, United Kingdom. The metalloproteinase inhibitor GI254023X was a
kind gift from GaxoSmithKline, Brentford, United Kingdom. The ICAM-1-GFP construct, where the
GFP tag was fused to the C-terminus of ICAM-1, meaning that GFP is present at the intracellular tail of
ICAM-1, was a kind gift from Dr. Francisco Sanchez-Madrid (Madrid, Spain) [19,20].
Short hairpin constructs

To knockdown ADAM10 in HUVECs, we used short hairpin RNAs (shRNAs) in pLKO.1 (TRC
cloning vector) targeting ADAM10 (TRCN6675; Sigma) or non-targeting shRNA (CTRL, SHC002).
Plasmid DNA purification using NucleoBond Maxi was performed according to manufacturer’s instructions
(Macherey-Nagel, Düren, Germany) and DNA concentration was kept between 900 and 1200 ng/μL. To
produce high titer lentivirus stocks, HEK293T cells were transfected with ADAM10 or CTRL DNA in
Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (IMDM, Lonza, Basel, Switzerland) supplemented with 10% fetal
calf serum (FCS), 2 mM L-Glutamine, 100 U/mL Penicillin, 0.1 mg/mL Streptomycin and 1 mM Sodium
Pyruvate. Transfection was performed by addition of a viral construct mastermix (44 ng/cm2 pHDMG-G
VSV ENV, 22 ng/cm2 pHDM-HgpM2 GAG/POL, 22 ng/cm2 pRC-CMV-Rev1b REV, 22 ng/cm2
pHDM-TAT 1B) to TransIT-LT1 transfection reagent (0.4μL/cm2, Mirus Bio, Madison, Wisconsin,
United States) which was diluted in Optimem (10 μL/cm2, Life Technologies, Carlsbad, California,
United States). This mix was then combined with the DNA constructs (289 ng/cm2) and added to the
HEK293T cells. IDMEM containing produced lentivirus was harvested twice after 24 h and 48 h, pooled,
filtered over 0.45 µM pore filter, and stored at −80 °C until use.

Western blotting

To assess cleavage of adhesion molecules and to confirm efficient knockdown, Western blots were
performed. Cells were grown until 70–80% confluence and TNFα was added in serum free medium 24
h before lysing using SDS sample buffer (Invitrogen). Samples were loaded on 10% polyacrylamide gels
(PAGE; 5 mL Tris A, 6.6 mL Acryl Bis (National Diagnostics, Brunstatt-Didenheim, France), 8.6 mL
H2O, 20 μL TEMED (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, California, United States), and 100 μL 10% APS) and were
separated at 120 V. Proteins were transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane (GE Healthcare, Chicago,
Illinois, United States) by blotting for 2 h at 300 mA. After transfer, membranes were blocked in 5% bovine
serum albumin (BSA, Affimetrix, Santa Clara, California, United States) or 5% milk powder for 1 h at
room temperature. Staining of blots was performed with primary antibodies against extracellular ICAM-1
(1:1000), and VE-cadherin (1:2000) overnight at 4 °C. Membranes were washed 3 times in TBST and
incubated with secondary antibodies labelled with horse radish peroxidase (HRP, anti-rabbit and anti-goat,
all 1:5000 diluted). Visualization of proteins was performed using (super) enhanced chemiluminescence
(ECL, Pierce, Waltham, Massachusetts, United States). To control for equal loading, blots were stained
for actin (1:5000) and secondary anti-mouse-HRP (1:5000). Intensities of bands were quantified using
ImageJ software.
Neutrophil isolation

Human polymorphonuclear cells (PMN) were isolated according to Roos and De Boer [21]. In
brief, from heparin anti-coagulated whole blood from healthy donors using a Percoll gradient (1.076 g/
mL). Tubes were centrifuged (Rotanta 96R) at 2000× g rpm with a slow start and low brake for 20 min.
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Erythrocytes were lysed in a buffer containing 4.15 gr NH4Cl, 0.5 gr KHCO3, and 18.5 mg EDTA
(triplex III) diluted in 500 mL demi water and centrifuged at 1500× g rpm for 5 min at 4 °C. After
lyses, neutrophils were washed in ice-cold PBS, centrifuged again at 1500× g rpm for 5 min at 4 °C, and
resuspended in HEPES++ (1 mM CaCl2, 0.5% human serum albumin from a 200 g/L stock, and 0.1 g
glucose in 100 mL HEPES buffer containing 132 mM NaCl, 20 mM HEPES, 6 mM KCl, 1 mM MgSO4,
1.2 mM K2HPO4·3H2O, pH 7.4) and PMN concentration was determined using a Casy counter (Roche
Innovatis). Neutrophils were diluted in HEPES++ in a concentration of 5 × 106 neutrophils/mL [22]
Isolated neutrophils were kept at room temperature until use. This neutrophil isolation method typically
yields >95% purity.
Neutrophil transendothelial migration (TEM)

Transendothelial migration experiments under flow conditions were performed according to Kroon
et al. [23]. In brief, TEM under flow was performed to mimic physiological conditions of the human
blood vessel. 100,000 HUVECs were seeded and cultured in FN-coated Ibidi μ-slide VI0.4 (Ibidi) until
confluency, after which they were stimulated overnight with TNFα (10 ng/mL) to mimic inflammatory
conditions. Where indicated, inhibitors were added 30 min before the addition of neutrophils to examine
transendothelial migration under flow. 200 μL of neutrophils in HEPES++ were incubated at 37 °C for
30 min. Ibidi flow chambers were connected to a perfusion system and HEPES++ was flowed at a rate of 1
dyne/cm2. Neutrophils were injected into the perfusion system via an injector port and real-time imaging
was performed with a widefield Zeiss Axiovert microscope (Zeiss) with 10× objective. Experiments were
performed at 37 °C and 5% CO2 [22]. After 20 min of neutrophil perfusion, the experiment was stopped,
and flow chambers were fixed for 5 min in 3.7% formaldehyde (Sigma) diluted in PBS containing 1 mM
CaCl2 and 0.5 mM MgCl2 for immunofluorescence to stain for proper monolayer integrity. Numbers of
adhering and transmigrated neutrophils were counted manually using ImageJ Cell counter plug-in with
DIC images and percentages of transmigrated neutrophils were calculated.
Flow cytometry

To assess surface expression of adhesion molecules, we performed FACS analysis. HUVECs were
rinsed in PBS and detached using Accutase (GE Healthcare). Detached cells were resuspended in ice-cold
EGM2 and centrifuged at 1200 rpm for 5 min. Cells were incubated with fluorescently labelled antibodies
directed against ICAM-1 (AF405-labeled, 1:100), and VE-cadherin (AF647-labeled, 1:100). Antibodies
were diluted in PBS + 0.5% BSA (PBS/BSA) and incubated for 30 min on ice. After labeling, cells were
washed twice in PBS/BSA and centrifuged at 1200 rpm for 5 min in between wash steps. Fluorescent
measuring was performed using a 3 L Canto FACS (BD Biosciences). HUVECs were gated on their size
(FSC-A vs SSC-A). Analysis of mean fluorescent intensities were performed with BD FACS Diva (BD
Biosciences).
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Neutrophil migration speed, distance, and velocity

The number of adherent neutrophils was evaluated using the “MTrackJ” command in ImageJ software
(National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland, MD, U.S.A.). This software including assistance option
is freely available using this link: https://imagescience.org/meijering/software/mtrackj/.
ELISA

To confirm cleavage of adhesion molecules, ELISA kits for soluble ICAM-1 was used (Diaclone).
Supernatants of cell culture medium were centrifuged for 10 min at 1000 G and diluted 1:100/1:50
respectively in standard diluent. Wells pre-coated with mAbs against ICAM-1 was incubated with standard
(known concentration), blank, or supernatant samples and labelled with biotinylated-anti-ICAM-1 for
1 h. After 3 times washing, streptavidin-horseradish peroxidase (HRP) was added and incubated for 30
min. Samples were washed again and tetramethylbenzidine (TMB), a substrate for HRP, was incubated
for 15–20 min. H2SO4 was added to stop the reaction and absorbance was measured at 450 nm using a
microplate reader (Infinite M200, Tecan, Männedorf, Switzerland). Standard curves were generated, and
protein concentrations were calculated.
Transwell assay

To confirm whether knockdown of ADAM10 alters cleavage of adhesion/junction molecules,
resulting in less transferring of these molecules towards neutrophils during transendothelial migration,
Transwell systems were used. Transwell filters with a 5.0 μm pore size (Costar) were coated with fibronectin.
100,000 HUVECs were seeded on Transwell filters, grown until confluency, and stimulated overnight with
TNFα (10 ng/mL). C5A (10 nM, Sigma), a chemoattractant, was diluted in HEPES++ and added to the
bottom compartment, and 5 × 105 of neutrophils were added on top of the filter. After 1 h, HEPES++
containing neutrophils from the bottom compartment was centrifuged at 1200× g rpm for 5 min to collect
cell pellets. Neutrophils were incubated with fluorescently labelled antibodies directed against ICAM-1
(AF405/FITC-labeled, 1:100), and VE-cadherin (AF647-labeled, 1:100). Staining of neutrophils was
performed by incubating antibodies diluted in PBS/BSA for 30 min on ice. After labeling, cells were
washed twice in PBS/BSA and centrifuged at 1200× g rpm for 5 min in between. Transwell filters were
fixed in 3.7% formaldehyde and stained for Phalloidin and Hoechst to check monolayers for confluency.
Measurements of neutrophils were performed using a 3 L Canto FACS (BD Biosciences), 5 L FACS
Fortessa (BD Biosciences) and data were analyzed using BD FACS Diva (BD Biosciences).
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Image Stream analysis

Results

Analysis of imaging flow cytometry data was evaluated by an imaging flow cytometer (Image Stream,
Amnis, Seattle, WA, USA) acquiring 5000 images in the bright field channel (DIC) and the fluorescence
emission channels at 660–740 nm (ICAM-1 antibody in red) and 480–560 nm (GFP/YFP signal) for
each sample. The acquired images were analyzed with IDEAS software (Amnis).

Inhibition of ADAM10 Reduces ICAM-1 Cleavage and Impairs Neutrophil TEM

Statistics

Statistical analysis was performed using Graphpad Prism 8.0 software (Graphpad Software).
Significant differences compared to control conditions were performed by non-parametric Kruskal–Wallis
with Dunn’s multiple comparison test or Mann–Whitney U tests, since we assumed our small sample size
(n = 3–5) to be not normally distributed. Paired t tests were used for statistical analysis of normalized fold
changes of short hairpin data. p-values < 0.05 were statistically different.
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ADAM10 plays a crucial role in leukocyte recruitment into inflamed tissue. Although it is known to
cleave endothelial junctional molecules, its role in cleavage of endothelial adhesion molecules is unclear.
Therefore, we pretreated HUVECs with the ADAM10 inhibitor GI254023X [24]. As previously shown
by us and others [12,13], ADAM10 inhibition almost completely blunted VE-cadherin cleavage, though
full length VE-cadherin in the cell lysate remained unaffected (Figure 1A,B). Interestingly, in TNFα-treated
HUVECs, to mimic inflammation, inhibition of the cleavage activity of ADAM10 reduced the levels
of soluble ICAM-1 in the cell culture medium. Though not statistically significant when assessing with
Western blotting (Figure 1C,D, p = 0.097), quantitative protein determination using ELISA (Figure
1E) indicated that ADAM10 inhibition significantly decreased cleavage of endothelial ICAM-1 under
inflammatory conditions.
To investigate the functional contribution of endothelial ADAM10 in neutrophil TEM, migration
experiments under flow conditions were performed. Confluent TNFα-treated HUVECs were
pre-incubated for 30 min with the ADAM10 inhibitor and subsequently perfused with neutrophils.
Inhibition of ADAM10 showed a significant enhanced neutrophil adhesion. However, also neutrophil
transendothelial migration (TEM) at 5 and 10 min was reduced, albeit not to a significant level. These
differences disappeared at 20 min of perfusion (Figure 1F–H). Adherent neutrophils appeared as bright
dots on the endothelium, whereas transmigrated neutrophils displayed a dark grey phenotype (Figure
S1A). We concluded that the reversible nature of the ADAM10 inhibitor, which was not present during
leukocyte perfusion, may have been responsible for the limited effect. However, the GI inhibitor has a half
maximal inhibitory concentration (IC) for ADAM10 of 5.3 nM but can also inhibit ADAM17 with an
IC50 of 541 nM [25]. Thus, the concentration used here may also affect ADAM17 activity.
To overcome this issue, we silenced ADAM10 in the endothelial cells using shRNA (Figure 2A)
and confirmed that also under these conditions, reduced levels of soluble ICAM-1 and VE-cadherin were
detected. Shedding of VE-cadherin was used as a positive control and showed that silencing of ADAM10
reduced the levels of soluble VE-cadherin in the supernatant (Figure 2B). Under the same conditions,
reduced levels of soluble ICAM-1 were detected using Western blotting, albeit not statistically significant
(Figure 2C). Alternatively, we used ELISA to measure soluble ICAM-1 under ADAM10 knockdown
and control conditions. ADAM10 knockdown showed a significant decrease in the amount of soluble
ICAM-1 in the supernatant (Figure 2D).
In line with ADAM10 inhibition, knockdown of ADAM10 resulted in an increase in neutrophil
adhesion under flow, although only the 10-min time point showed a significant increase (Figure 2E,F). We
found a significant reduction of neutrophil TEM (Figure 2E,G). However, as with the inhibitor studies,
at 20 min of perfusion, no significant difference was detected between the number of neutrophils that
crossed control and ADAM10-deficient endothelial cells. Taken together, these data indicate that loss of
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endothelial ADAM10 changes the kinetics of neutrophil TEM, but that overall transmigration numbers
were unaltered.
ADAM10 Supports Neutrophil Dissociation from the Endothelium

Figure 1. ADAM10-regulated ICAM-1 Protein expression levels in HUVECs. (
A) HUVECs cultured and treated as indicated (10 ng/mL TNF) and analyzed on the expression of VE-cadherin by Western
blotting. GI: ADAM10 inhibitor. Upper panel shows total cell lysate (TCL), middle one extracellular domain of VE-cadherin
present in the supernatant of cultured ECs and lower panel shows actin as protein loading control for TCL.
B) Quantification of VE-cadherin expression in TCL and the extracellular domain of VE-cadherin present in the supernatant.
C) HUVECs were treated with inhibitors as indicated and ICAM-1 levels were analyzed in total cell lysates and endothelial
cell supernatant by Western blotting, as described in A. Note that several ICAM-1 isoforms can exist ([26]. However, we
did not find additional bands. D) Same as under B but then for ICAM-1, TCL on left and extracellular ICAM-1 on the right.
E) Quantification of soluble ICAM-1 fragment (sICAM-1) in the supernatant measured by ELISA. F) HUVECs were cultured
in flow chambers and treated as indicated, followed by perfusion with neutrophils for indicated time points. Bar, 50 µm. G)
Quantification of number of neutrophils that adhered to TNF-treated ECs, displayed for different time points as indicated under
F. H) Quantification of number of neutrophils that crossed TNF-treated ECs (TEM: transendothelial migration), displayed for
different time points as indicated under F. Data are mean of at least three independent experiments. * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01.
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We further investigated the kinetics of TEM and analyzed neutrophil crawling, according to the
following definition: Crawling starts after firm adhesion and continues over the complete observation
period or is interrupted by probing or diapedesis. According to this definition, we analyzed the DIC
movies in more detail using ImageJ plug-in software (see Method Section for more details) and found
that neutrophil crawling time was extended on ADAM10-deficient endothelial cells compared to controls
(Figure 3A). Crawling velocity was ultimately not significantly different between the two conditions, but
there was a slight trend towards an increase in crawling velocity on ADAM10-deficient cells (Figure 3B).
The distance that neutrophils crawled on the endothelial surface until firm adhesion was established, was
significantly increased in ADAM10-deficient endothelial cells compared to controls (Figure 3C). Once
the neutrophils had completed diapedesis, reaching the basolateral side of the endothelium, the velocity
and crawling distance was unaltered (Figure 3D,E). However, the actual diapedesis time, i.e., the time it
takes for one neutrophil to fully cross the endothelial monolayer, was significantly increased (Figure 3F).
This raised the idea that shedding of ICAM-1 can also take place at the basolateral side of the endothelium
to release them into the tissue. To study that, we used Transwell systems [27] where neutrophils have to be
released from the endothelium to end up in the lower compartment. These results showed that neutrophil
transmigration across ADAM10-silenced endothelial monolayers was reduced compared to neutrophils
that crossed control endothelial monolayers (Figure 3G). Considering these results, we hypothesized that
once neutrophils adhere to the endothelium, ADAM10 mediates shedding of the extracellular domain
of ICAM-1, allowing diapedesis to be finalized. Therefore, after cleavage of the extracellular domain of
ICAM-1, we expected the extracellular domain to be attached to the neutrophil.
To test if ICAM-1 presence on the surface of neutrophils that have crossed the endothelium was
increased, we used Transwell assays [25]. Endothelial cells were stimulated overnight with TNFα and
complement factor C5a was used as chemoattractant in the lower compartment. Neutrophils that did
cross the endothelium and ended in the lower compartment were retrieved and stained for ICAM-1.
Additionally, neutrophils that had crossed a bare Transwell filter, i.e., without seeded endothelial cells
on top, were also collected and stained for ICAM-1 and VE-cadherin. Flow cytometry analysis of these
neutrophils revealed that only neutrophils which crossed an endothelial monolayer showed an increase in
intensity for ICAM-1 staining (Figure 4A). This indicates that either the extracellular domain of ICAM-1
is transferred to the neutrophil by shedding or a part of the membrane is transferred onto the neutrophil.
No such signal was obtained when the neutrophils crossed a bare filter or when transmigrated neutrophils
were analyzed for the presence of endothelial-specific protein VE-cadherin (Figure 4B). Although there
is no receptor or ligand present on the neutrophil for VE-cadherin to bind to, this control experiment
shows that an antibody as such is not non-specifically transferred onto the transmigrating neutrophil. It
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also indicates that potential membrane transfer is not occurring at membrane compartments that expressed
VE-cadherin. Moreover, when neutrophils crossed ADAM10-deficient endothelium, a decrease in ICAM1, not VE-cadherin, staining on the transmigrated neutrophil was detected compared to the ones that
crossed control endothelial monolayers (Figure 4C), indicating that endothelial ADAM10 contributes
to efficient TEM by cleaving ICAM-1. The decrease in ICAM-1 signal was not as large as may have been
expected considering the results shown in Figure 4A, although it is difficult to directly compare these data,
as Figure 4A displayed fluorescent intensity, and not necessarily number of molecules. One explanation of
the limited decrease in ICAM-1 staining upon ADAM10 knockdown may be that ADAM10 knockdown
was not 100%. Alternatively, transfer of ICAM-1 containing membrane pieces might also contribute to
the increased ICAM-1 signal on transmigrated neutrophils.

ICAM-1 Detection on Transmigrated Neutrophils

Figure 2. Leukocyte transendothelial migration upon ADAM10 inhibition.
(A) Cultured HUVECs were treated with shCTRL or shADAM10, checked by Western blotting. Actin was used as loading
control. Quantification shows significant reduction of mature ADAM10 in ECs upon shRNA treatment. (B) ADAM10-deficient
ECs show reduced shedding of VE-cadherin extracellular domain. Western blotting shows VE-cadherin expression in total cell

To test if not only ICAM-1 but also a piece of the endothelial membrane is transferred onto the
transmigrating neutrophil, we transfected endothelial cells with an ICAM-1-GFP construct. The construct
was expressed in more than 95% of the cells (Figure S1B). We hypothesized that if a piece of membrane
is transferred, a green signal i.e., the GFP of ICAM-1, must be detected on the neutrophil, as the GFP tag
is cloned to the C-terminus, i.e., the intracellular domain of ICAM-1. Transwells were used as described
above and filters were cultured with ICAM-1-GFP-transfected endothelial cells. Neutrophils were allowed
to migrate towards C5a that was present in the lower compartment. Image Stream analysis of individual
neutrophils showed that 10–15% of the neutrophils that crossed ICAM-1-GFP-positive endothelial
monolayers were positive for a green signal (Figure 4D). Many of these neutrophils stained positive for
ICAM-1 using an antibody directed to the extracellular domain of ICAM-1, indicating that full length
ICAM-1 is transferred to neutrophils during transmigration (Figure S1C).
Taken together, we conclude that ADAM10-mediated shedding of the extracellular part of ICAM-1
helps to efficiently cross the endothelium (Figure S1D) but clearly is not the major pathway for neutrophils
to cross the endothelial barrier. Upon TEM, the extracellular domain of ICAM-1 can travel along with the
transmigrated neutrophils, while in some cases ICAM-1-containing membrane parts are also transferred
to the neutrophils during TEM.

lysate (upper panel), VE-cadherin extracellular domain in supernatant (middle panel) and actin as a loading control in lower
panel. Quantification on the right shows significant reduction of extracellular VE-cadherin domain. (C) ADAM10-deficient
ECs show reduced shedding of ICAM-1 extracellular domain, analyzed by Western blotting. Quantification on the right. (D)
Soluble ICAM-1 levels were measured using ELISA. Reduced sICAM-1 in supernatant is measured in ADAM10-deficient ECs.
(E) HUVECs were cultured in flow chambers and treated as indicated, followed by perfusion with neutrophils for indicated
time points. Bar, 50 µm. (F) Quantification of number of neutrophils that adhered to TNF-treated ECs, displayed for different
time points as indicated under E. (G) Quantification of number of neutrophils that crossed TNF-treated ECs, displayed for
different time points as indicated under E. Data are mean of at least three independent experiments. * p < 0.05; ** p <
0.01.
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Figure 3. Adherent and crawling neutrophils on apical surface of TNF-treated endothelium.
(A) Crawling time (in seconds) of neutrophils from adhesion to diapedesis was determined for neutrophils that crossed either
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Figure 4. Transmigration of neutrophil through endothelial monolayers.
A) Detection of ICAM-1 using antibodies that exclusively recognize extracellular part of ICAM-1 indicate that only neutrophils

shCTRL or shADAM10-treated EC monolayers.

that crossed the endothelium (labeled as EC layer) show an increase of the presence of ICAM-1 on their surface, not when

B) Velocity (µm/s) and (C) distance (µm) are determined on neutrophils that were on top (apical) of the endothelium that was

they crossed a bare filter (labeled as Filter only).

silenced for ADAM10 (shADAM10) or treated with shCTRL.

B) No increase in VE-cadherin is detected when using anti-VE-cadherin antibodies that detect the extracellular domain of

D) Velocity (µm/s) and (E) distance (µm) are determined on neutrophils that were underneath (basolateral) of the endothelium

VE-cadherin.

that was silenced for ADAM10 (shADAM10) or treated with shCTRL.

C) Silencing of EC-ADAM10 reduced the amount of ICAM-1 on the surface of the neutrophils compared to crossing shCTRL-

F) Time (in seconds) of actual diapedesis measured for neutrophils that crossed either shCTRL or shADMA10-treated

treated EC monolayers, once they have crossed the endothelial monolayer. As a negative control, no change in VE-cadherin

endothelial cell monolayers. Data are mean of at least three independent experiments. * p < 0.05.

detection was measured (graph on right). Data are mean of at least three independent experiments. ** p < 0.01; *** p <

G) Transwell system is used to allow calcein-labeled neutrophils to cross an endothelial monolayer that was cultured on

0.001.

a FN-coated filter with 3 µm pore size including fluorescent block. Increase in fluorescence was detected in real-time

D) HUVECs were transfected with ICAM-1-GFP, subsequently treated with TNF and neutrophils were allowed to cross ICAM-

using a fluorimeter and showed increased neutrophil migration towards C5a. Squares represent shCTRL-ECs and open

1-GFP-HUVECs in Transwell system. 10–15% of neutrophils that crossed transfected EC showed green signal, indicating

circles represent shADAM10-ECs. Graph on the right shows quantification after 20 min. Data are mean of at least three

membrane transfer during TEM. Experiment is carried out three times in duplicate.

independent experiments. * p < 0.05.
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In this study, we aimed to determine the functional role of endothelial ADAM10 on the shedding of
ICAM-1 during neutrophil TEM. The findings presented here reveal that ADAM10, next to shedding of
VE-cadherin, is involved in shedding of the extracellular domain of ICAM-1 and in that way contributes to
efficient neutrophil TEM. Moreover, our data show that besides transmission of ICAM-1 ectodomain after
shedding, also ICAM-1-containing endothelial membrane patches can be transferred to the transmigrating
neutrophils.
Previous research by Millan and colleagues demonstrated that endothelial ICAM-1 could travel with
migrating T-lymphocytes from the luminal to the basolateral side of the endothelium. This was shown to
particularly occur when T-lymphocytes crossed the endothelium in a transcellular manner [8]. This study
showed that both ICAM-1 and caveolae translocated to the basolateral side during diapedesis, although it
was not clear whether this included only the extracellular part of ICAM-1 or the full length ICAM-1, or
whether the mechanism was exclusive to T-cells. Another study showed that LFA-1, the ICAM-1 binding
counter receptor on neutrophils, is redistributed to the trailing end of the neutrophil while transmigrating,
suggesting that ICAM-1 remains at the apical side of the endothelium [9]. Data from the current study
indicates that both full length ICAM-1 and the extracellular ICAM-1 domains can be detected on the
neutrophil after transmigration. This suggests potential transfer of endothelial membrane patches to the
neutrophil. Indeed, with Western blotting and ELISA analysis, we could confirm ADAM10 is involved
in shedding of ICAM-1, releasing the ectodomain.
ADAM10-mediated shedding of ICAM-1 is most likely not the only enzyme essential for efficient
TEM. Various studies have implicated ADAM10, but also the related ADAM17, in endothelial barrier
function and leukocyte transmigration, by cleaving several leukocyte adhesion molecules (on endothelium
and leukocytes) like E-selectin, ICAM-1, VCAM-1 and PECAM-1 or endothelial junctional molecules
such as VE-cadherin, JAM-A or claudin 5 (reviewed by 28). As the total number of neutrophils that finally
cross the endothelium was not changed in the flow setup, it suggests that neutrophils can compensate for the
loss of endothelial ADAM10, possibly by releasing ADAM10 from the neutrophil [15], or de-activation of
β2-integrins as previously described [29]. The time neutrophils took to crawl and adhere on the ADAM10deficient endothelial surface was significantly increased prior to entering the diapedesis step, compared to
control endothelial cells. The increased adhesion is potentially due to increased expression of ICAM-1 on
the endothelial surface, indicating that ADAM10 from endothelial cells can regulate the inflammatory
response. Additionally, in the absence of ADAM10, VE-cadherin shedding is less efficient as well, and
therefore neutrophils may have a harder time crossing these monolayers. Consequently, neutrophils show
longer crawling times on the luminal side of the endothelium. We hypothesized that the increased crawling
time was due to impaired shedding of ICAM-1 ectodomain from the endothelium in ADAM10-deficient
endothelial cells and this may happen at the luminal as well as the basolateral side. Eventually, the lack of
ADAM10 may become compensated by ADAM17-mediated cleavage, which may explain why in the end,
after 20 min, no differences in number of transmigrated neutrophils was observed anymore. These results

are complementary to previous literature on how neutrophils would be released from the endothelium, i.e.,
by de-activation of the leukocyte integrins LFA-1 and Mac-1 [10], by adding an additional mechanism,
endothelial ADAM10 cleavage of ICAM-1. Another role for ADAM10 activity in neutrophil TEM may
be the shedding of VE-cadherin. By reducing cell-cell contacts, the barrier is reduced, and this may favor
more neutrophils to cross the endothelium.
The relative importance of each of these molecules, i.e., VE-cadherin and ICAM-1, remains difficult
to determine, but most likely coordinated shedding of both adhesion molecules and junctional molecules
is involved for proper and efficient TEM. Moreover, the exact molecules involved may depend on the
cell types, flow conditions and the route of transmigration (e.g., neutrophil TEM may involve slightly
different mechanisms or transmigration routes than T-cells) as discussed by Daniel et al. [30] As already
mentioned, many of these substrates are not only shed by ADAM10, but also by other ADAM proteases
like ADAM17, adding another layer of complexity. ADAM15 has also been implicated in TEM, though
this might not involve shedding but rather depend on the disintegrin domain [22].
The complex nature of these mechanisms regulating endothelial permeability and leukocyte
transmigration as well as, (small) differences in experimental set-up may explain the partially/seemingly
contradictory results reported by different studies. Many studies have used inhibitors, which are notorious
for their lack of specificity for either ADAM10 or ADAM17. In some experiments, depending on their
set-up, these inhibitors could even affect both endothelial and leukocyte adhesion molecule shedding.
Here we show that ADAM10 knockdown confirmed the effects of selective ADAM10 inhibition in
endothelial cells regarding neutrophil adhesion and transmigration. Recently, it has been reported that
endothelial ADAM10 knockdown regulates the crossing of T-cells by cleavage of VE-cadherin [13,31],
while no effect was found on the number of neutrophils that crossed these ADAM10-deficient endothelial
cells [31]. However, the timing of analyzing neutrophil transmigration was different. While we started
analyzing neutrophil rolling, adhesion and TEM immediately, Reyat et al. [31] first flowed neutrophils over
the endothelium for 4 min, then washed away non-adherent cells for at least 9 min, after which recording
was started. Importantly, our data showed that the kinetics of neutrophils crossing the endothelium was
altered when ADAM10 was inhibited or silenced. We observed reduced neutrophil TEM within the first
5–10 min, but the differences were not observed anymore after 20 min, which is in line with the findings
by Reyat et al. Interestingly, in the Transwell system, i.e., under static conditions, we did find a more
persistent reduction in neutrophil transmigration, suggesting that besides kinetics, also differences in flow
conditions should be considered when analyzing impact of ADAM10-mediated shedding on leukocyte
transmigration. This makes perfect sense as shear stress is not only known to affect adhesion molecule
expression but has also been shown to enhance ADAM10 activity [32] as well as ADAM17-dependent
shedding of L-selectin [33].
ADAM10 cellular localization is regulated by tetraspanins [34], which form specialized microdomains
within the cell membrane (tetraspanin-enriched membrane rafts). Interestingly, upon clustering/leukocyte
binding, ICAM-1 has been reported to be recruited to tetraspanin microdomains [35,36] as well as
caveolin-rich lipid rafts [37]. It remains to be determined if the ADAM10-ICAM-1 interaction depends
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on and is regulated by the presence of such membrane raft localization.
Taken together, for neutrophils to efficiently cross the endothelial layer, ICAM-1 can be cleaved
from the endothelial surface by ADAM10. We emphasize that this process is probably not crucial for
neutrophils to cross, but occurs, possibly for optimal efficiency, and most likely works in conjunction
with the leukocyte integrin de-activation pathway to allow extravasation of neutrophils through the
endothelium [10]. Additionally, we found that patches of ICAM-1-rich membranes can be transferred
from the endothelium onto the transmigrating neutrophil, although we wish to stress that this happens
for a small percentage of transmigrated neutrophils. Our findings raise additional questions. For instance,
how is ADAM10 activated during neutrophil diapedesis? Is ICAM-1 shedding dependent on neutrophil
TEM or does it occur to the same extent during neutrophil crawling? In addition to that, what does the
membrane transfer mean in terms of TEM for other leukocyte subsets. These highly relevant questions
may lead the way to future experiments and deserve a clear answer to fully understand the role of ADAM10
in neutrophil TEM.
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FIGURE S1
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Figure S1. (A) ECs were applied to flow in the TEM flow chamber and perfused with
primary human neutrophils. Phenotype of the neutrophils detected with DIC
microscopy discriminates between a crawling neutrophil (bright dot phenotype, arrow)
and1.a transmigrated neutrophil (dark-grey phenotype, arrowhead). (B) ECs were
Supplemental figure
transfected with ICAM-GFP as indicated. >95% of all endothelial cells were
transfected.
ImageStream
of with
positive
neutrophils,
as indicated.
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and perfused
primary
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Schematic overview of proposed mechanism by which shedding of the extracellular
transmigrated neutrophil
phenotype,
arrowhead).
(B) ECs
were transfected
with ICAM-GFP
as indicated. >95%
domain (dark-grey
of ICAM-1
by endothelial
ADAM10
is involved
in neutrophil
diapedesis.
of all endothelial cells were transfected. (C) ImageStream example of positive neutrophils, as indicated. Neutrophils were

additionally incubated with an ICAM-1-antibody (red). (D) Schematic overview of proposed mechanism by which shedding
of the extracellular domain of ICAM-1 by endothelial ADAM10 is involved in neutrophil diapedesis.
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Abstract
Acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) is a major clinical problem
without available therapies. Known risks for ARDS include severe sepsis,
SARS-COV-2, gram-negative bacteria, trauma, pancreatitis and blood
transfusion. During ARDS, blood fluids and inflammatory cells enter the
alveoli, preventing oxygen exchange from air into blood vessels. Reduced
pulmonary endothelial barrier function, resulting in leakage of plasma
from blood vessels, is one of the major determinants in ARDS. It is,
however, unknown why systemic inflammation particularly targets the
pulmonary endothelium, as endothelial cells (ECs) line all vessels in the
vascular system of the body. In this study we examined ECs of pulmonary,
umbilical, renal, pancreatic and cardiac origin for upregulation of
adhesion molecules, ability to facilitate neutrophil (PMN) trans-endothelial
migration (TEM) and for endothelial barrier function, in response to the
gram-negative bacterial endotoxin LPS. Interestingly, we found that upon
LPS stimulation, pulmonary ECs showed increased levels of adhesion
molecules, facilitated more PMN-TEM and significantly perturbed the
endothelial barrier, compared to other types of ECs. These observations
could partly be explained by a higher expression of the adhesion
molecule ICAM-1 on the pulmonary endothelial surface compared to
other ECs. Moreover, we identified an increased expression of cadherin-13
in pulmonary ECs, for which we demonstrated that it aids PMN-TEM in
pulmonary ECs stimulated with LPS. We conclude that pulmonary ECs
are uniquely sensitive to LPS, and intrinsically different, compared to ECs
from other vascular beds. This may add to our understanding of the
development of ARDS upon systemic inflammation.
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Introduction
Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS) is characterized by the onset of hypoxemic respiratory
failure due to inflammation in the lungs and development of pulmonary edema. In severe cases, ARDS
may progress to multi-organ failure, the leading cause of death in the ICU, and survivors often end up with
permanent or long-term morbidity (1,2). Causes of ARDS include bacterial infections, such as in sepsis
and pneumonia, viral infections such as SARS-COV-1 and 2, or other causes such as trauma, pancreatitis
or transfusion-related acute lung injury (TRALI). In pneumonia and corona virus infections, the lungs
are the primary sites of infection, directly causing lung injury. Other conditions, however, such as sepsis,
pancreatitis and TRALI, are systemic and indirectly causing lung injury. It is unclear why particularly
lungs are so severely targeted compared to other organs upon systemic triggers. In experimental models
of sepsis, intra-peritoneal injections of lipopolysaccharide (LPS) are often used, resulting in lung injury
(3,4). Experimental models of TRALI in specific pathogen free-housed mice require similar priming with
low-dose LPS for significant induction of lung injury (5–7), based on the suggested involvement of the
gut microbiota in driving TRALI responses (6).
Endothelial cells (ECs) form the barrier between blood and tissue throughout the cardiovascular
system, preventing plasma leakage and uncontrolled trans-endothelial migration (TEM) of immune cells.
Certain inflammatory stimuli, including LPS, activate ECs to upregulate surface expression of inflammatory
adhesion molecules such as Intracellular-Adhesion Molecule-1 (ICAM-1; CD54), Vascular Cell Adhesion
Molecule-1 (VCAM-1; CD106) and Endothelial-selectin (E-selectin; CD62; ELAM-1). These molecules
are necessary for the capture and TEM of immune cells from blood into tissue (9). LPS activation of ECs
additionally leads to the release of immune-cell activating and recruiting cytokines such as IL-1β, IL-6, IL-8
and TNF. Under baseline conditions, ECs normally prevent plasma leakage also during TEM of immune
cells (10), but in ARDS pulmonary ECs are targeted, dysregulating their protective function. As a result,
plasma and immune cells fill the alveoli, disrupting O2 gas exchange and damaging the lung tissue. In this
study, we tested the hypothesis that pulmonary ECs may display increased sensitivity to LPS, compared to
ECs of different organ origin, using an in vitro human primary EC model of systemically-induced ARDS.
We found that pulmonary ECs are uniquely sensitive to LPS, show an increased upregulation of critical
adhesion molecules and barrier sensitivity to LPS. Using a proteomic screen, we found the junctional
Cadherin-13 to be highly expressed on lung ECs. Reducing Cadherin-13 in lung ECs impaired LPSinduced neutrophil TEM, suggesting that Cadherin-13 may be a potential target to treat ARDS-mediated
lung-specific pathologies.
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Materials and Methods
Antibodies

IF: mouse monoclonal against ICAM-1 clone BBIG- I1(11C81) (R&D), chicken α-mouse-AF488
(Invitrogen), mouse monoclonal against VE-cadherin (clone 55-7H1, BD) conjugated with Alexa647.
Western blot: CDH13 (R&D), CDH5 (clone TEA, Beckann Coulter), β-actin-HRP (clone AC15,
Sigma Aldrich), rabbit polyclonal ICAM-1 (Santa Cruz). Flow cytometry: BrilliantViolet-510-conjugated
PECAM-1 [WM59] (BD Biosciences), AlexaFluor-647-conjugated VE-Cadherin [55-7H1] (BD
Biosciences), FITC-conjugated ICAM-1 [BBIG-I1] (Biolegend), PE-conjugated VCAM-1 [51-10C9]
(BD Biosciences), E-Selectin [68-5H11] (BD Biosciences), AlexaFluor-488- conjugated TLR4 clone
HTA125 (Invitrogen).
Cell culture

Human microvascular endothelial cells (HMVECs) of hepatic, renal, and pancreatic origin were
purchased from PeloBiotech. Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC) and pulmonary HMVEC
were purchased from Lonza and PeloBiotech. All cells were cultured on fibronectin (FN)-coated dishes
in EGM-2MV medium, supplemented with 5% FCS (PeloBiotech) and were age and gender matched
as much as possible. Cells were cultured at 37 °C and 5% CO2, used at passage 5-11 and controlled for
endothelial markers after end experiment. LPS from escherichia coli [O55:B5] (Sigma-Aldrich) diluted
in PBS was added as indicated in figures. Controls were treated with the same volume as LPS-treated cells
with PBS only. Where indicated, experiments with short hairpin containing lenti-Virus-Like-Particles
(VLPs) of interest were performed at least 96 hrs after transduction.
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suspension (1 x 105 cells) was added per well of a 96 wells plate. 50 µl of antibody solution in FACS buffer,
at a concentration 2x the final concentration, was added to the wells containing cell suspension. The cells
were incubated on ice, in the dark, for 30 minutes. Cells were pelleted and resuspended in FACS buffer,
then measured on a LSR Fortessa (BD) cell analyzer using FACS Diva software. Cells were gated based on
forward-side scatter and PECAM-1 and VE-cadherin positivity, with a cell count of 1 x 104 cells. FACS
data was analyzed with FlowJo.
Electrical Cell Impedance Sensing (ECIS) assay

Endothelial monolayer integrity was determined by measuring the electrical resistance using ECIS.
Flow chamber electrode arrays (8W10E; Applied Biophysics, Troy, NY) were pretreated with 10 mM
L-cysteine (Sigma-Aldrich) for 15 min at room temperature and subsequently washed twice with 0.9%
NaCl. Wells were coated with fibronectin (Sanquin) in 0.9% NaCl for a minimum of 1 h at 37°C. Seeding
density was 5 x 104 cells/well. Continuous resistance measurements were performed at 37°C at 5% CO2
with the ECIS Zθ (Theta) system controller (Applied Biophysics). After formation of a stable monolayer,
cells were treated as indicated.
Generation of CDH13 KD short hairpins

Cells were detached with Accutase (GE-Healthcare L11-007) and harvested in PBS++ and 2%
BSA Fraction 5 (Serva). For blocking, cells were placed on ice for 10 minutes. Cells were then pelleted
and resuspended in FACS buffer (PBS++ and 0.5% BSA) at 2 x 106 cells per milliliter. 50 µl of cell

Short hairpins directed against the coding DNA sequence of CDH13 were cloned to silence
endogenous CDH13. In short, oligo’s containing the sense and antisense sequence of the short hairpin
were dimerized and ligated in a pLKO.1-puro backbone. The sequences for the short hairpins were identical
to the validated sequences TRCN55544, TRCN55545 and TRCN55546 of the Sigma Predesigned
shRNA library , with only alterations in the loop-sequence. These constructs were used to produce VLPs,
which were subsequently used to transduce pulmonary ECs. Control ECs were transduced with VLPs
containing a short hairpin directed against non-mammalian DNA. Production of VLPs day 1: 80%
confluent HEK293T cells were transfected with constructs coding for the main structural viral proteins and
for retrovirus-specific enzymes (pHDM-HgpM2 GAG/POL), coding for a post-transcriptional regulator
necessary for efficient GAG and POL expression (pRC-CMV-Rev1b REV), coding for the envelope of the
Vesicular Stomatitis Virus (pHDMG-G VSV ENV), coding for TAT 1B, which facilitates entry (pHDMTAT 1B), and a construct coding for a protein of interest. TransIT-LT1 (0.4µl/cm2, Mirus Bio), was diluted
in Optimem (10 µl/cm2, Life Technologies) and thoroughly mixed. To obtain a mastermix, viral contructs
(44ng/cm2 pHDMG-G VSV ENV, 22ng/cm2 pHDM-HgpM2 GAG/POL, 22ng/cm2 pRC-CMVRev1b REV, 22ng/cm2 pHDM-TAT 1B) were added to the diluted TransIT-LT-1 transfection reagent.
This mastermix (10.4µl/cm2) was added to a tube containing DNA coding for a protein of interest (289
ng/cm2). The transfection mix was left at room temperature for approximately 20 minutes before being
added to the HEK293T cells. The cells were then placed back in the incubator at 37°C+ 5%CO2. Day 2:
The medium containing the transfection mix was removed and replaced with approximately 100µl/cm2
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Immunofluorescent staining

ECs subjected to flow assay were fixed in 3.7% (vol/vol) formaldehyde in PBS supplemented with
1mM CaCl2, 0.5mM MgCl2 (PBS++) for 20 min. Next, cells were blocked with 2% BSA Fraction 5
(Serva) before incubation with primary and secondary antibodies. Between each incubation, cells were
washed three times with PBS++. Finally, cells were kept in dH2O (Millipore) until imaging with a confocal
laser-scanning microscope (SP8;Leica ; Aray;Zeiss).
Flow Cytometry
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of Dulbecco’s Modified Eagles Medium (DMEM, Life Technologies), supplemented with 2,5-10% FBS,
200mM L-glutamine, 100U/ml Penicillin/Streptomycin and 1mM Sodium Pyruvate. Cells were placed
back in the incubator at 37°C+ 5%CO2. Day 3: DMEM containing the first 24 hrs of virus production
was harvested and stored at 4°C. Approximately 100µl/cm2 of fresh DMEM, supplemented with 2,5-10%
FBS, 200mM L-glutamine, 100U/ml Penicillin/Streptomycin and 1mM Sodium Pyruvate, was added.
Cells were placed back in the incubator at 37°C+ 5%CO2. Day 4: DMEM containing the second 24hrs
of virus production was harvested and pooled with the harvest of previous day. Cell debris was pelleted
by centrifugation at 500G for 5 minutes. The virus supernatant was filtered over a 0.45 µm pore filter and
aliquots were prepared and stored at -80°C.
Neutrophil transmigration under flow assay
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Volunteers

All blood donor volunteers signed an informed consent, under the rules and legislation in place within
the Netherlands and maintained by the Sanquin Medical Ethical Committee. The rules and legislations are
based on the Declaration of Helsinki (informed consent for participation of human subjects in medical
and scientific research) and guidelines for Good Clinical Practice.
Statistical analysis

For statistical analysis between experimental groups, one-way ANOVA, two-way ANOVA or the
student’s t test was used. A two-sided p ≤ 0.05 was considered significant. Prism 8 (GraphPad Software,
La Jolla, CA) was used for analysis.

ECs were plated at a concentration of 5 x 104 cells per channel in fibronectin (FN)-coated Ibidi μ-slide
VI0.4 (Ibidi) and cultured for 2-3 days. On day of experiment, cells were treated with LPS or PBS. Freshly
isolated neutrophils (PMNs) were resuspended at 1 x 106 cells/mL in HEPES medium pH 7.4. PMN
were activated by incubating for 30 min at 37°C. Cultured ECs in Ibidi flow chambers were connected to
a perfusion system and exposed to 0.5 mL/min HEPES medium pH 7.4, shear flow (0.8 dyn/cm2) for 5
min before injection of heat-activated PMN into the perfusion system. Leukocyte-endothelial interactions
were recorded for 20 min at 0.2 frames/s by a Zeiss Observer Z1 or Zeiss Axiovert microscope. All live
imaging was performed at 37°C in the presence of 5% CO2 at shear flow 0.8 dyn/cm2. Transmigrated
PMNs were distinguished from those adhering to the apical surface of the endothelium by their transition
from bright to phase-dark morphology. Number of transmigrated PMNs was manually quantified using
ImageJ and real-time tracking was done with MTrackJ.
Neutrophil isolation

PMNs were isolated from whole-blood derived from healthy donors. Whole blood was diluted (1:1)
with 5% (v/v) TNC in PBS. Diluted whole blood was pipetted carefully on to 12.5 ml Percoll (room
temperature) 1.076 g/ ml. Tubes were centrifuged (Rotanta 96R) at 800G, slow start, low brake for 20 min.
Bottom fraction containing PMNs was further processed by erythrocyte lysis in ice-cold isotonic lysis
buffer (155 mM NH4CL, 10 mM KHCO3, 0.1 mM EDTA, pH7.4 in Milli-Q(Millipore). PMNs were
centrifuged at 500G for five minutes at 4 °C and incubated again with lysis buffer for 5 min on ice. After
another centrifugation at 500G for 5 min at 4 °C, PMNs were washed once with PBS and centrifuged
again at 500G for 5 min at 4 °C before resuspension in HEPES medium (20 mM HEPES, 132 mM NaCl,
6 mM KCl, 1 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgSO4, 1.2 mM K2HPO4, 5 mM glucose (all from Sigma-Aldrich)
and 0.4 % (w/v) human serum albumin (Sanquin Reagents), pH7.4). PMNs count and purity was
determined by cell counter (Casy) and cells kept at room temperature for no longer than 4 h before use.
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Figure 1 Pulmonary HMVECs display increased

A

ICAM-1 expression and a stronger and earlier

Pulmonary HMVECs display increased ICAM-1 expression
and neutrophil-TEM compared to HUVECs upon LPS stimulation

response to LPS than HUVECs.
A) Histogram of ICAM-1 distribution after 5h LPS
as measured with FACS. Y-axis top to bottom
represents increasing concentrations of LPS

In order to determine differences in LPS response between pulmonary Human Microvascular
Endothelial Cells (HMVECs) and HUVECs, we first investigated adhesion molecule cell surface
expression. Previously, we have used a high concentration of 1000 ng/mL LPS to elicit a maximum
response in HUVECs (11). To determine the sensitivity of pulmonary HMVEC and HUVECs to LPS,
we performed a dose-response experiment using FACS analysis measuring surface expression of ICAM-1
(figure 1A, S1A) and VCAM-1 (S1A) at 5h post-treatment. ICAM-1 and VCAM-1 both followed the
same pattern of upregulation, however, pulmonary HMVEC started upregulating the adhesion molecules
already at an LPS concentration 10 times lower than HUVECs (figure 1A-B, S1A). Furthermore, the
pulmonary HMVEC response to LPS plateaued at 100 ng/mL of LPS treatment, after which there was no
additional increase in adhesion molecule upregulation with increased doses (figure 1A, S1A). Interestingly,
pulmonary HMVECs expressed relatively high surface ICAM-1 (4.169 ± 0.672) compared to HUVEC
(1 ± 0.521) at baseline, i.e. without any LPS stimulation. Following stimulation with 10 ng/mL of LPS,
pulmonary HMVEC expressed about five times more (9.557 ± 1.511) surface ICAM-1 than HUVEC
(2.309 ± 0.720) (figure 1B). Higher baseline ICAM-1 expression in pulmonary HMVECs compared to
HUVEC, and upregulation in response to LPS, was additionally confirmed with IF staining (S1D-E) and
in whole cell lysates with Western blotting (S1B-C).
To determine to what extent pulmonary HMVECs and HUVECs would facilitate PMN transendothelial migration (TEM) in response to LPS, we used a PMN-TEM assay under physiological flow
conditions in which the ECs form a confluent monolayer. 5-6 hours before the start of the TEM flow assay,
ECs were stimulated with LPS or PBS (0 ng/mL LPS) as indicated. When treated with PBS, neither EC
type facilitated TEM of PMNs (figure 1C). However, already at 1 ng/mL of LPS treatment, pulmonary
HMVECs started facilitating TEMwith an average of 16 (±12) transmigration events per field of view
(FOV). No transmigration events were observed in HUVECs at this concentration of LPS (figure 1C).
At 10 ng/mL of LPS, both cell types facilitated TEM, however, pulmonary HMVECs very efficiently
(4-fold increase) facilitated TEM compared to HUVECs (figure 1C). When pulmonary HMVECs were
treated with 100 ng/mL of LPS or higher, the EC monolayer was no longer intact and the flow assay was
no longer feasible (data not shown).
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treatment of HUVEC and pulmonary HMVECs
(pulmonary) as indicated. Condition 0 represents
PBS CTRL treatment. X-axis represents increasing
fluorescent intensity of ICAM-1 measured with
anti-ICAM-1-FITC antibody. All cells were selected
for PECAM-1 and VE-cadherin double positivity.
B) Quantification of ICAM-1 surface expression
after treatment of pulmonary HMVECs (pulmonary)

B

and HUVEC with PBS (CTRL) or 10 ng/mL LPS as
measured with FACS. All PBS-treated HUVEC data
points were divided by their average to indicate
variation. All pulmonary HMVECs datapoints were
divided by PBS-treated HUVEC data points for
fold difference. Dotted line indicates 1-fold. ns=
non-significant, ** = p<0.01, *** = p<0.001,
n=4. C) Number of transmigrated neutrophils
during flow TEM assay in HUVEC and HMVEC
(Pulmonary) treated as indicated. Each data point
represents average neutrophil TEM per field of view
per condition. Three fields of view per channel
were obtained during time-lapse imaging, followed
by tile scans with 25 additional fields of view per
condition and replicate at endpoint to determine

C

distribution of neutrophils. Bar represents average
of all experiments per condition combined. nd = not
detected, ** = p<0.01, error bars are presented as
standard error of mean (SEM), n=3.
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Pulmonary HMVECs efficiently facilitate LPS-induced neutrophil-TEM

Figure 2 Pulmonary HMVECs show

compared to other types of HMVECs

increased ICAM-1 expression and

A

efficiently facilitate LPS-induced

As HUVECs are ECs of fetal and venous origin, we next compared pulmonary HMVECs to more
relevant ECs, i.e. renal, pancreatic, and cardiac HMVECs. All EC types formed a confluent monolayer
(figure S2A). 10 ng/mL of LPS was used as the standard concentration for analysis of ICAM-1 expression
and TEM of PMN. Pulmonary ECs were the only EC type to have a significantly higher ICAM-1
expression than the other microvasculars after 5h LPS stimulation, which was of fold difference 2.72 (±
0.44) from renal ECs (1 ± 0.39) (Pancreatic: 0.96 ± 0.39; Cardiac: 1.28 ± 0.50) (figure 2A). Unfortunately,
we were unable to increase n-values for the cardiac HMVECs due to limited availability. Notably, cardiac
HMVECs also expressed a high amount of adhesion molecules, albeit not as high as pulmonary HMVECs
(S2B). We also evaluated VCAM-1 and E-selectin expression between the different HMVECs in response
to LPS treatment, and found that ICAM-1 was a good indicator of adhesion molecule response, with both
VCAM-1 and E-selectin being higher expressed in pulmonary HMVECs than other HMVEC types, to
a similar fold-increase of ICAM-1 (figure S2B).
Next, we determined the ability of the different HMVECs to facilitate PMN-TEM after LPS
stimulation, using the TEM flow assay. Pulmonary HMVECs facilitated significantly more PMN-TEM
(107 ± 10) compared to the other organ microvascular ECs (pancreatic: 66 ± 18; cardiac: 57 ± 8) , with
renal HMVECs facilitating the least amount (18 ± 7) (figure 2B).

neutrophil TEM compared to other
types of HMVECs.
A) Quantification of FACS data for
ICAM-1 at treatment with 10 ng/
mL LPS. Renal HMVEC data points
were divided by their own average to
indicate variance. All other data points
were divided by renal HMVEC data
points to acquire fold difference. All
cells had been selected for PECAM-1
and VE-cadherin double-positivity. * =
p<0.05, error bars are presented as
standard error of mean (SEM), n=3
except HCEC n=2.
B) Number of transmigrated
neutrophils during flow TEM assay
in all organ microvascular ECs as

B

indicated after 5h treatment with 10
ng/mL LPS. Data points represent
PMN-TEM per field of view (FOV).
Three fields of view per channel were
obtained during time-lapse imaging,

Resistance of pulmonary HMVEC cell-cell junctions is LPS-sensitive
in contrast to other HMVEC types

followed by tile scans with 25
additional fields of view per condition
and replicate at endpoint to determine
distribution of neutrophils. Bars

After establishing that pulmonary ECs most efficiently facilitated PMN-TEM in response to LPS,
we next analyzed the junction organization and EC barrier resistance, as a disrupted EC barrier leading to
pulmonary edema is directly responsible for the development of acute lung injury in ARDS. To measure the
resistance of the EC barrier, an Electrical Cell-substrate Impedance Sensing (ECIS) assay was performed.
Additionally, we analyzed the EC cell-cell junction morphology of the different HMVECs after treatment
with PBS (control) or LPS. Following PBS treatment, all HMVECs presented a linear organization of
VE-cadherin compared to LPS-treatment (figure 3A-B). We and others have previously shown that linearity
of junctions typically correlates with increased EC barrier resistance and vice versa (11,12). The most linear
junctions were observed in pulmonary and cardiac ECs (figure 3A), which were additionally quantified
(figure S3A) as previously described (11). Pulmonary and cardiac HMVECs indeed also presented the
highest EC barrier resistance, as was measured with ECIS (S3B). Upon LPS-treatment, all HMVECs
increased the appearance of jagged junctions (figure 3B), for which we have previously shown correlates
with increased PMN-TEM but not necessarily with junction resistance (11). To determine if LPS treatment
would affect the endothelial barrier, all HMVECs were grown to confluency and monolayer barrier was
measured using ECIS, followed by exposure to LPS in a titration. These experiments were performed
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represent average TEM of PMN/FOV
for all experiments. * = p<0.05, ** =
p<0.01, error bars are presented as
standard error of mean (SEM), n=3-6.
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with 5-6 hours of LPS stimulation to demonstrate the state of EC cell-cell junctions at the time when
PMN-TEM experiments were performed. In contrast to the renal, pancreatic and cardiac HMVECs,
pulmonary HMVEC junctions were dose-dependently destabilized, i.e. demonstrated a decrease in ECbarrier resistance (figure 3C).
These data suggests that pulmonary HMVECs are uniquely sensitive to barrier disruption due to
LPS-induced inflammation, while pancreatic, renal and cardiac HMVECs maintain barrier integrity
upon LPS challenge.
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A

Pulmonary HMVECs do not display increased TLR4 or VE-cadherin expression,
but show increased CDH13 expression compared to other HMVEC types
B

We next investigated if the increased sensitivity of pulmonary HMVECs to LPS may be related to
increased cell surface expression of toll-like receptor (TLR)4. Surprisingly, using flow cytometry, TLR4
expression was found to be equal in all of the measured HMVECs; pulmonary, renal and pancreatic
HMVECs (figure 4A). Additionally, we investigated the expression of VE-cadherin (CDH5) using Western
blotting, and found no significant differences between pulmonary, renal or pancreatic HMVECs, before
or after LPS treatment (figure 4B-C). These data were supported by a proteomics screen of pulmonary,
renal and pancreatic HMVECs using mass-spectrometry, in which no significant difference in expression
of TLR4 or VE-cadherin were found (data not shown). Unexpectedly, the proteomic analyses revealed a
significant hit on cadherin-13 (CDH13; H(eart)-cadherin; T-cadherin). CD13 is not a very well-known
cadherin, but has been linked to GTPase signaling and regulation of the EC barrier (13,14). CDH13 is
also known as H-cadherin, as it has been shown to be highly expressed in the heart (15,16). Determining
CDH13 expression of pulmonary, renal and pancreatic ECs using Western blotting, we found baseline
expression of pro-CDH13 to be roughly 3 times higher in pulmonary HMVECs than that of renal or
pancreatic HMVECs, and mature protein CDH13 on average twice the amount of renal or pancreatic
ECs (figure 4D). Upon LPS stimulation, there was a trend towards a decrease in pro-CDH13 and CDH13
expression in pulmonary ECs following quantification of the Western blots (figure 4E-F), however, this
did not reach statistical significance and was not immediately visible upon blotting (figure 4D).

C

[LPS] (ng/mL)

Figure 3 Resistance of endothelial cell-cell junctions is dose-dependently reduced by LPS in pulmonary HMVECs but not in
other types of HMVECs.
A) Immunofluorescent images of ECs as indicated treated with PBS (CTRL) and stained for VE-cadherin (white). Bar represents
20 µm. White arrows indicate linear junctions.
B) Immunofluorescent images of ECs as indicated treated with 10 ng/mL of LPS and stained for VE-cadherin (white). Bar
represents 20 µm. White arrows indicate jagged junctions between two cells.
C) Box-plots of endothelial resistance indicating min to max values and average of all data points for all ECs as indicated.
All data points were normalized to their own stabile resistance pre-treatment with PBS or LPS. Dashed line indicates 1. TEER
= Trans-Endothelial Electrical Resistance. ****p<0.0001, ns=non-significant, n=3-6 .
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CDH13 facilitates neutrophil-TEM in pulmonary ECs upon LPS stimulation

A

D

B

C

E

To find out if CDH13 may have a role in the increased sensitivity of pulmonary HMVECs for LPS,
short hairpins directed against the coding DNA sequence of CDH13 were cloned to silence endogenous
CDH13 in pulmonary HMVECs. These constructs were used to produce virus-like particles, which were
subsequently used to transduce pulmonary ECs. Control ECs were transduced with particles containing
a short hairpin directed against non-mammalian DNA. Western blot analysis confirmed a roughly 85%
efficiency in CDH13 silencing in ECs compared to control levels at 96h post-infection (figure 5A-B).
To determine the effects of CDH13 KD on neutrophil TEM in LPS-stimulated pulmonary HMVECs,
shCtrl and shCDH13 treated pulmonary HMVECs were seeded in the flow channels, and a flow TEM
assay was performed after 5-6 hours of treatment with 10 ng/mL of LPS. Interestingly, pulmonary ECs that
were deficient for CDH13 showed a 50% reduction in TEM efficiency compared to control pulmonary
ECs (figure 5C), indicating that CDH13 plays a prominent role in facilitating PMN-TEM in pulmonary
ECs in response to LPS stimulation.

A

B

C

Figure 4 Pulmonary HMVECs do not display increased TLR4 surface expression compared to other types of HMVECs, but do
display increased expression of CDH13.
A) Quantification of FACS data for TLR4 in untreated ECs as indicated. pulmonary HMVECs data points were divided by
own average to indicate variance. All other data points were divided by pulmonary HMVECs data points to acquire fold

Figure 5 CDH13 aids neutrophil-TEM in pulmonary HMVECs

difference. All cells had been selected for PECAM-1 and VE-cadherin double-positivity, ns=non-significant, error bars are

A) Western blot analysis of whole cell lysates from pulmonary HMVECs after 96h from lentiviral transduction with short-

presented as standard error of mean (SEM), n=3.

hairpin control (shCtrl) or short-hairpin CDH13 (shCDH13) and incubated with antibodies against CDH13 and β-actin.

B) Western blot of whole cell lysates from ECs as indicated treated with PBS (CTRL) or LPS and blotted for VE-cadherin

Images were developed on film using ECL. Images were analyzed with ImageJ. X marks the three constructs used for

(CDH5) and β-actin, as loading control. as in figure 5B. Images were analyzed with ImageJ.

experiments. B) Quantification of Western blot exampled in figure 5A. shCtrl and shCDH13 units derived from ImageJ were

C) Quantification of Western blots presented in figure 5B. CDH5 units derived from ImageJ were divided by units for β-actin.

divided by units for β-actin to generate arbitrary units. All shCDH13 samples were divided by shCtrl which was set to 1 to

AU = arbitrary units, ns=non-significant, error bars are presented as standard error of mean (SEM), n=5.

indicate knock-down efficiency. Error bar is presented as standard error of mean (SEM), n=3 C) Number of transmigrated

D) Western blot analysis of whole cell lysates of ECs as indicated treated with PBS (CTRL) (0’) or LPS (4’) and incubated with

neutrophils during flow TEM assay in pulmonary ECs after 5h treatment with 10 ng/mL LPS. Data points represent PMN-TEM

antibodies against CDH13. CDH13 blot is the same as CDH5 in figure 5B but developed on film with ECL. β-actin blot is the

per field of view (FOV). Three fields of view per channel were obtained during time-lapse imaging, followed by tile scans with

same E) Quantification of Western blots presented in figure 5D. CDH13 units derived from ImageJ were divided by units for

25 additional fields of view per condition and replicate at endpoint to determine distribution of neutrophils. Bars represent

β-actin. AU = arbitrary units, ns=non-significant, ** = p<0.01, *** = p<0.001, error bars are presented as standard error

average TEM of PMN/FOV for all experiments. *** = p<0.001, error bars are presented as standard error of mean (SEM),

of mean (SEM), n=5.

n=3.
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Discussion
ARDS is a major clinical problem, where the pulmonary endothelium becomes damaged by mechanisms
that are incompletely understood. Why systemic inflammation triggers such a specific pulmonary response is
currently unknown. In this study, we investigated the hypothesis that, compared to other types of endothelial
cells, the pulmonary endothelium is more at risk for adverse events related to ARDS such as facilitation of
PMN-TEM and weakening of the endothelial barrier. We show that pulmonary ECs are uniquely sensitive
to LPS compared to ECs of other organs. Our data may help to understand why patients develop ARDS
secondary to inflammation outside the lungs. In lieu of inflammatory stimuli, pulmonary ECs displayed
the highest constitutive expression of ICAM-1 of all EC types measured. ICAM-1 has been shown to
be uniquely important for leukocyte trapping via LFA-1 in the lung (17), thus this finding suggests that
the pulmonary endothelium is already primed for risk of adverse cellular immune reactions targeting the
endothelium. Indeed, particularly the aggregation of PMNs has been shown to determine the adverse effects
in an in vivo model of sepsis-induced ARDS (18). Also in TRALI inflammatory triggers like LPS prime
the recipient, and blood transfusion subsequently triggers, through incompletely understood mechanisms,
pulmonary PMN accumulation and PMN-dependent EC damage (19). Together, this results in pulmonary
edema and development of TRALI (19). Interestingly, a recent study found that decreased endothelial NO
production - a hallmark of dysfunctional endothelium - enhanced ICAM-1 binding of leukocytes within 30
minutes, without altering protein expression (20). This may contribute to the pre-disposition of patients with
underlying conditions, such as chronic alcohol abuse, obesity and chronic kidney disease to develop respiratory
failure during conditions such as TRALI or sepsis. In our study, upon stimulation with LPS at 1 ng/mL, an
upregulation of adhesion molecules could already be seen in pulmonary HMVECs, and PMN-TEM was
demonstrated to be enhanced at this concentration. PMN-TEM was not facilitated in HUVECs stimulated
with 1 ng/mL of LPS, nor in renal or pancreatic HMVECs. Upon challenge with 10 ng/mL of LPS, all
ECs responded by upregulating adhesion molecules and facilitating PMN-TEM, however, pulmonary ECs
facilitated up to four-fold more PMN-TEM. Our findings match in vivo data of two recent studies where LPS
was administered in experimental mouse models of hemorrhagic shock and sepsis, and mRNA expression
of ECs from different vascular beds were investigated. In 2019, Jongman et al. measured mRNA of adhesion
molecules ICAM-1, VCAM-1 and E-selectin in pulmonary, cardiac, renal and hepatic ECs, at baseline and
following hemorrhagic shock or endotoxemia in WT vs. Tie-2 deficient mice (21). As in our human primary
cell model, their data also showed the highest expression of ICAM-1, VCAM-1 and E-selectin in pulmonary
ECs at baseline, which was unaltered by partial deletion of angiopoietin receptor Tie-2, which has been
linked to many endothelial functions, including upkeeping of the endothelial barrier (21–24). Following
LPS stimulation, all ECs upregulated adhesion molecules, which was not attenuated in pulmonary ECs by
partial deletion of Tie-2. Jambusaria et al. performed an extensive gene expression profile for brain, cardiac and
pulmonary ECs during homeostasis and after LPS administration at 6 hrs and 1 week. They found pulmonary
ECs to have a specifically high expression profile of genes related to immune function such as leukocyte cell-cell
adhesion and leukocyte migration, T-cell activation and regulation of immune system processes. Furthermore,
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following LPS stimulation, pulmonary ECs exhibited the most profound dysregulation of core endothelial
genes (15). Our data using HMVECs complements their findings and highlights the functional consequences
of this expression profile through analyses of PMN-TEM and endothelial barrier integrity. Strikingly, only
pulmonary HMVECs significantly disrupted the endothelial barrier at 10 ng/mL of LPS, which may facilitate
the development of pulmonary edema in vivo. While using primary human EC cell cultures can be considered
a strength of our study, on the other hand caution is advised regarding donor variability. We therefore carefully
matched age and gender and excluded EC-donors with a history of smoking, as this may already prime the
ECs at baseline. Additionally, it is well known that ECs separated from their natural environment lose their
specificity and become more similar to each other per passage. In this study, we did not use the ECs beyond
passage 10, after which they lose much of their endothelial phenotype as well as their response to stimuli.
A strength of this study, on the other hand, is that the experimental findings were still observed even after
several passages in vitro, suggesting an intrinsic and well conserved mechanism in pulmonary ECs specifically,
which is not influenced by surrounding cells or the microenvironment. To further understand the increased
sensitivity of LPS for pulmonary ECs, we examined TLR4 (a receptor for LPS) EC-surface expression but
found no significant differences between the different type of ECs. In another study, Scott and colleagues
observed the highest increase of phosphorylated ERK (p-ERK) after LPS treatment in pulmonary ECs
compared to the other cells measured, whereas phosphorylated p65 (p-p65) was unaltered by LPS treatment
(25). This may indicate that the LPS sensitivity of pulmonary HMVECs we observed, may be primarily
mediated via the TRAF6/ERK pathway. This will be interesting to address in subsequent studies. While
we found VE-Cadherin to have neither increased expression in pulmonary ECs, nor was VE-Cadherin
decreased in response to LPS, we did identify a previously unappreciated role for CDH13. CDH13 was first
observed to be increased in pulmonary HMVECs in our proteomic screen, and we subsequently validated
this by Western blot analyses. LPS treatment demonstrated a decreasing trend in pro-CDH13 and CDH13
expression in pulmonary HMVECs. To obtain further insights into the functional role of CDH13 in the
LPS-sensitivity of pulmonary HMVECs, we next used three different pre-validated short-hairpins to silence
CDH13 protein in pulmonary HMVECs, and we found PMN-TEM to be significantly decreased compared
to shCTRL-treated ECs. Although many targets of CDH13 have likely not been identified, it is known that
CDH13 activates small Rho-GTPases such as RhoA (13,14). Thus, LPS-stimulated CDH13 activation
may enhance PMN-TEM by increased stress-fiber formation, or perhaps hitherto unknown mechanisms
leading to increased n-glycosylation of ICAM-1 (25) or decreased NO production by eNOS (20). Future
studies should focus on these hypothesized mechanisms To summarize, our findings suggest that the intrinsic
nature of pulmonary ECs, with a role for CDH13, may enable the increased sensitivity to LPS reflected
by increased expression of adhesion molecules, induction of PMN-TEM and enhanced disruption of the
endothelial barrier, thereby contributing to the development of ARDS. In addition, our study underscores
the importance of carefully considering which type of endothelial cells are used for any in vitro study focusing
on the mechanisms behind endothelial organ disease. This study provides a first step in understanding why
lungs may be primarily targeted in ARDS due to systemic inflammatory triggers.
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Supplemental material

A

B

C
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Supplemental figure 2
A) EVOS phase/contrast images of HMVEC as indicated, white bar represents 200 µM
B) MFIs of ICAM-1, VCAM-1 and E-selectin as indicated in an experiment where organ HMVECs were treated with 10 ng/
mL of LPS . MFI = Mean Fluorescent Intensity = not significant, * = p<0.05, n = 3.
E

F

Supplemental figure 1
A) MFI of ICAM-1 surface expression after a titration experiment treating HUVEC and Pulmonary HMVEC with PBS (o
ng/mL) or increasing amounts of LPS. B) MFI of VCAM-1 surface expression after a titration experiment treating HUVEC
and Pulmonary HMVEC with PBS (o ng/mL) or increasing amounts of LPS. C) Western blot analysis of ICAM-1 and β-actin
expression in whole cell lysates of HPEC and HUVEC as indicated, PBS-treated (0’) or treated for 4 or 20h (4’ and 20’
respectively) with LPS prior to lysis. ICAM-1 blot is cropped at 130 and 95 kDa, β-actin blot is cropped at 55 and 36 kDa, as
determined by a pre-stained protein standard. Bands were developed on film with ECL blotting reagent. D) Quantification of

A

B

Supplemental figure 3
A) Junctional linearity measurement of organ HMVECs treated with PBS and stained for VE-cadherin. At least 3 individual
measurements were used per cell type. ns = not significant, * = p<0.05, ** = p<0.01 B) Boxplots of endothelial resistance
indicating min to max values and average of all data points for organ HMVEC as indicated. All data points were normalized
to the stable resistance of the pancreatic HMVEC.. TEER = Trans-Endothelial Electrical Resistance. ****p<0.0001, ns=nonsignificant, n=3-6

Western blots exampled in figure 1C. Intensity of bands was determined with ImageJ and units for ICAM-1 were divided by
units for β-actin. AU = arbitrary units. Columns display SEM error bars, ns = not significant, * = p<0.05, n = 3. E) IF staining
of ICAM-1 (green) of PBS-treated pulmonary HMVEC and HUVEC. White arrows indicate cells expressing ICAM-1. F) IF
staining of ICAM-1 (green) of LPS-treated pulmonary HMVEC and HUVEC. White arrows indicate cells expressing ICAM-1.
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A pulmonary
endothelial
amplification loop
induced by both
lipopolysaccharide
and HLA class I
antibody
aggravates
ex-vivo TRALI via
increased TLR4 and
ICAM-1 expression
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Abstract
Transfusion-Related Acute Lung Injury (TRALI) is a life threatening
complication of blood transfusions with a high incidence in critically
ill patients. TRALI is hypothesized to follow a 2-hit model in which the
first hit is the underlying condition of the patient and the second hit the
transfusion product. The exact mechanisms behind the high incidence
of TRALI in the critically ill have remained elusive. Here, we report a
synergistic role for LPS and HLA class I antibody binding to pulmonary
endothelium resulting in enhanced inflammatory responses. Using
flow cytometry, we found LPS treatment of pulmonary endothelium to
enhance HLA class I antibody binding to the pulmonary endothelial
surface. In turn, LPS and HLA class I antibody binding enhanced
TLR4 expression on the endothelial surface and increased ICAM-1
expression on pulmonary endothelium. Neutrophil transendothelial
migration under physiological flow conditions revealed an on average
5-fold increase upon anti-HLA antibody treatment together with very
low dose LPS of 1 ng/mL. We conclude that LPS and anti-HLA class
I antibody have the ability to trigger pulmonary endothelium into a
spiral of increasing inflammation, opening the opportunity to target
TLR4 blocking to prevent TRALI in vivo.
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Introduction
Transfusion-Related Acute Lung Injury (TRALI) is a life threatening complication of blood
transfusions with high incidence reported in critically ill patients.. Today, the exact mechanism of TRALI
remains elusive and no treatment for TRALI is available. It is generally accepted that TRALI follows a
two hit model in which the first hit is the underlying condition of the patient (e.g. sepsis) and the second
hit the blood transfusion (1) . The transfusion factors generally include anti-HLA- or HNA antibodies.
Implementation of pre-storage leukoreduction and HLA antibody screening of blood products resulted in
a significant decrease in TRALI incidence. TRALI, however, does still occur and is likely underreported
due to its similarity to other acute respiratory distress syndromes, which are frequent in the critically ill.
Indeed, a recent study evaluating transfusion with blood products of patients who had successfully battled
SARS-CoV-2 to treat severely ill COVID-19 patients, reported an increase in the incidence of TRALI (2).
In experimental settings, TRALI induction requires pre-treatment with lipopolysaccharide (LPS) in specific
pathogenic free-housed mice followed by anti-major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I antibody
injection (3,4), and immunocompetent mice additionally require CD4+ regulatory T cell depletion (5).
Neutrophils are generally considered the main effector cells of TRALI based on experimental models
of TRALI, and as they are the most abundant in histopathological sections of the lung (1,6). However,
prominent roles for macrophages, dendritic- and endothelial cells have also emerged (1,7). Recently, it
was reported that HLA expression on endothelial cells and not neutrophils may be the more important
determinant in experimental murine TRALI (8). However, it is unclear what the interaction between LPS
and HLA in the onset of TRALI is.
In this study, we investigated the effects of low-dose LPS and HLA antibodies on lung endothelial
cells for their ability to increase surface expression of inflammatory markers, TLR4 and HLA expression
and facilitation of neutrophil transendothelial migration, key features for the onset of TRALI. Our data
show that LPS and anti-HLA class I antibody can trigger pulmonary endothelium into a spiral of increasing
inflammation.
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Materials and Methods
Antibodies

FACS antibodies were BrilliantViolet-510-conjugated PECAM-1 [WM59] (BD Biosciences),
AlexaFluor-647-conjugated VE-Cadherin [55-7H1] (BD Biosciences), FITC-conjugated ICAM-1
[BBIG-I1] (Biolegend), PE-conjugated HLA-ABC [W6/32] (Biolegend), PE-conjugated IgG2aκ
(Biolegend), AlexaFluor-488-conjugated TLR4 [HTA125] (Invitrogen). Antibodies for flow were HLAABC [W6/32] (BioConnect) and IgG2aκ (Bioconnect).
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donors. Whole blood was diluted (1:1) with 5% (v/v) TNC in PBS. Diluted whole blood was pipetted
carefully on to 12.5 ml Percoll (room temperature) 1.076 g/ ml. Tubes were centrifuged (Rotanta 96R)
at 800G, slow start, low brake for 20 min. Bottom fraction containing PMNs was further processed by
erythrocyte lysis in ice-cold isotonic lysis buffer (155 mM NH4CL, 10 mM KHCO3, 0.1 mM EDTA,
pH7.4 in Milli-Q(Millipore). PMNs were centrifuged at 500G for five minutes at 4 °C and incubated
again with lysis buffer for 5 min on ice. After another centrifugation at 500G for 5 min at 4 °C, PMNs were
washed once with PBS and centrifuged again at 500G for 5 min at 4 °C before resuspension in HEPES
medium (20 mM HEPES, 132 mM NaCl, 6 mM KCl, 1 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgSO4, 1.2 mM K2HPO4,
5 mM glucose (all from Sigma-Aldrich) and 0.4 % (w/v) human serum albumin (Sanquin Reagents),
pH7.4). PMNs count and purity was determined by cell counter (Casy) and cells kept at room temperature
for no longer than 4 h before use.

Cell culture
Volunteers

Human microvascular endothelial cells (HMVEC) were purchased from PeloBiotech and Lonza.
All cells were cultured on fibronectin (FN)-coated dishes in EGM-2MV medium, supplemented with 5%
FCS (PeloBiotech). Cells were cultured at 37 °C and 5% CO2, used at passage 5-11 and controlled for
endothelial markers after end experiment. LPS from escherichia coli [O55:B5] (Sigma-Aldrich) diluted
in PBS was added at concentrations of 1-10 ng/mL for 5 h. HLA-ABC or isotype control IgG2a were
added at 10 ug/mL.

All volunteers signed an informed consent, under the rules and legislation in place within the
Netherlands and maintained by the Sanquin Medical Ethical Committee. The rules and legislations are
based on the Declaration of Helsinki (informed consent for participation of human subjects in medical
and scientific research) and guidelines for Good Clinical Practice.
Flow Cytometry

Neutrophil transmigration under flow assay

ECs were plated at a concentration of 5 x 104 cells per channel in fibronectin (FN)-coated Ibidi
μ-slide VI0.4 (Ibidi) and cultured for 2-3 days. On day of experiment, cells were treated with LPS or PBS,
and HLA-ABC (W6/32) or isotype control (IgG2a). Freshly isolated PMNs were resuspended at 1 x 106
cells/mL in HEPES medium pH 7.4. PMN were activated by incubating for 30 min at 37°C. Cultured
ECs in Ibidi flow chambers were connected to a perfusion system and exposed to 0.5 mL/min HEPES
medium pH 7.4, shear flow (0.8 dyn/cm2) for 5 min before injection of heat-activated PMN into the
perfusion system. Leukocyte-endothelial interactions were recorded for 20 min at 0.2 frames/s by a Zeiss
Observer Z1 or Zeiss Axiovert microscope. All live imaging was performed at 37°C in the presence of 5%
CO2 at shear flow 0.8 dyn/cm2. Transmigrated PMNs were distinguished from those adhering to the
apical surface of the endothelium by their transition from bright to phase-dark morphology. Number of
transmigrated PMNs was manually quantified using ImageJ.

Cells were detached with Accutase (GE-Healthcare L11-007) and harvested in PBS++ and 2%
BSA Fraction 5 (Serva). For blocking, cells were placed on ice for 10 minutes. Cells were then pelleted
and resuspended in FACS buffer (PBS++ and 0.25% BSA) at 2 x 106 cells per milliliter. 50 µl of cell
suspension (1 x 105 cells) was added per well of a 96 wells plate. 50 µl of antibody solution in FACS buffer,
at a concentration 2x the final concentration, was added to the wells containing cell suspension. The cells
were incubated on ice, in the dark, for 30 minutes. Cells were pelleted and resuspended in FACS buffer,
then measured on a LSR Fortessa (BD) cell analyzer using FACS Diva software. Cells were gated based on
forward-side scatter and PECAM-1 or VE-cadherin positivity, with a cell count of 1 x 104 cells. A live-dead
marker was used to exclude dead cells. FACS data was analyzed with FlowJo.
Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis between experimental groups was analyzed by methods indicated in figure legends.
A two-sided p ≤ 0.05 was considered significant. Prism 8 (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA) was used.

Neutrophil isolation

Polymorphonuclear neutrophils (PMNs) were isolated from whole blood derived from healthy
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LPS treatment of lung endothelium increases HLA class I expression and enhances
ICAM-1 and TLR4 expression upon additional treatment with HLA class I antibodies

It is well established that critical illness pre-disposes for TRALI, with sepsis being a prominent factor.
Additionally, as mentioned above, specific pathogen free-housed mice require priming with low-dose
LPS to develop TRALI in experimental settings. Therefore, we tested the hypothesis that pre-treatment
of the pulmonary endothelium with LPS would increase expression of HLA class I on the endothelial
surface. Pulmonary human microvascular endothelial cells (HMVECs) were treated with PBS as control
or low-dose LPS and analyzed with flow cytometry. LPS treatment resulted in increased fluorescence of
the PE-tagged HLA class I antibody but not isotype control (figure 1A).
Next, we wanted to mimic the second hit of TRALI by adding anti-HLA class I antibodies to
HMVECs treated with PBS or LPS and measuring the endothelial inflammatory marker ICAM-1(CD54)
as well as LPS receptor Toll-like receptor (TLR) 4. HLA class I antibody binding significantly enhanced
TLR4 expression both on PBS- and LPS-treated ECs, which was additionally increased when ECs were
treated with LPS and anti-HLA together (figure 1B). Surface ICAM-1 expression was not altered by
anti-HLA treatment alone, but was significantly enhanced when HMVECs were treated with LPS and
anti-HLA Ab in combination, compared to LPS-only treated HMVECs (figure 1C).

Figure 1 Surface expression of HLA on pulmonary ECs is enhanced by LPS, leading to enhanced TLR4 and ICAM-1 expression
upon HLA class I antibody binding
A) Quantification of HLA-ABC surface expression after treatment of pulmonary ECs with PBS or 10 ng/mL LPS as measured
with FACS. All PBS treated data points were divided by their average to indicate variation. All LPS datapoints were divided
by PBS treated data points for fold difference. Dotted line indicates 1-fold. A ratio-paired T-test was used to determine
statistical significance. ns= non-significant, * = p<0.5, n=4.
B) Quantification of TLR4 surface expression after treatment of pulmonary ECs with PBS or 10 ng/mL LPS as measured with
FACS. All PBS treated data points were divided by their average to indicate variation. All LPS datapoints were divided by PBS
treated data points for fold difference. Dotted line indicates 1-fold. ns= non-significant, ** = p<0.01, *** = p<0.001, n=2.
C) Quantification of ICAM-1 surface expression after treatment of pulmonary ECs with PBS or 10 ng/mL LPS and HLA-ABC or
isotype IgG2a antibodies as indicated and measured with FACS. All PBS treated data points were divided by their average to

HLA class I antibody exacerbates neutrophil TEM in LPS-treated pulmonary ECs

indicate variation. All LPS datapoints were divided by PBS treated data points for fold difference. Dotted line indicates 1-fold.
The ratio-paired T-test was used to determine statistical significance. ns= non-significant, ** = p<0.01, n=3. average TEM of
PMN/FOV for all experiments. *** = p<0.001, error bars are presented as standard error of mean (SEM), n=3.

A hallmark in histopathological pulmonary sections from TRALI patients is infiltration of neutrophils
across the lung endothelium in the alveoli, thus we tested the functional effects of the anti-HLA class I
antibody on neutrophil transendothelial migration (TEM) under physiological flow conditions. Pulmonary
HMVECs were treated with PBS or LPS in combination with isotype IgG2a or anti-HLA class I antibody
and subsequently exposed to flow and freshly isolated primary human neutrophils. The results showed that
endothelium treated with PBS and IgG2a did not facilitate neutrophil TEM, whereas endothelium treated
with PBS and anti-HLA class I antibody did (Figure 2). Upon treatment of pulmonary HMVECs with 1
ng/mL of LPS, we found that neutrophil PMN TEM was increased 5-fold (Figure 2). Moreover, additional
treatment with the anti-HLA class I antibody significantly promoted neutrophil TEM beyond LPS only
treatment (Figure 2). These data indicate that a double hit of the endothelium, with LPS and anti-HLA
class I antibody, accelerates neutrophil TEM more than just the sum when both treatments were given
separate from each other, supporting the 2-hit hypothesis in the development of life-threatening TRALI.

Figure 2 Pulmonary endothelial cells facilitate more
neutrophil transmigration upon addition of HLA class I
antibodies compared to IgG2a treated cells
A) Number of transmigrated neutrophils during flow assay
after 5h treatment with PBS or 1 ng/mL LPS and 2h with
IgG2a or HLA-ABC antibody as indicated. Data points
represent neutrophil (PMN) trans-endothelial migration
(TEM) per field of view (FOV). Three fields of view per
channel were obtained during time-lapse imaging, followed
by tile scans with 25 additional fields of view per condition
and replicate at endpoint to determine distribution of
neutrophils. Bars represent average TEM of PMN/FOV for
all experiments. Two-way ANOVA was used to determine
statistical significance. **** = p<0.0001, error bars are
presented as standard error of mean (SEM), n=3.
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Discussion
In this study, using an ex-vivo model of antibody-mediated TRALI, we identify a novel key mechanism
by which TRALI develops. Firstly, we show that LPS treatment of pulmonary microvascular endothelial
cells not only increases expression of inflammatory marker ICAM-1, which facilitates TEM of neutrophils,
but additionally increases expression of HLA class I. Secondly, we show that binding of anti-HLA class
I antibodies to endothelial HLA class I molecules increases TLR4 expression on the endothelial surface.
Thirdly, we show that treatment with both LPS and anti-HLA class I antibodies together further enhances
the expression of TLR4 on the pulmonary microvascular endothelium, as well as the expression of ICAM-1,
resulting in increased neutrophil TEM.
Our findings support the “two-hit” model of TRALI. The presence of LPS primes the endothelium,
allowing for increased binding of anti-HLA class I antibodies to HLA class I molecules. It has previously
been reported that IFN-gamma can upregulate HLA class II (9). These data suggests that inflammatory
stimuli can prime the endothelium by upregulating MHC molecules on the surface of the endothelium and
this may explain why critically ill patients are at increased risk for TRALI upon transfusion. Furthermore,
this may also explain the results of look back investigations in which transfusion products with anti-HLA
antibodies are not inducing TRALI in each recipient even in the presence of the cognate antigen (10).
Hence, priming of the endothelium with an inflammatory condition may be needed to increase HLA
expression to sufficiently allow the second hit of anti-HLA antibodies to induce TRALI. The additional
upregulation of endothelial TLR4 upon treatment with LPS and anti-HLA class I antibodies may indicate
an ongoing amplification-loop of LPS-reactivity towards the endothelium during TRALI.
TLR4 is known to be the main receptor for LPS, however physiologically expressed oxidized
lipids have also been shown to facilitate ARDS via TLR4 (11). This suggests that even in the absence
of additional LPS insults, upregulation of the TLR4 receptor could be detrimental. In the study by
Imai et al., it was reported that the contribution of endothelial TLR4 was negligible for acid-induced
ALI. However, the authors did not explore LPS-induced TRALI in their model. In this study, we
found that combining LPS pre-treatment with anti-HLA class I antibodies on endothelial cells not
only increased surface expression of TLR4, but also ICAM-1, and correlated with increased PMN
TEM under physiological flow conditions.
Questions have been raised if anti-HLA antibodies would even reach the pulmonary endothelium
upon venous infusion during transfusion. A case report showed unilateral TRALI in a patient with a
transplanted lung, where the transfused anti-HLA antibodies only matched the HLA of the transplanted
lung (12). Furthermore, a recent paper by Cleary et al. demonstrated, using real-time imaging with
immunofluorescent labeled anti-HLA antibodies in experimental TRALI mouse models, that anti-HLA
antibodies predominantly bound to lung endothelial HLA (8) and Fc-receptor binding of neutrophils has
previously been demonstrated to induce lung injury (13). Some studies have suggested that incubation of
endothelial cells with anti-HLA class I antibodies lead to additional upregulation of adhesion molecules,
particularly ICAM-1, on endothelial cells (14,15). Our study shows that anti-HLA class I antibodies alone
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are not able to upregulate adhesion molecules in pulmonary ECs. Here we found that neutrophils can cross
the pulmonary endothelium also without LPS stimulation when only treated with anti-HLA antibodies,
likely due to the high baseline distribution of ICAM-1 in pulmonary ECs. Indeed, some studies have shown
development of mild TRALI of mice treated with anti-HLA antibodies alone (13,16).
We propose a mechanism that includes a crucial role for the endothelium in the development of
severe TRALI: LPS primes the endothelium to increase the expression of HLA class I molecules on
the luminal cell surface, facilitating the binding of anti-HLA antibodies that in turn increases TLR4
expression. This creates an aggravated immune response and may explain the high incidence of TRALI
in the critically ill. Lung endothelium is particularly at risk due to the high baseline ICAM-1 expression
and the fact that neutrophils tend to sequester there. This study supports a potential role for TLR4
blocking to prevent severe TRALI.
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General discussion
Endothelial dysfunction is majorly involved in Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS) and
Transfusion Related Acute Lung Injury (TRALI). It is well known that lifestyle influences like chronic
alcohol abuse, unhealthy eating and smoking leads to chronic inflammation and endothelial dysfunction,
which in turn are pre-disposing risk factors for TRALI (1) and COVID-19 induced ARDS (2,3).
Endothelial dysfunction is also heavily implicated in most, if not all, cardio-vascular pathologies. Thus,
understanding the mechanisms that control inflammation and the endothelial barrier function can be
important in the prevention of not only ARDS and TRALI, but potentially also cancer (metastasis),
atherosclerosis, thrombosis, and a plethora of other diseases as well.
The overlap of the mechanisms in cancer and endothelial dysfunction can be illustrated in the repurposing of Abl inhibitory cancer drugs Imatinib and Bosutinib to prevent vascular leakage in acute lung
injury models (4,5), and has proven effective in a COVID-19 patient trial (6). Interestingly, edema is a
listed side effect of Imatinib, suggesting there is much left to understand about the functions of Abl. How
can the same inhibitor cause edema and prevent edema in two different pathologies? These paradoxes exist
throughout the cardiovascular field of research. How does the small GTPase RhoA decrease permeability
and induce gap formation in response to one stimulus, but protect against vascular leakage in response
to another?
This thesis concentrates on how specific (dys)functions of the endothelium can contribute to
pathology and opens potential new strategies targeting the endothelium for prevention. This is also
important for ARDS and TRALI, for which a better understanding of the endothelial pathophysiology
is warranted, no specific therapies are available, and endothelial leakage is an important hallmark.
In chapters 2 and 3, we discussed the key features of the endothelium in the control of inflammation.
Additionally, the current evidence for a role of the endothelium in TRALI was presented in chapter 3.
In this thesis, we set out to understand the current knowledge on endothelial mechanisms driving acute
edema and increased neutrophil transmigration.
It is important to realize that the functional behavior of endothelial cells is heavily influenced by
environmental cues such as blood pressure, substrate stiffness, intercellular signaling molecules and
surrounding cells (7,8). All these external factors make endothelial cells very complex to study in vitro.
As presented in chapter 4, figure 3C: even within an endothelial monolayer, there is mosaic expression of
inflammation-related adhesion molecules such as ICAM-1, meaning that some endothelial cells show much
higher expression of these inflammatory molecules than other endothelial cells. Also, some endothelial
cells may respond much faster and thus more efficient to the same stimulus than other endothelial cells.
Until today, it is unclear what the underlying mechanism is and why endothelial cell monolayers show
such heterogeneity.
Endothelial cells are further influenced by each other: confluent and healthy endothelial monolayers
are contact inhibited and resistant to apoptosis (9), whereas sub-confluent and injured endothelial cells
are easily stressed and prone to adverse events, resulting in endothelial dysfunction (10). Interestingly,
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valuable insights can be found with in vitro studies if one carefully considers the setup of the experiment
and the specific endothelial cell type used (8). Increasing evidence shows that when studying a specific
organ disorder, it is important to validate your findings in cells of that organ, as their mechanism of action
in response to stimulus may not be the same as those of another organ (8,11–14) (Chapter6). In studies
using only HUVEC for example, results can likely not be directly extrapolated to patient TRALI, and
important insights may be missed. New in vitro experimental systems are continuously being developed,
such as organoids, “vessel on a chip” and “organ on a chip” models, to represent the physiological condition
more accurately. Nevertheless, although the chip models will reduce the need for animal experiments, we
will need to validate our in vitro and organ-on-a-chip findings in a more multicellular complex model like
an animal model. Outcomes of such experiments will be the standard at least in the near future for final
pre-clinical perspective.
In chapter 4, we set out to explore if there would be synergic effects related to edema and neutrophil
transmigration when using two different types of stimuli on endothelial cells, in this case histamine which
is known to induce rapid but short-lasting edema, together with LPS, an inflammatory stimulus which is
known to not induce a strong inflammatory response in HUVEC. As we showed in this study, neutrophil
transendothelial migration (TEM) was significantly enhanced, more so than the sum of the individual
treatments alone. Interestingly, this was without additional upregulation of inflammation-mediated
adhesion molecules or noticeably decreased endothelial barrier resistance. Rather, histamine together with
the inflammatory stimulus LPS re-organized the junctions phenotypically, where VE-cadherin distribution
was found in so-called jagged formation, correlating to F-actin stress fibers creating tension on the junctions.
Fascinatingly, a similar phenotype has previously been described, when HUVECs were treated with
Escherichia Coli Cytotoxic Necrotizing Factor 1 (CNF1) to determine the effects of Rho-activating toxins
on actin cytoskeleton and monolayer integrity (15). In their study, they found induced RhoA activation
and stress fiber formation, but without observing any gaps in VE-cadherin distribution of the monolayer.
Studying the images from their study however, the jagged VE-cadherin distribution is visible also in their
samples, although the authors did not measure or focus specifically on those parameters. In our study, the
jagged junctions were preferred by neutrophils for TEM, possibly as they were easier for the neutrophil
to pass through.
On a philosophical, evolutionary level, the finding makes perfect sense in that histamine is released
by mast cells upon encountering a foreign molecule or pathogen. Thus, the endothelium would need to be
prepared for a large-scale fast response if more signs of an invading pathogen, such as LPS, would appear.
Although we did not find the specific mechanism by which histamine aided in enhanced neutrophil
TEM, we were able to significantly decrease TEM by stimulating specific small GTPases that are known to
enhance the endothelial barrier, Rap1 and Rac1, thereby rescuing the junctional VE-cadherin phenotype
from jagged to linear (15,16).
The results pertain to the opportunities of small GTPase stimulating drugs as treatment candidates in
diseases where the endothelial barrier is compromised, as in sepsis and TRALI. Rac1 and Rap1 stimulating
drugs may have a two-fold effect – both in decreased edema and decreased neutrophil TEM. Importantly,

such drugs would need to be fast-acting. As measured on ECIS, both S1P and 007-AM, which we used for
this study, increased the endothelial barrier within minutes, reaching peak resistance at approximately one
to two hours (data not shown). These data should be further tested and confirmed in animal models for
potential therapeutic potential. In fact, Abl-kinase inhibitor Imatinib has been shown to exert its vascular
leakage preventing functions via activation of Rac1 (17,18).
In chapter 5, the role of A Disintegrin And Metalloprotease 10 (ADAM10) in neutrophil TEM was
explored. Genetic deficiency of ADAM10 in mice had previously been shown to impair TEM of T-cells,
which the authors attributed to decreased VE-cadherin cleavage (19). In our study, we found an additional
role for ADAM10 in the endothelium, which was the cleavage of ICAM-1 from the endothelial surface
during neutrophil TEM.
We found that inhibition of ADAM10 or depletion of ADAM10 from endothelial cells resulted in a
significant delay in the efficiency of neutrophils to cross the endothelium, both under flow conditions and
static conditions using Transwell assays, although the overall numbers of neutrophils that transmigrated
were not significantly different. This may indicate that β2-integrin de-activation is the main way for
neutrophils to detach from the endothelial surface during TEM, or that neutrophil release of ADAM10 is
sufficient for ICAM-1 cleavage during this process. Unrelated to neutrophil TEM, silencing of endothelial
ADAM10 did increase the surface expression of ICAM-1 on the endothelial surface. Interestingly,
Jambusaria and colleagues found in their mRNA expression studies between cerebral, cardiac, and
pulmonary endothelial cells, that ADAM10 was less expressed in pulmonary endothelium than other
tissues during homeostatic conditions (http://rehmanlab.org/ribo). This could explain to some extent that
pulmonary endothelial cells express high ICAM-1 on the endothelial surface, as we found in chapter 6.
Curiously, tetraspanin8 (Tspan8), which can alter the substrate specificity of ADAM10 (20), was uniquely
downregulated in pulmonary endothelium in response to LPS in the study by Jambusaria and colleagues
(8). However, if vascular integrity of the lung is indeed highly depending on VE-cadherin (21,22), it is
likely that sophisticated mechanisms regulating expression of ADAM10 and other VE-cadherin-cleaving
metalloproteases in the lung are in place.
High ADAM10 expression has been linked to Alzheimer’s disease, cancer and indeed also sepsis
(23–25), making ADAM10 inhibitors additional interesting targets for vascular integrity preserving
treatment. However, clinical studies using metalloprotease inhibitors have thus far not been a success
(23,26).
In chapter 6, we compared endothelial cells of different organ origin to determine their response to
inflammatory stimulus LPS, to better understand why lung are primarily targeted by systemic inflammation
in ARDS and TRALI. In response to LPS stimulation, Pulmonary endothelial cells upregulated more
adhesion molecules and facilitated more neutrophil TEM than other organ microvascular endothelial cells.
The pulmonary ECs were also the only cells to significantly dismantle the endothelial barrier in response
to LPS. Interestingly, pulmonary endothelial cells displayed a higher baseline, i.e., without inflammatory
stimuli, expression of ICAM-1 than any of the other organ microvascular ECs. Between pulmonary
ECs, this baseline expression, and the extent of fold increase upon LPS stimulation, did vary between
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independent experiments, which may reflect that the extent of baseline and induced ICAM-1 expression
on pulmonary ECs is due to epigenetic changes and trained immunity over the course of life.
It is well established that people who live in cities with high pollution are more susceptible to e.g.,
asthma, and it was found in the recent SARS-COV2 pandemic that survival rates and severity of disease
were worse for people living in cities with high pollution (27), thus long-term exposure to lung irritants
does seem to have lasting impact on lung immunity.
Pulmonary endothelial cells are in the closest proximity to external pathogens when compared to
all organ endothelial cells, due to the thin barrier between pulmonary epithelial and endothelial cells
for efficient gas-exchange. From an evolutionary point of view, an efficient immune response would be
particularly essential in the lung. Our findings did not quite match those of Jambusaria and co-workers
(8) which present cardiac endothelial cells as the highest baseline ICAM-1 expressing cells in their online
database (http://rehmanlab.org/ribo). However, their experiments were performed in SPF laboratory mice,
which arguably are not exposed to as many pathogens in their typically not very long lifetime. In addition,
their data are based on RNA sequencing, and these data do not necessarily mirror protein expression,
whereas we show protein expression. Nevertheless, in their database testing cerebral, pulmonary, and cardiac
ECs, all three displayed high baseline ICAM-1 expression. This may suggest that there is a congenital
disposition for these cells to be particularly protected against pathogens. We also found cardiac ECs to
have higher baseline ICAM-1 expression than the other organ microvascular ECs, although not as high
as pulmonary ECs. This may indicate that in humans, epigenetic changes in pulmonary ECs increase the
amount of surface ICAM-1 to surpass those of cardiac ECs over time.
In support of this theory, non-SPF housed mice do not require pre-stimulation with LPS to develop
TRALI in response to anti-HLA class I injection (28,29). Interestingly, pre-stimulation with LPS in vitro
(this thesis) and SPF-housed mice in vivo (29,30) still particularly enhanced destruction and neutrophil
transmigration in pulmonary ECs. This alludes to intrinsic mechanisms inherent specifically to pulmonary
endothelium, by which the endothelial barrier is decreased, and leukocyte TEM enhanced in response to
certain inflammatory stimuli such as LPS.
As described for PECAM-1 (31), VE-cadherin in pulmonary endothelium may have a specific
function in response to LPS, or the effect could also be PECAM-1 mediated. Scott and colleagues reported
a particularly enhanced p-ERK pathway activation in pulmonary endothelium in response to LPS (12).
ERK activation has previously been described upon defective SHP-2 binding of PECAM-1 in mouse
models (32). However, full length PECAM-1, which is by far the most common form in human endothelial
cells, does not have this defect (33). Nevertheless, diminished SHP-2 activity on β-catenin may well play
a role in the increased activation of this pathway. One recent study found Wnt inhibitors to suppress
LPS-induced inflammatory responses in epithelial and endothelial cells (34). Wnt family proteins inhibit
phosphorylation of β-catenin by GSK-3β, effectively preventing β-catenin from proteosome degradation
and allowing it to translocate to the nucleus for gene transcription. Another study also found a role for
the Wnt/ β-catenin pathway in LPS-induced lung injury, albeit attributed to T-cells in their study (35).
Additional evidence suggesting an intrinsic specific response to LPS in pulmonary endothelial

cells was the results by Jambusaria and colleagues, who measured the largest gene-expression changes in
pulmonary endothelial cells in response to LPS, compared to the other endothelial cells measured (8). In
further support of our in vitro results, an in vivo TRALI mouse model showed that TRALI only occurred
when the mice were treated with LPS and pulmonary edema significantly occurred, while in contrast no
damage to the pancreas was observed (36). Pancreatic endothelial cells were also taken along in our in
vitro experiments, and they were not found to be sensitive to LPS in contrast to pulmonary endothelial
cells. In addition, in vivo LPS-TRALI findings also corresponded to in vitro endothelial barrier function
experiments (37).
In our paper, we found a role for CDH13 (T-cadherin) in facilitation of neutrophil TEM. CDH13
seems to be connected to the endothelial barrier by facilitating correct VE-cadherin organization (38) and,
like the Rho GEF Trio, activates both the Rho A and Rac1 GTPases (39,40). Additionally, it has been
described to be connected to the p-ERK pathway (genecards.org, (41,42)). Studying the gene expression
database provided by Jambusaria et al., also cerebral and cardiac endothelial cells express high CDH13. Thus,
it seems that tissues subjected to high blood pressure requiring a tight endothelial barrier has particularly
high CDH13 expression. Experiments using the shCDH13 VLPs did indeed show significantly decreased
endothelial barrier resistance on ECIS, compared to shCtrls (data not shown).
In a tissue like the lung, where endothelial barrier resistance needs to be high to withstand the blood
pressure on the one side, but constantly needs to fight off pathogens on the other, CDH13 likely plays
dual roles. During homeostasis, it maintains endothelial barrier and keeps resistance high, whereas it aids
inflammation in response to inflammatory stimuli. As discussed in chapter 2, RhoA and Rac1 have distinct
functions in inducing stiffness and presenting adhesion molecules during inflammatory conditions. The
similarities between CDH13 and Trio in observed phenotype of the cells is rather striking. Trio is also
known to be activated in inflammatory conditions (43), suggesting that perhaps CDH13 could be an
activator of Trio? This makes it a very interesting protein for future studies.
Finally, in chapter 7, we put forward a novel potential mechanism by which TRALI develops. In
clinical settings, the critically ill are at increased risk of developing TRALI upon blood transfusion, which
may contain anti-HLA class I antibodies. One pre-disposing factor in the recipient is non-ALI sepsis
(which did not proceed to cause acute lung injury). Upon pre-stimulation of pulmonary ECs with LPS,
binding of anti-HLA class I antibody to ECs increased, indicative for increased expression of the HLA
class I molecules on the pulmonary endothelium. Similarly, anti-HLA class I antibody binding increased
the expression of the LPS receptor TLR4 on the surface of pulmonary endothelial cells. Combining LPS
pre-stimulation with anti-HLA antibodies, ICAM-1 at the endothelial surface was significantly enhanced
compared to anti-HLA class I antibody treatment alone. In fact, anti-HLA class I antibody treatment alone
did not increase ICAM-1 expression compared to isotype control-treated samples. LPS alone enhanced
ICAM-1 expression on the pulmonary surface roughly 3-fold compared to PBS-stimulated pulmonary
endothelial cells, whereas LPS and anti-HLA class I combined enhanced ICAM-1 expression almost 5-fold.
This study suggests a possible amplification loop by which LPS and anti-HLA class I antibody binding
to the pulmonary endothelium enhance the effect of each other and develops into TRALI.
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In conclusion, pulmonary endothelium of the critically ill and people with underlying conditions
such as obesity, allergies, cancer etc., may be more primed for adverse inflammatory events due to (1)
synergic effects of combined inflammatory stimuli (Chapter 4), (2) decreased ADAM-10 activity at the
pulmonary surface (Chapter 5), and (3) an increased sensitivity of pulmonary endothelium to stimuli
disrupting the endothelial barrier (Chapter 6 and 7). Finding fast-acting drugs that preserve the integrity
of the endothelial barrier during ARDS may save lives. Drugs that target activation of barrier-promoting
Rho GTPases such as Rac-1 could make interesting candidates in this regard.

Figure 1
Proposed mechanism promoting barrier
function during homeostasis. Blue lines
represent endothelial cells. Int. = internal/
cytosolic, Ext. = external. Homophilic
interactions of PECAM-1 and VE-cadherin
are promoted by cytoskeletal arrangement.
RhoA-mediated tension is inhibited by
p120 and EC-barrier enhancing Rac1
activation is dominating as CDH13 is

Figure 2

localized at the membrane. Further,

Proposed mechanism of LPS-mediated pathways promoting edema and TEM in pulmonary endothelium. Blue lines represent

pathways promoting VE-cadherin bound

endothelial cells. Int. = internal/cytosolic, Ext. = external. LPS-binding to TLR4 promotes detachment of β-catenin (β-cat)

β-catenin (β-cat) and F-actin anchoring

from VE-cadherin and enhances transcription factor functions of the protein, via the MAPK/ERK pathway. Barrier-enhancing

via α-catenin (α-cat) are active, such as

functions of Rac1 as well as trafficking of CDH13 to the membrane is diminished. RhoA activation is promoted leading

active SHP-2, VE-PTP-supported VE-

to F-actin stress-fiber formation, increased tension and adhesion molecule presentation, again possibly mediated via Trio.

cadherin adhesion, and degradation of

Pathways promoting phosphorylation of β-catenin are enhanced, including Abl kinase and Akt activation (via Ras), and

cytosolic β-catenin by GSK-3 (GSK-3(β)).

decreased GSK-3 activation. Binding of anti-HLA class I enhances TLR4 presentation, increasing the pathways. Possible

Phosphorylation of β-catenin by Akt is

points of intervention might be Abl kinase inhibtors, Wnt-inhibitors, p-ERK inhibitors, SHP-2 activators and/or activators of

inhibited by CDH13. Trio may be involved

Rac-1.

in the CDH13 pathway.
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Nederlandse samenvatting
In de laatste twee jaar zijn veel mensen in aanraking gekomen met Acute Respiratory Distress
Syndrome (ARDS) of in het Nederlands: acute respiratoire insufficiëntie. Beelden van verdoofde
COVID-19- patiënten in beademingsapparatuur hebben het syndroom zichtbaar gemaakt voor het brede
publiek, en op de IC heeft het veel levens geëist. ARDS is een levensbedreigende aandoening waarbij de
longblaasjes (alveoli) worden gevuld met witte bloedcellen (leukocyten of immuun cellen genaamd) en
bloedplasma (oedeem vorming). Hierdoor wordt de zuurstof opname belemmerd, waardoor het ademen
wordt bemoeilijkt. Het syndroom treedt meestal op als gevolg van een ernstige ontsteking of trauma,
zoals COVID-19 of verkeersongevallen, en eindigt in, naar schatting, 40% van de gevallen met de dood.
Transfusie-gerelateerd acuut longletsel (TRALI) kan leiden tot ARDS , maar treedt op als gevolg van
bloed transfusie in twee fasen: (1) systemische onderliggende ontsteking bij de patiënt en (2) transfusie van
overeenkomend antilichamen van Humaan Leukocyten Antigeen (HLA) of Humaan Neutrofiel Antigeen
(HNA), of biologische respons op bijvoorbeeld biologische actieve lipiden. De exacte mechanismen achter
het ontstaan van deze pathologieën zijn nog niet duidelijk en tot op heden is er geen effectieve behandeling.
Zowel ARDS als TRALI heeft een sterke immunologische profiel en kan leiden tot vernietiging van
de barrière tussen de bloed circulatie en het weefsel in de longen. Dit kan dan leiden tot lange of zelfs
permanente aandoeningen met alle gevolgen voor de kwaliteit van leven van dien. De barrière tussen de
bloedcirculatie en het weefsel door het vasculaire systeem bestaat uit zogenaamde endotheel cellen. Deze
endotheel cellen vormen de eerste cellaag aan de binnenkant van het bloedvat. Endotheel cellen beslissen
welke plasma- eiwitten en immuun cellen passeren van het bloed naar het weefsel en voorkomen actieve
lekkage tijdens deze processen. Endotheel cellen worden beïnvloed door signalen van de rest van het
lichaam, zoals bloeddruk en stress-signalen van de omringende cellen.
In dit proefschrift hebben we verschillende factoren onderzocht die de barrière functie van het
endotheel en transmigratie van immuun cellen kunnen beïnvloeden. Door deze studies hopen we beter te
kunnen begrijpen wanneer en hoe de bloedvaten ontregeld raken, en waar men mogelijk kan ingrijpen om
oedeem en schade tijdens ARDS en TRALI kan beperken of zelfs kan voorkomen.
In de hoofdstukken 1-3 bespreek ik wat we al weten over hoe de endotheel barrière werkt en de
eiwitten die daarbij betrokken kunnen zijn die mogelijk kunnen leiden tot ARDS en TRALI. Daarnaast
beschrijf ik het bewijs dat geneesmiddelen die gericht zijn op het versterken van de endotheel barrière een
mogelijke sleutel kan zijn voor effectieve behandeling van TRALI.
In hoofdstuk 4 laten we zien dat het effect van een stimulus die bekend staat de barriere van het
endotheel te verslechten (histamine) samen met een ontstekingsmediator (LPS) een extra negatief effect
kunnen hebben op het aantal immuun cellen dat door de endotheel laag heen beweegt. We laten in dit
hoofdstuk ook zien dat activering van eiwitten die de endotheel barrière versterken in dit geval de beweging
van immuun cellen door de endotheel laag tegen kunnen houden.
In Hoofdstuk 5 hebben we gevonden dat de metalloprotease ADAM-10 betrokken is bij het
afknippen van het adhesie molecuul ICAM-1 van de endotheel membraan. ICAM-1 is een heel belangrijk
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eiwit voor immuun cellen om door het endotheel heen te bewegen. Wij hebben gevonden dat zodra de
immuun cel aan het endotheel gebonden is en er bijna doorheen is, dat ADAM10 ICAM-1 van het
endotheel af kan knippen. Op deze wijze kan de immuun cel dus loslaten van de endotheel cel en verder
het weefsel in bewegen.
In Hoofdstuk 6 onderzochten we de respons van de endotheel cellen van verschillende organen
op de pro-inflammatoire bacteriële component LPS, die experimenteel wordt gebruikt om ARDS op te
wekken en de onderliggende ontsteking van TRALI na te bootsen in vivo en in vitro. Pulmonale (van de
long) endotheelcellen bleken significant beter te reageren dan endotheelcellen van andere organen en
reguleerden meer moleculen op die belangrijk zijn voor een succesvol transmigratie proces. Daarnaast
bleek dat de long endotheel cellen een hogere intrinsieke weerstand vormen maar ook meer gevoelig zijn
voor veranderingen in de barriere als ze met inflammatie factoren in aanraking komen. Met name het eiwit
Cadherin-13 hebben we kunnen identificeren als nieuw eiwit dat met name op longen tot expressie komt
en daar voor de barrière functie kan zorgen. Dit eiwit zou dus op termijn een therapeutisch doel kunnen
zijn om long-specifiek endotheel aan te pakken.
Tot slot, in Hoofdstuk 7, vonden we dat activatie van de long endotheel cellen door LPS meer HLA
moleculen op het oppervlakte brengt. Op zijn beurt, wanneer antilichamen gebonden worden tegen het
HLA molecuul, resulteerde dit in verhoogde expressie van de receptor voor LPS, Toll-like receptor 4
(TLR4). Deze resultaten gaven aan dat TRALI kan optreden via een amplificatie lus van deze twee stimuli.
Samenvattend, de belangrijkste conclusies van dit onderzoek was dat onderliggende aandoeningen,
zoals ontsteking, de endotheelcellen in een staat van paraatheid brengt, een soort voorstadium (priming) en
waarbij extra (externe) stimuli de transmigratie van immuun cellen verhogen en het risico op oedeemvorming
toeneemt. Met name de longen lijken op unieke wijze meer gevoelig te zijn voor inflammatoire stimuli. Long
endotheel cellen moeten daarom niet worden ingewisseld voor andere endotheel cellijnen wanneer men
specifiek onderzoek wil doen naar long-gerelateerde aandoeningen. Activatie van eiwitten en moleculen die
de endotheel barrière versterken, tonen aan dat er potentieel is voor de behandeling van ARDS en TRALI,
wat ook is bewezen in preklinische en klinische onderzoeken met Wnt-remmers en Abl-kinaseremmers
Imatinib en Bosutinib.
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Svensk sammanfattning
Under de senaste två åren har de flesta blivit bekanta med Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome
(ARDS) eller på svenska: Akut andningssvikts-/andningsnöds-syndrom. Bilder på nedsövda COVID-19
patienter i respiratorer har synliggjort syndromet för allmänheten, men på IVA har det skördat liv betydligt
längre än den nuvarande pandemin. ARDS är ett livshotande tillstånd då lungblåsorna (alveoli), fylls med
vita blodkroppar (leukocyter eller immunceller) och blodplasma (ödem), vilket försvårar syreupptaget
och gör det svårt att andas. Syndromet uppstår typiskt sett till följd av svåra inflammationer eller trauman,
som till exempel COVID-19 eller trafikolyckor, och slutar med döden i uppskattningsvis 40% av fallen.
Transfusions-Relaterad Akut Lungskada (TRALI) kan resultera i ARDS, men uppstår till följd av
blodtransfusion i två steg: (1) systemisk underliggande inflammation hos patienten och (2), transfusion
av matchande antikroppar mot Human Leukocyte Antigen (HLA) eller Human Neutrophil Antigen
(HNA), eller biological response modifiers (BRM), ex. bioaktiva lipider. De exakta mekanismerna bakom
hur patologierna uppstår är ännu inte klarlagda och till dags dato finns ingen effektiv behandling. Både
ARDS och TRALI har en starkt immunologisk profil och resulterar i att barriären mellan blodcirkulationen
och lungvävnaden förstörs, vilket kan ge långvariga eller bestående men i överlevande. Barriären mellan
blodcirkulationen och vävnaden genom hela kardiovaskulärsystemet utgörs av s.k. endotelceller.
Endotelceller bestämmer vilka plasmaproteiner och immunceller som får passera från blodet till vävnaden
och motverkar aktivt läckage under dessa processer, som pågår kontinuerligt. Endotelceller påverkas av
signaler från resten av kroppen, så som blodtryck eller stressignaler från omgivande celler, vilket förändrar
deras barriär- och signalfunktion.
I denna tes har vi undersökt olika faktorer som kan påverka barriärfunktion och Trans-Endotel
Migration (TEM) hos endotelceller, för att bättre förstå när och hur det blir dysreglerat, och var man
eventuellt kan ingripa för att motverka ödem och skada i ARDS och TRALI.
I kapitel 1-3 diskuterar jag det vi redan vet om hur endotelbarriären fungerar och proteiner som
eventuellt kan vara involverade i kaskaden som leder till ARDS och TRALI, samt bevis för att läkemedel
som riktar sig till att stärka endotelbarriären kan vara nyckeln till effektiv behandling mot TRALI.
I kapitel 4 visar vi att effekten av ett stimulus som påverkar endotelbarriären (histamin) kan ge
långvariga effekter som påverkar mängden TEM av immunceller, när givet i kombination med ett proinflammatoriskt stimulus (LPS). Vi visar även att aktivering av proteiner som stärker endotelbarriären kan
motverka TEM i detta fall.
I kapitel 5 fann vi att metalloproteaset ADAM-10 kan klyva celladhesionmolekylen ICAM-1 från
endotelcellers membran. ICAM-1 är särkilt viktig för immuncellers förmåga att korsa endotelbarriären
och ADAM-10 hjälper så till att lösgöra immunceller från endotelet i slutskedet av TEM.
I kapitel 6 undersökte vi responsen av endotelceller från olika organ, när de aktiverades av proinflammatoriska bakteriekomponenten LPS, som experimentellt används för att anstifta ARDS och
imitera den underliggande inflammationen i TRALI in vivo och in vitro. Pulmonära (från lungan)
endotelceller visade sig reagera betydligt starkare än endotelceller från andra organ och uppreglerade
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mer adhesionsmolekyer (framförallt ICAM-1), samt faciliterade mer TEM av neutrofiler. Pulmonära
endotelceller hade därtill en inneboende högre barriärfunction, men som var känsligare än andra celler för
inflammatoriskt stimulus. Vi kunde identifiera proteinet Cadherin-13 (CDH13) som en viktig component
av barriärfunktionen. CDH13 skulle eventuellt kunna tjäna som terapeutiskt mål för behandling av
lungsjukdomar där barriärfunktionen är äventyrad.
Till slut, i kapitel 7, fann vi att LPS-aktivering av den pro-inflammatoriska endotelresponsen
i pulmonära celler, uppreglerade HLA-molekyler på cellytan. När antikroppar band HLA i sin tur,
uppreglerades Toll-Like Receptor 4 (TLR4), receptorn för LPS, på endotelytan. Dessa resultat indikerade
att TRALI kan uppstå genom en amplifierings-loop av dessa två stimuli.
Sammantaget var de viktigaste slutsatserna från denna tes att underliggande patologier, så som
inflammation, kan försätta endotelceller i ett beredskapsläge där ytterligare stimulus ökar TEM av
immunceller och riskerar ödem. Lungor verkar vara unikt mottagliga för inflammatoriska problem och
pulmonära endotelceller bör därför inte bytas ut mot andra celltyper då lungpatologier ska studeras in
vitro. Aktivering av proteiner som stärker endotelbarriären uppvisar potential för behandling av ARDS
och TRALI, vilket även bevisats i pre-kliniska och kliniska studier med Wnt-inhibitorer och Abl-kinas
inhibitorer Imatinib och Bosutinib.
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